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THE MC -500
MICRO OMPOSER
A Music-
Dedicated
Computer

The Facts
 Just like a computer, the MC -500 has no

fixed functions. A program booted from
a 31/2" disk determines how the MC -500
operates.

 The MC -500 is extremely easy to
operate, featuring an a -Dial, a 2 -line
LCD display (each line 20 characters
long), and a numerical key pad.

 The MC -500 can be synchronised
with MIDI devices and a multi -track
recorder.

REAL-TIME RECORDER SOFTWARE DISK
(comes with the MC -500)
 The MC -500 comes with a 31/2" disk

containing programs which let the
MC -500 function as a real-time
sequencer and provide tremendous
memory capacity and a wide variety
of functions.

 The performance data is written in the
MC -500 by real-time recording from a
connected MIDI instrument. Once the
performance data is recorded, the
MC -500 can completely control any
MIDI instrument from a synthesizer
(such as the aJUNO or SUPER JX),
to a drum machine (such as the TR-505,
TR-707 or TR-727), or a MIDI sound
module (such as the Super Quartet
MKS -7). The MC -500 also allows the
perfect formation of any MIDI set-up
from a simple sequencer -synthesizer
set-up to a complicated professional
quality set-up.

 The MC -500 itself can store the
performance data for up to eight songs
or about 25,000 notes. The song name
can also be stored for each song. In
addition, the performance data can also
be saved on a 31/2" disk. In this case,
up to 100 songs or about 100,000 notes
can be stored in one disk.

 The program provides the MC -500 with
four recording tracks. Each track can
polyphonically record MIDI messages
of all 16 MIDI channels including note,
bender, exclusive messages, etc.
In addition, a rhythm track is separately
provided to control MIDI rhythm
instruments. The rhythm track stores
the performance data created by step
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writing and can
control up to 32 sound sources.
Eight levels of accent can be
programmed for each sound source.

 Convenient recording functions are
provided. The Punch-In/Punch-Out
function allows unwanted parts of a
recording track to be replaced by other
performance data at will. The
Quantizing function automatically
corrects the rhythm. And the
Overdubbing function allows the user
to overdub other performance data
while listening to a previously recorded
performance.

 The performance data can also be
loaded by step writing -all notes and
rests are written in the MC -500
step-by-step.

 For greater convenience, a variety of
editing functions are provided. The
Merge function allows the performance
data recorded on several recording
tracks to be mixed on a single track.
Extract function transfers the
performance data of one MIDI channel
recorded with other MIDI channels'
data on one track to another track.
In addition, the performance data for
every single measure can be
transposed, inserted, and deleted.

 A Micro -Scope function allows every
single note to be edited over several
elements such as the note length and
its strength. Even after the performance
data is recorded by the MC -500, the
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tempo can be modified
in detail -accelerando (becoming
gradually faster) and ritardando
(becoming gradually slower) can
be programmed.

STEP -WRITE SOFTWARE DISK
(available in the near future)
 This program allows the user to write

the performance data using the MC -500
controls. Even people who cannot play
an instrument can easily create
performance data.

 The performance data is created by
inputting a note name, gate time, step
time, and other elements for every note
of a composition. Any complicated
composition -even a composition
physically impossible to play -can be
easily created.

 This software, like the Real -Time
Recorder software, offers a variety of
editing functions. The total playing time
of a composition can also be controlled.

 The performance data filed by this
software is compatible with the data
filed by the Real -Time Recorder
software.

The price - £799

Roland (UK) Ltd/983 Great West Road/Brentford/Middx/Tel: 01-568 4578
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4
Fairs are great for demonstrating

technology, but do they do enough to
further the cause of music?

Newsdesk
The latest on ail the new music machines,
including those announced at the NAMM

show in Chicago, plus an opportunity to
win a free ticket to the British Music Fair.

Communiqué
Latest pick from the bulging E&MM

postbag.

Interface
It's question and answer time again, with
E&MM's experts on hand to answer your

queries on equipment and music.

E -Mu Systems
Emax

The 'baby Emulator', announced only a
month ago, gets put through its paces by

Paul Wiffen at E-mu's Californian HQ.
It's good.

Roland MC500
Sequencer

A preview of Roland's first software -
based digital recorder. As Paul Wiffen
reports, it takes over where the MSQ

range left off.

24
Ensoniq ESQ I
Polysynth 57

The Mirage people announce a synth
that uses analogue and digital

technology, throws in a multitrack
sequencer, and costs just over £1 000.

Paul Wiffen checks it out.

Amiga Update
David Ellis buys a Commodore Amiga

and looks at the latest software written
for it. The music is good, the graphics are

better-but what does the future hold?

MSX Software
Is the Japanese computer standard a

dead duck, or will the latest music and
video software from Toshiba and Pioneer

save the day? Annabel Scott has the
answers.
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Depeche Mode
After five years at the top of the

electropop tree, Basildon boys Martin
Gore and Alan Wilder talk tech with Paul

Tingen.

0001 ael Brook
A anadian guitarist with a low profile

but a high pedigree pays a visit to
Britain. Tim Goodyer finds out about the

infinite guitar and the infancy of FM
synthesis.

Erasure
Electropop veteran Vince Clarke and

latest partner, Andy Bell, discuss
composing, sampling and singing

following their debut album release. Tim
Goodyer takes notes.

OutTakes
Another batch of record releases

analysed by E&MM reviewers. This
month: Sting and his band on CD, Chakk

and Philip Glass on vinyl.

AH B Keymix
Simon Trask takes an in-depth look at a

computer -controlled modular mixer.
Does MIDI programmability represent

the future of the mixing console?

Alesis MIDIfex
Hot on the heels of the remarkable

MIDIverb, the MIDIfex takes reverb-
derived sound treatments a step further,

while retaining a low price -tag. Paul
White has the details.

Tanrak Pt2
Ian Waugh concludes our appraisal of

Tantek's budget modular FX system, and
reveals there's plenty more to come in

the near future.

111V=111=11111

The Time Machine
You may remember the Minimoog and

the ARP Odyssey, but when was the Ilist
time you saw an EMS VCS3? Annabel

Scott travels back to the days of VCAs,
VCFs and non -programmability.

I Want Your
Samples
As sound -sampling becomes accepted as
a technique, what will musicians do with

their machines after the novelty has worn
off? Chris Meyer takes a sideways look.

Patchwork
Another collection of readers' own sound

patches, with the Korg DW8000,
Oberheim Matrix 6, Yamaha DX7 and

Casio CZ range all featuring.
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MUSIC AND BUSINESS
T0 most intents and purposes,

America's version of the music
trade fair is no different from
any other. Long gangways
crowded with besuited dealers

and their wives/girlfriends/daughters,
a general cacophony of sound as the
musicians inside soundproof booths
do battle withlhose outside, and an
abysmally low standard of in -show
catering.

But the NAMM show, which
takes place twice a year and which
had its summer Expo in Chicago's
McCormick Place in June, is subtly
different from both the Frankfurt
Musikmesse and our own British
Music Fair. For a start, there's a
bigger emphasis on dealer education
( the public get minimal access to
NAMM), with seminars on how
modern music technology works
and, more importantly, how it could
work for the dealers by bringing in
new custom.

This year's Frankfurt show had
plenty of that, but unique to NAMM
is an entirely different kind of
seminar - the kind aimed at increas-
ing sales, and nothing more. Here
the emphasis is very much on
getting cardboard boxes out the door
and money out of punters' pockets:
in the two such lectures I attended,
music wasn't mentioned once.

As it happens, music didn't appear
to be too high on people's list of
priorities in the main body of the
exhibition, either. The product
demonstrations were often just that
- tightly -scheduled demos of pro-
ducts, not musical instruments. The
way some of the demonstrators and
sales people were carrying on, they

might as well have been selling
washing machines.

Honourable exceptions to this
rule included many of the software
manufacturers, and two enterprising
drummers - Alex Actnia and John
Robinson - on the Yamaha stand.
That duo succeeded in showing the
huge potential of MIDI percussion
control (using the new electronic
drum system and a pair of TX816
racks, no less) whilst driving out the
most compelling series of musical
compositions, all of them original
and hastily prepared, this writer has
ever heard at a trade fair. As people
emerged from the demo, you could
hear them mutter not 'that piece of
gear was amazing', but 'that was
good music'. The appreciation of
the music came first, and it made the
appreciation of the technology all
the greater.

Fortunately, last year's British
Music Fair had a much higher level
of instrument demonstration, with
plenty of concerts, impromptu jam
sessions, and punter participation.
The result was a vastly increased
awareness of what modern musical
equipment is capable of doing, not
just in terms of cardboard boxes
sold, but for the work today's
musicians are engaged in.

There's no reason to believe this
year's BMF will disappoint in this
respect. In fact, with the number of
`name' musicians likely to appear, it
should be better than what went on
12 months ago.

What still worries me slightly
about all such musical instrument
fairs - BMF included - is the extent
to which they further the cause of

the technological snobs. You hear
them at every major event, mouthing
off about New Product X beating
the pants off all the competition,
and how no self-respecting musician/
engineer/producer will now be able
to make music without New Product
Y.

If you come across New Products
X or Y at the BMF, ask someone on
the stand how and why they are so
instantly desirable. Then, when,
you've played around with the'
instruments for yourself, collected
all the leaflets, and survived the
train journey back home, ask your-
self if those machines could be
beneficial to your music, or whether
some lesser, unsung device could be
of more use.

I believe it was Roland who, some
time ago, first drew attention to the
fact that a new FX pedal could make
just as big a difference to somebody's
music as a new synthesiser.

And in this very issue, Vince
Clarke, as seasoned an electronic
music campaigner as any, records
his continued amazement at the
degree to which musicians sending
him demos seem to be 'blinded by
science'. They all think their music
will improve immeasurably once the
deal is struck and the Fairlight is in
the living -room, but they couldn't
be more wrong.

Money spent on new gear doesn't
translate into a proportional increase
in talent, just as the number of units
sold by a dealer doesn't indicate the
service they're providing, long-term,
to the musical community as a
whole.

Enjoy the show. I know I will. le
Dg
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VW-

KEVBOARDS

Fabulous
deals

available on
YAMAHA,

ROLAND,
KORG,

SEQUENTIAL
ENSON la,

CASIO etc,
including:

ROLAND
Juno

6 nthesizers

ROLAND
MKB 300,

Mother Kl
rd £54

ROLAND
HP20 Pianos

£1135

YAMAHACP35
Stage Piano

£495

YAMAI4ACS-01

Mono Synths

£69

1 AMAVAAVO(-5,Remote

Kiboard
£129

EQUENTIAL
WI ullitr aks

£499

KORGSyMp
ic 00°80

£399

KORG Poly
800, Mk I

£349

CASIOCK500
CassiRadioIKboard

£149

CASIO06000, Wboard

CASIO CZ-1000, Polysynth

£325

SIEL DK60
Sy nth, touch sensitive

£399

S1ELCMK-49,

VUboard for
CI odore

64
B5

YAM AHACP30,
Stage Piano,

slh
£395

VJURLITZER
EP -200REP -200,.

£199

gEL DK-80,
Synthesizer,slh

£299

ARP
(WW , Synthesizer,

sill
£125

KORG700,
Mono

Synth, siti
£75

50 other Keyboards
in stock,

send for our

Sizzling
Surnmer

Sale Catalogue
NOW!

IlikIkl(kIlEACTANN4547-02-,12

\.stroouA:oustic

005
ARIA SB Eite, metallic blue
ARIA CSB, sit)
HOHNER Jazz Bass, Sunburst

KAY PB Basses, Sunburst

ars' able.

Phis is
Catalogue

ENJOY

other

ENJOY A DAY AT THE SEASIDE WITH THE MONEY YOU
SAVE DURING OUR FAMOUS ANNUAL SALE!

HI -TECH BARGAINS
Many at below cost price.

YAMAHACX5, inc
large Wboard

£299

YAMAHA QX-, Sequencers
£199

ROLAND MSO/00, Sequencer
£349

ROLAND MKS
-10,' Piano Mod £299

ROLAND MKS
-30m P.'S'

Synth Mod £399

ROLAND SBF-325
Dual FlangiChor

£145

ROIAND
SPV-355, P -to -V Synth

£299

ROLAND CR-8000,
Prog Rlunit

£259

KORG 0600
Expander with Sequ £179

KOFIG DDM-220,
Digital Latin

Rhythm £99

KORG SDO-2000,
SaMpling Delay

£399

SIEL Expander
80, with Sequencer

£199

SIEL Midi
Interf ace Units

£65

MXR Drurn
Computer i nc Extra ROMS £299

HAMMOND
DPM-48, Digital

Drurns £225

EV ANS
MDD-1500, Dual

Dig Delay
£165

These are
just a few of our kli.Tecgueh

Bargains.
Send for Full Sale Catalo

NOW!

HOME RECORDING
FOSTID( A80 8 -track
TASCAM 22-4, 4 -track £1,485
TASCAM MX -80 £675Mic Mixer

£125YAMAHA MT -44D, 4 -track system
£645CUTEC MR -402 4 -track cass rec £325CUTEC GS -2200 st Graphic/Spect.
£165CUTEC CD -425 Dual Dig Delay
£225IBANEZ HD -1500, Harmonizer & cont. £445IBANEZ HD -1100 Digita I DelayWASHBURN WD-1400 £225

Digital Delay £145VESTA-FIRE SF-010, Dual Flang/Chor
£125EVANS MDD-1000,

Digital Delay
£145SECK

DYNAMIX 2
Model 62, Stereo Mixer

£32516, 16 into 2 St. Mixer £335BOSS
BOSS D

FIX-100, Reverb
M-100, Echo £89

Plus huge range £89
of Mixers, R EffectsProcessors etc. Also Tascam ack

38, 34B, 32,.388, 246, 244 and Porta.Ones.

EVERYTHING REDUCED! THOUSANDS OF
UNREPEATABLE BARGAINS! SEND FOR

FULL SALE CATALOGUE NOW!
BASSES 1

VIGIER Apege, Cherry Wood £399

WAL PRO Bass,
Natural, slh

££325295

YAMAHA BB, 1100S, Active
YAMAHA BB, 1600 Che rry Sunburst E295

YAMAHA BB, 300 Met red
£145

FENDER USA, Jazz
Fretless, s/h £199

SOUIRE vintage
Precision, '57 or '62 £139

WASHBURN Force 4, black
£125

TOKAI Jazz Bass, black
£155

TOKAI Pe Violin
Finish, Edge Binding £175

WESTONE Thu nder 1A, Active
£125

WESTONE Spectrum
STB, black £145

\ IBANEZ MC924, Active, slh £225
IBANEZ RB750, black

£285

£145
IBANEZ RB630, black

I IBANEZ Roadstar,
two, black

£275
£125
£175
£135
£285
£285
£125 I

£89

£95
£225
£145
£285
£185
£199
£119
£165

TRAYNOR 1x 12 Plus Horn Cabs £139£2

39ASS Bins, Horns, Tweeters, com s/h £275
FENDER 2-12 HF, 200w Cabs, s/hp, £149WEM Songbird 600 cabs, pair £395WEM Contender 600 cabs, pair £795
MARSHALL, FULL RANGE IN STOCK.
PEAVEY, FULL RANGE IN STOCK.

AMPLIFICATION & PA
FENDER Showman 200, Combo £365FENDER Concert Valve, Combo £445SUNN 60 watt, 1x15, Bass Combo £175

ACOUSTIC 135, 120 watt Combo £125ROLAND Cub 100 Lead £175ROLAND JC77, Stereo Chorus £369SESSION 4x10, Bass Combo, black £5PEAVEY Artist 120, Black Widow, s/h £175H/H Bass Baby 150 Combo, s/h £175H/H VS Musician Top,
MARSHALL 300w V/Bass top
AMPEG V2, Valve lead top
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, B/Combo
CARLSBRO Stingray, 150 Bass Top
CARLSBRO Stingray, 150 Lead Top
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Bass Top
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, K/Board Top
TRAYNOR 6400 PA Mixer Am

108-110 SOUTHCHURCH ROAD,

ELECTRONIC
DRUMSpEARL DRX-1,

5 -pad outfit, Stands
£545

MUL TIKLONE
5 -pad outfit

Stands
£299UP ONE-UP

Drum Synth

KLONE DUAL
Perc. Synth,

2 pads
£145Plus,

over 40 klts
and 200 cymbals

£75including
PEARL, YAMAHA,

TAMA,
LUDWIG,

PRErwER,
HAYMAN,

PAISTE,
SABIAN

etc. All at Amazing
Prices.SEND FOR

OUR CATALOGUE
NOW!

DRUMS
& PERCUSSIONLUDW/G Anniv

Power Kit inc Stands
£975

SONOR XK, 5 -drums inc
Stands, s/h

£525
ROGERS XP

-8, 4 drums,
no stands

£499
PEARL 5 -drum

f/glass, inc
Stands, s/h £399

HAYMAN
5 -drum power

kit, Stands
£345

PEARL 5-drum ExportRising
Sun' £349

PEARL 5-drum Rock
kit, big sizes

450
MIRAGES

-drum outfit,
inc Stands

£275
HAYMAN

5-drm Standar,
Stands

£245
BLACK MAMBA

Prglass Congas
£245

KAY F/G lass
Congas, inc Stands

£169
KAY Wood

Congas, inc Stands
£149

BARGAIN BOX
ARIA, 5 -way Pedal Boards
NAN YO Personal Studio & h/phones £75'

£75
BOSS DM3 analog Echo Pedal

£75BOSS V8 1, Vibrato Pedal
EVANS AE 205, Analog Rack Echo £99

£39

EVANS EP 250, AnalogEcho/Chorus £125CENTER 50 watt Valve, s/h
JHS C30 13, 30 watt Bass Top, sill £25

£39
KORG EM570, 60w

PA Top with Echo £125KORG MM25, K/board/Studio
Combo £99PEARL Sync ussion drum synth, s/h £125ROLAND

Seqencer, s/h £65ROLAND CR-78 Rhythm Unit, s/h £65ROLAND TR606 Prog Ft/unit, s/h £95ROLAND TB303 Prog Bass Line, s/h £59ROLAND DR -110 Doctor Rhythm
£99CASIO KX-101 G hetto

Blaster & KJIci £125Hundreds of other bargains inc. EffectsPedals, Mics, Accessories,
Brass 6 Wood.wind etc. Send for Catalogue.

cr:

ORDER FORM
PLEASE SEND ME YOUR SIZZLING SALE

CATALOGUE - NOW!
NAME:

ADDRESS.'

PHONE NO.
ACCESS/VISA or £1,000 Instant Credit available

(subject to status)

EMM



IN STOCK NOVVIINEW SUPER JX10r POLYSYNTH £1899

Supe JX10, the ultimate analogue

polysynth! 76 keys! 12 voice! weighted

keys! built in
sequencer! dual and split!

50 presets! 50
memories! MIDI! Alpha

dial! Call for availability

NEW ITR505- eset£249!
16 PCM voices, 48 pr 48

program memories,
6 tracks, LCD

display, MIDI

NEW! ROLAND MC500

MICRO COMPO§,Moser with
built-in 3.5" disc drive
Holds 100,000 notes
per disc. Internal
memory capacity
40,000 notes. Alpha
Dial. LCD display. MIDI.

ROLAND'S
FANTASTIC NEW KEYBOARD/SAMPLERS

S-10 SAMPLING KEY
octaveBOARDlite keyboard, 128K memory,

B voice sampling, 4
sp mod

12 bit linear data tram.
3010110 sampling rate gives

4A seconds

sampling or 15kHz rate
gives 8.8 seconds. 16

digit LCD display.

Alpha dial. Boil in 2.8 inch disk drive

10 BADD,
CHELMSFORD
ESSEX
0245 352490
0245 353878

1

Iii Ill II

5-50 SAMPLING KEYBOARD

Superior quality sampling.
400K RAM memory. Up to 13.2

seconds sampling time at
30011. Equipped with RGB

socket to

external CRT monitoring.
And much much more - phone for

details and delivery.

1

!/11t* DIM-C-Dimension C - £99

00-2-Turbo-overdrive - £47

85 ST. MARYS ST.
SOUTHAMPTON
HAMPSHIRE

0703 226798

Rai
KORG DSS1 DIGITAL SAMPL

The DSS-1 is a new kind of digital keyboard

bounden. between sampling
and synthesis. between

reproduction and improvisation.
Any input can serve as your

starting point. From a microphone,
tape. even another synth.

You may also create
completely new waveforms

by 'drawing'

Me
or specifying their

harmonic composition. Blend
and ens

your waveforms to alter
their timbre any way you

like. Neva has

synthesis seen this fast, easy or
versatile. You can select any of

32 sound programs in a
sash. No waiting like with conventional

sampling systems.

104-6 ELM GROVE
SOUTHSEA
PORTSMOUTH
HAMPSHIRE
0705 820595

SOD -1

SEQUENCER

KEYBOARD

KORG SG -1 DIGITAL SAMPLED PIANO
The Yen, best in digital electronic

pianos, the new nos SG -t givesgINdodt louyeireanoosoothunearsdtgo
krninpdieds Ionize 4uting,sz,,qsjocnIlleRtwoom credo

pianos (RANO 1 and ii), . well as two electric piano (E. PLANO 1 .
a p Specifications.  KEYBOARD. SG

-10 =813 keys

)Full keyboard), SG.1 -76 keys (Normal)

 SOUND SOURCES- All Sampled
 VOICES: 12

 Controls (BEND, MODULATION),
Volume,

Equalizer (BASS, MIDDLE, TREBLE),
IAMI keY

(55-10 MIDI/TRANSPOSE key
(SG -1), Tone

?IMO IT E PIANO L E. PIANO II Card), Brilliance

0101111,
(ON/OFF, DEPTH, SPEED), Tune,

Dynamics, MIDI Channel (RECENE, TflANSMITI

 AUDIO OUTPUTS: Output
(L/MONO. R.

LOW/HIGH SWITCH), Headphones
 CONTROL

TERMINALS' Damper, MIDI 9N.
OUT, THBU), ROM

Card IV

DVP-1 DIGITAL VOICE

PROCESSOR
Features MIDI, 5 note programmable

harmonizer, pitch

shifter, intemal waveforms, 64 programs 16 bit digital

technology C1395

UI

POLY 800 MKII
1000 note polyphonic sequencer,

programmable digital delay, up to

1024 mifisecs,
programmable Eq, 6 point envelopes

NEW EX/1000
PROGRAMMABLE SYNTH
MODULE £POA
Expander version of the amazing DW8000.

Many many

features. Phone for details

SPECIAL OFFER
!tom MIDI pedal board and

SDD2000 sampler delay.

Special deals £POA Call for details.

PROPHET 2002
DIGITAL SAMPLING
MODULE £1795
Rack mount version of the
Prophet 2000. Same specification
but without keyboard.

Rolanci"--\
Alpha Juno 1 All new cosmetics

terrific

NEFALPHA
JUNO 1 & 2 POLYSYNTHS!

sounds, Fantastic value! Look al hose
Natures: 49 notes, 63 memories,

16 Mir axucharacter LCD display. New LSI chip gives

Limited
complex waveforms! New Dial System!

Juno
supplies instock. Call for demo Alpha

no 2 Touch sensitive polysynth

64 programs, 64 presets

display, new L87 chip giv'tIs6cotaprItlewraLyCepforms.
New Alpha dial system! 76 note keyboard.

NEW ROLAND RD1000 DIGITAL PIANO

keyboard!
16 voices! 88 note

yet! Sounds incredible!
economical digital piano

further details

Rack mount version
MKS20 DIGITAL PIANO MODULEof RD1000 (see

keyboard

Ikv.v.)..........

above) same

specification but no

NEW BOSS M RACKS! RPS-10 & RSD10
RPS-10 Digital Pitch Shifter/Delay.

Shift from -1 to I- 1 octave. Freqresponse flat between 4011z
15kHz. 800ms delay_ Reversedelay. RSD-10Digital Sampler Delay 2

second delay - 7kHz frequency response, includesdelay, repeat echo 8 ADE CALL
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION.

ROLAND SRV2000 STEREO DIGITAL
REVERB £1
Ineredithe Sophisbcationgitlable Price

Mori Controllable - Totally
Programmable - 99s Delay, Look at these features' 24 memones!
Parametric ES conhol for room size 'no delay,

Gate/Damping, rev timeMIDI + 6 integrated display stereo output
of up to 99 seconds, Many

MIDI

features, IN STOCK NOW

PROPHET'
VS DIGITAL
VECTOR SYNTHESIZER £1895

The Prophet VS digital vector synthesizer features 8 voices with each voice composed of
4 digital oscillators. 200 programs via ROM and RAM cartridges. MIDI. Up to 128 waveforms.
Velocity and pressure sensitive 5 octave keyboard with programmable split. Many innovative
features - call in for details.

PROPHET 2000 DIGITAL
SAMPLING KEYBOARD £2175

Up to 16 splits/touch sensitive weighted keyboard
formats own disc/6 second sampling at 21KHz
-10 secs at 15KHz/Extremely sophisticated

MULTITRAK £695

Sequential's new advanced polysynth, now at all-time
low price. Touch sensitive, powerful on -board
sequencer, multi-timbral, MIDI.

TOM
NEW LOW

PRICE £449

::R

.%11),fitil

The advanced digital drum machine
now at this ridiculous price

PRICE PLEDGE! - PHONE ANY BRANCH FOR D AILS!



TX7 FM TONE
GENERATOR

£499

YAMAHA
FANTASTIC NEW PRODUCTS!
SPX90 DIGITAL MULTI EFFECTS PROCESSOR £599

One of the mos{ exciting new products to appear for years! Features include reverb,

early reflection, delay, echo, modulation control, topn, vibrato, reverb & gate,

pitch change, freeze, ADR gate, compression,
parameteric ED, flange, phase, MIDI.

RC7 remote controller
available soon

NEW MT1X MULTITRACK CASSETTE RECORDER

Combines a four -track
cassette recording mechanism with

a full -function 4
channel mixer. Mixer includes

tape-miciline input selectors on each channel, level

adjustment for mic and fine
input, auxiliary send and

master return inputs for
effects processing, and a separate

monitor section with level
and pan controls for each track.

Simultaneous 4 track record facilityI 49911

DX27 £499

A regular key version
of the DX100. Its features

and

specs are nearly
identical to the DX100 so you can

use it as a MIDI on line controller keyboa40.

QX21 DIGITAL SEQUENCE

RECORDER
£259

This high-performance 2 -track digital sequencer is

capable of recording anything you play on a Yamaha

DX synthesizer or other MIDI keyboard,
complete with

touch response (velocity), pitch bend, modulation, and

other function parameters, 6000 to 8100 note

memory, 7 character LED display, MIDI.

ENSONKI DIGI AL PIANO MIRAGE DIGITAL SAMPLING
KEYBOARD

se multi -sampled grand piano waveforms first.
strument. 76 keys, touch sensitive,
11D1, 12 other sounds include electric £1080
lane hanky tank piano. Call in for
emo.

01 DIGITAL SEQUENCER
NTHESISER

F.1080

oice polyphonicipolytimbral, 3 oscillators, per voice 80
haracter display, 40 programs, 8 track, 2400 notes, up

to 10,000 with cart, MI sequencer.

DX 21
128 Pre-programmed voices, 32 performance
memories, MIDI, 8 note polyphonic

DX100
DX100 battery operated

FM Synth mini keys 129
voice ROM, 8 note polyphonic,

49 notes. ideal
MIDI control synth.

REV 7 £999
Yamaha break the price performance
banner with the brand new FIEV-N19.
rack mount unit mei remote, simulates
any reverb characteristics! New LSI
chips give up to 15 early retractions
and 99_9 milliseconds or initial delay.
Parametric ECI, MIDI, 300 presets,
stereo, 60 user memories!.

44-6 PRESTON RD.
,RIGHTON

SUSSEX
0273 675983,1

5 octave velocity sensitive keyboard, 8 voice

£1320 polyphonic,
16 different samples, up to 8 second

3.3" disk drive, on board sequencer, MIDI

MIRAGE DIGITAL MULTI -
SAMPLER (RACK MOUNT)

£1080
Rack mount version at Mirage
keyboard, MIDI. See above for spec.

THE FANTASTIC NEW'
THE AMAZING

! MIDIFEX £395!!
MIDIVERB £3951

Completely digital, the Mtdiverb
offers a powerful range of

63 room programs in
full stereo. Everything

from small rooms to full
halls. Decay times

from 0.2 to 20
seconds as well as

gated and reversed
programs for special

effects, plus MIDI.

15 multi -tap delay effects with stereo panning

)the soundregeneration
'programs and slap -

back echoes. In

total, MIDIFEX

has 63 stereo

effects available.

Call in for a

demo today

RX21
DRUM
MACHINE
£249

202 NEW KINGS RD.
FULHAM
LONDON SW6
loop. Putney Bridge Tube)

11-736 4771

All in stock and on demo nowt

INCREDIBLE NEW TOM PRICES
£1295
£2999

KX88 £1999
£1199

QX1 MEGA
SEQUENCER

SUPER PRICE
Incredibly sophisticated state of the art data storage, are mostpowerful yet! 8 Polyphonic channels, built

in disc drive with one
megabyte storage (80,(00 notes!) Extremely sophisticatedediting. Best Yet,

KX88 MOTHER KEYBOARD

!a.

Yamaha invent the ultimate in MIDI
remote keyboards! Light andportble yet full of features! 88 notes

wood keys, beautiful feel!19 different control effects, 192
parameter change possibilities. THE ULTIMATE.

QX7 DIGITAL SEQUENCER
RECORDER £299 MT44D
Multitrack Recording

 Systems PHONE

173 KENTISH TOWN
ROAD
LONDON NW1
01-267 3786
01-485 1448

MODEL 80 MULTITRACK
RECORDERFostex pioneered eight tracks

on quarter inch. This unique format offersconvenience and economy of
operation with audio mastering quality.This unique fourth generation
Personal Multitrack recorder

and usesmicroprocessor control technology
to achieve smoother, fasterworking.Connections are provided

for both the remote and synchroniseraccessories.

Model 80 audio quality is
tight and clear, the result of no frills electroniccircuit design and the incorporation

of the latest Dolby 'C' noise reduction.Every feature is included
to make the process of recording

andoverdubbing, faster and even
more manageable for working musicians. Redesigned cosmetics

with bargraph meters SMPTE timecode track  Dolby C
 Improved signal to noise ratio *20DB
 Record on all 8 tracks live
 MIDI interface for controlling

synths

450 MULTITRACK RECORDING MIXERThe Fostex 450 mixer is designed to
complement the Model 80 recorder inversatility, quality and speed of operation.

It has a total of seven busses, but it's
designed to work eight tracks.Efficiently and economically. The state
of the art in PersonalMultitrack

Like all Fostex products it's carefully
designed and made.

Sensible colour coding and light weight are important
physical features. Electronically and operationally
there's innovation throughout.
Every feature for mixing and monitoring has been
included to provide a fast console for music orproduction applications.
 Completely redesigned cosmetics

and routingsystem
 Bar graph integral meters
 Pm and post 3 band parametric eq  In line monitoring Input solo  2 aux sends Phantom powering
MODEL 20 MASTER RECORDER
Based on the same transport

as the Model 80 Multitrack, the Model20 Master recorder offers unique
facilities to anyone mastering forproduction,

The standard mastering two track,
two channel format is

supplemented by a third, cue channel,
located in the centre of thetape, intended for recording and playback

of SMPTE time code.This feature, coupled willi full
synchroniser compatability, puts all ofthe potential of advanced production

techniques into the hands ofthe user.

The proven cost benefits of the
compact Fostex trans

Incorporation of up to date facilities
opens up a new range of

port and the
opportunities in multitrack.
Until now, synchronisation of SMPTE

and MIDI, of music and video,was reserved for select top of the market
studio operations.Now Fostex puts this link to the

future within reach of every workingstudio and musician.
 Matching cosmetics to model 80 & 450  Bargraph integralmeters  15 & 75 fps speed 

Varispeed  Easy editing Dolby C  SMPTE

SOME MOD
AVAILAB



BMF TICKETS GOING FOR A
SONG
As the UK music event of the year comes
perilously close, E&MM is in the enviable
position of being able to offer ten pairs of
tickets for the British Music Fair at Olympia 2
- free. All you have to do to become one of the
lucky recipients is to answer this simple
question: Which issue last year saw the
previous 'Electronics & Music Maker' front -
cover logo turn into the current `E&MM'?

A phone call to any of the E&MM editorial
staff on '2S' (0223) 313722 with the correct
answer will ensure free BMF admission, on
one of the public days (August 1-3), to the first
10 callers. Good luck - and don't all ring at
once.  Tg

KORG DRUMS GO DYNAMIC
One of the stars of a fairly quiet (in terms of
new product releases) summer NAMM show
in Chicago was Korg's most ambitious drum
machine yet - the DDD I. The new instrument
is as big a step away from the company's
DDM110 and 220 machines as you can
imagine, and is aimed fairly and squarely at
the semi -pro and pro musician.

Cosmetically similar to the company's SQDI

sequencer, the DDD1 has 18 digital drum
voices stored internally, routed to 14 touch -
sensitive 'pads' mounted on the machine's top
panel. But in addition to those sounds (which
are of the conventional kit variety), the new
Korg has four insert slots for optional ROM
cards, each of which con contain up to eight
further sounds. These sounds can then be
assigned to any of the programming pads, and
initially, a library of 20 different cards -
spanning acoustic and electronic drums, Latin
and Japanese percussion, and sound effects -
will be available.

The DDDI is programmable in both real
and step time, and offers the user a host of
programmable features including tuning,
decay and dynamics. The internal memory is
capable of holding a maximum of 10 songs
made up of as many as 100 patterns, and
pattern data (including specific instrument
settings and assignments) can be dumped to
optional RAM card, too.

Also optional is a sampling board for the
DDDI, offering a maximum 3.2 seconds of
sampling time. At the moment, however, this
board offers no means of storing sound
samples to any external medium such as tape,
disk or card, which is a shame.

The rear panel sports, among other things,
six separate audio outputs (user assignable to
different drum voices) and MIDI In and Out,
plus an audio input for triggering internal
sounds, or sampling external ones.

UK price of the DDDI is expected to be
around the £800 mark, and the machine should
8

be generally available in the autumn.
More from Korg UK, 32-34 Gordon House

Road, London NW5. '' 01-267 5151  Dg

E&MM COMPETITION
RESULTS
At last, we can bring you news of the two
competitions we ran earlier this year, for
which the prizes were a Yamaha DX100 synth
(E&MM March '86) and a Toa HY I headset
mic system (April '86).

Winner of the headset mic is Anita Thomas
(nice to see a female reader winning some-
thing) of Bebington, Wirral. Runners-up (who
each receive a pair of RS2 I M mini monitors)
are Phil Stollery of Salford, Lancs, and Peter
Greer of Belfast. To those lucky three, your
prizes are on their way.

The DX100 competition has already been
the subject of a few irate letters and curious
phone calls, but the fact is that judging the
competition - in which, you may recall,
readers were asked to submit editorial features
with a view to becoming regular E&MM
contributors - has been a much more involved
process than we originally foresaw. The delay
is due to two factors: first, the sheer quantity
of submissions we received, and second, the
high overall standard readers attained.

Rest assured, though, that judging is now in
its final stages (it's not exactly a 'first out of
the hat' job, you know), and that the DX100
winner will be notified of his/her good fortune
shortly. As for the winning piece, this'll be
published in E&MM September, with several
of the other (less fortunate) entries also
making an appearance over the next few
months. Stay tuned, FM lovers.  Dg

STEPPS AHEAD FOR THE
ELECTRONIC GUITAR
Across the way from the NAMM show proper,
E&MM spies were lucky enough to get a sneak
preview of the Stepp DG1 electronic guitar.
The instrument has been developed over a
number of years by a small British company,
and vast sums of research money have been
spent in the process.

At first sight, the DGI seems to be following
in the footsteps of the more expensive
SynthAxe: it has a moulded body, and two sets
of strings - one for picking and one for
fretting.

The biggest difference is that the DGI
contains its own voicing electronics and is
therefore a self-contained instrument - just
plug it into an amp and away you go. And as
the multi-timbral synth voices are controlled
directly from the guitar via an interface
several times faster than MIDI, there's no
perceptible delay between plucking any string
and hearing the synthesised sound. There are
many nuances of guitar -playing that don't
translate too readily via MIDI, and the DGI
system is designed to exploit these, too.

MIDI, however, is an important feature,
and is supported not only to control external
keyboards or voice units from MIDI Out, but
also to allow the DG I voices to be accessed via
MIDI In.

The DG I's design incorporates some in-
teresting technological features, particularly
in the neck. The frets themselves are made
from a semiconductor material which trans-
lates the string position into bend information.
And it's because pitch information is originated
by the fretting system that the sort of tuning
problems, delays and mistracking that plague

pitch -to -voltage guitars are eliminated on the
DGI.

The synth voicing circuitry employs digitally -
controlled analogue elements, forming an
architecture which, according to the designers,
has been conceived with the guitar -like nature
of the instrument in mind - though the
potential of the system should be great
enough to encompass a broad range of
different sounds. So that musicians can start
using the DGI straight away, the voicing
section comes with 100 useful preset sounds
- though all synth parameters are user -
programmable.

The designers have succeeded in keeping
the size and weight of the DG 1 in line with that
of a normal electric guitar by relocating much
of the electronics, including the voice gener-
ators and power supply, in the instrument's
custom -designed (and rather neat) stand. And
the guitar, like the stand, looks tasteful and
well thought-out.

As soon as we get our hands on a finished
example of the DGI, we'll compile an
'official' review. In the meantime, final
production work is proceeding apace, with
widespread availability a matter of weeks
away.

More from Stepp, 8 Primrose Mews,
Sharpleshall Street, London NW I 8Y L. ET 01-
722 5448 Paul White

SUPER SOUNDS FOR SUPER VOX
Supersoft, developers of the excellent Com-
modore 64/128 -based Microvox sound sampler
reviewed in E&MM April '86, have now
created a sample library for their system.

The library divides into five sections:
Orchestral & Strings, Wind & Brass Instru-
ments, Guitars & Basses, Drums & Percussion,
and Keyboards & Miscellaneous. Each section
is on a separate disk and fills both sides, and
the disks are colour -coded for convenience.

In total there are 123 samples, with elec-
tronic and synthesised sounds as well as the
'real thing'. Really good news is that the
complete library retails for just £29.95, which
a quick burst of mental activity will confirm
works out at less than 25p per sample.

Microvox products are available from Gig -
sounds in Catford, South-east London, JSG
Music in Barnsley, Yorkshire, or by mail from
Supersoft.

More from Supersoft, Winchester House,
Canning Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middle-
sex HA3 7SG. 01-861 1166.  St

LIVE ELECTRONIC MUSIC FOR
'86
Thanks to the huge efforts of Andy Garibaldi's
Lotus Records, Britain still has a live electronic
music festival in September.

It's called Lotus Electronica, and it follows a
format similar to that used by UK Electronica
over the last three years. The festival is divided
into two halves: a daytime concert and an
evening one, with a stall area and a newly -
devised video room operating throughout the
day.

The venue is a new one - the 600 -capacity
Borough Hall, Eastgate Street, Stafford - and
the date is Saturday, September 13.

Headlining the daytime event are Wavestar,
who made such a big impact at last year's
UKE, preceded by established synth/piano
composer Paul Nagle, Greg Truckell, Pete
Tedstone, Kevin O'Neill, and Darkside, a
group of ex-Altres members who kick theill.
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PRO -24
`A NEW CONCEPT IN MULTITRACK RECORDING'

STEINBERG PROFESSIONAL- GUY FLETCHER - DIRE STRAITS

Further products in the STEINBERG
PROFESSIONAL range include:
 PRO -16 - 16 -track Polyphonic Sequencer
 TNS - Scorewriter and Music Editor
 NEW EDIT KIT Note & drum pattern editor for
the PRO- 16
 MIR- Mirage Visual Editing System
 SES - Visual Editor and Sound Library for
DX7, DX5 and TX's
 COSMO - Visual Editor and Sound Library for
Casio CZ Synthesisers
 NEW TRACK STAR- 8 -track
Polyphonic Sequencer
 PPC - Piano Tutor
 GPC - Guitar Tutor
 MIDI MATRIX -4 into 8 MIDI
Patchbay
All the above software runs on the
C64/128 and SX64

STEINBERG RESEARCH pioneer a new
generation of professional MIDI software-
THE PRO -24 and PRO -CREATOR for the
Atari 520/1040 computers
THE PRO -24 is an innovative 24 -track MIDI
recording system. It offers unparalled depth
of control ranging from note -on & note -off
quantise of individual notes, right up to
multi -copying of whole sections of tracks.
THE PRO -CREATOR- is designed for all
migraine -suffering FM synth programmers.
If you can't quite get the sound that you
want, dump it into the Atari and The PRO
CREATOR will generate up to 32 variations of
your original sound. What's more you can
even specify the parameters that you want
to randomise.

STEINBERG PROFESSIONAL - MARK KELLY - MARILLION

STEINBERG RESEARCH
`PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE SERIOUS MUSICIAN'
JOIN USER CLUB

THE STEINBERG FOR DETAILS SEND STEINBERG USER CLUB,
LARGE SAE TO 68 WILSDON WAY, KIDLINGTON, OXON OX5 I TX

All Steinberg Professional Software is permanently on demonstration at the following main dealers:
 Chromatix - Ealing, London W5  Rod Argents Keyboards, London WC2  Holiday Music - Leytonstone, London E I I  Gig Sounds - Catford,
London SE6  Syndromic Music - Muswell Hill, London NI 0  Take Note - Camden, London NW I  Sackville Sound - Hove Bonners
Music - Eastbourne  Musical Exchanges - Birmingham  ABC Pro -Shop - Addlestone  ABC Pro -Shop - Oxford  JSG - Bingley
 Audio Engineering - Dublin  Dougies Music - Northwich  Carlsbro Sound - Norwich  Sound Control - Glasgow  Sound Control
Edinburgh  Underground Music - Leicester  EMS - Inverness  Audio Services - Stockport  Swans Music - Manchester

FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON ALL
STEINBERG PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS CONTACT;

Oxford Synthesiser Company Ltd.,
5 Gladstone Court, Gladstone Road,
Headington, Oxford OX3 8LN
Tel: 08675 5277 Telex: 83147 att: OSCAR



 event off at about I pm (doors open midday).
Beginning the evening concert at around

7pm will be Mike Brooks, and he'll be followed
by ex -Throbbing Gristle members Chris &
Cosey, making their first UK live appearance
in three years. Co -headlining with Chris &
Cosey is Ian Boddy, who'll be playing a
selection of material including tracks from his
new album.

Ticket prices are £7.50 for the whole event
(1.6.50 if you buy before August 31), and ES
(f4.50 in advance) for just the evening
concert.

Send your orders to: Lotus Records, 14-20
Brunswick Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffs,'7S (0782) 269012.  Dg

TAKE NOTE...
...Is the name of a new London -based retail
outlet catering expressly for musicians and
engineers interested in computer -based music.
The company's showrooms incorporate a
permanent MIDI setup, and are designed
specifically to demonstrate today's computers,
software, MIDI instruments and outboard
gear. The emphasis, say Take Note, is firmly
on hands-on demonstrations and personal
assessment of equipment.

More from Take Note, Unit 7, Carol Street
Workshops, London NW I. V 01-485 2988.

Still on the retail front, Carlsbro Sound
Centres have opened a purpose-built pro-
fessional audio facility underneath their
Mansfield music store. Naturally, the facility
is built around a large demonstration studio,
which features- among other things- live and
dead areas, along with a 264 -point jackfield
that allows access to a wide range of signal
processors by the likes of Drawmer, Bel,
Lexicon, Symetrix and Aphex.

The new facility also deals in multitrack
equipment by Fostex and Tascam, and being
beneath the main music shop, is ideally placed
to demonstrate MIDI keyboards to studio
managers and engineers.

More from Carlsbro Professional Audio,
182-184 Chesterfield Road North, Mansfield,
Notts NG 19 7JD. 15g. (0623) 651633.  Tg

SEQUENTIAL UNVEIL STUDIO
RECORDER
Hottest news from E&MM's newly -established
US office is that Sequential, who weren't
exhibiting at this year's NAMM show but who
threw a party on a boat instead, are now
putting the finishing touches to a studio -
standard digital drum machine that also acts
as a sampler and MIDI recorder.

The machine is called the Studio 440, and its
5I2K of memory is capable of holding a total
of 32 .12 -bit sounds, stored as four banks of
eight.

User sampling is an integral part of the
machine's spec, and this can be carried out at
three different sample rates: 16kHz, 31 kHz
and 42kHz, with maximum sample times of 32,
16 and 12.5 seconds respectively.

Eight pressure -sensitive pads are mounted
on the Studio 440's top panel, and these can be
assigned to any voice. Four 'kits' (ie. sets of
voice -to -pad assignments) can also be stored
in the machine's memory, which is configured
so that, for example, the eight pads can be
used to trigger eight different pitch and pan
variations of a single sample. Each voice also
has a set of `alternate parameters', which con
comprise different settings for pitch, pan
position, and dynamics as well as reverse
reading of the sample as on Sequential's
earlier Tom drum machine.

The digital recording side of Studio 440 is
configured so that it can trigger either the
machine's internal sounds, or external voices
connected to a maximum 32 MIDI channels
(via two MIDI Outs), or any combination of
the two.

The sequencer's 200K memory is capable of
10

storing between 50,000 and 70,000 events,
depending on the kind of music you're
recording and the sort of MIDI data you're
storing in addition to note values. It's an eight -
track affair that's programmable in both real
and step time, and in addition to a host of
sophisticated programming and editing facili-
ties, it features a novel idea called Record
Phrasing, in which the user inputs all the
events first, and then programs a rhythm for
them.

Studio 440's back panel is a haven for
futurists, with Terminal In and Out sockets for
the proposed MIDI-SMPTE standard discussed
by Chris Meyer in E&MM July, and an SCSI
(Small Computer System Interface) connector
for hooking -up to a hard disk storage unit.

First shipments of the Studio 440 should be
arriving on European shores sometime around
October, though initial models may lack some
of the fancier interfacing.

More from Sequential Europe, PO Box 16,
3640 Mijdrecht, Netherlands.  Dg

NOW IT'S THE SUPER JX CLUB
Enterprising South London retailer Gigsounds
have taken their after -sales care one step
further by forming an exclusive club for
Roland and Boss users. The organisation is
called the Super JX Club, but buying any
Roland or Boss product from one of Gigsounds'
two stores is enough to secure you automatic
membership.

Being a Super JX Club member gets you a
variety of benefits, including regular news-
letters, exclusive offers on gear on a voucher
redemption basis, invitations to regular semi-
nars using the latest Roland innovations, and
priority treatment when it comes to getting
hold of equipment in short supply.

Fifty club members have already qualified
for tickets to the Marillion/Roland concert at
the British Music Fair, and in the future,
Roland will be welcoming news of members'
musical activities, including them - where
possible - in their Wewslink' magazine.

All in all, a smart and highly laudable move
on the part of both manufacturer and dealer,
and what's more, the entire service is free.

More from Eric Lindsey, Gigsounds, 86-88
Mitcham Lane, London SW 16. ' 01-769 6496.

Still on the Roland front, copies of the
winning entries to the company's Ninth
Annual Synthesiser Tape Contest are now
available. The 14 -track cassette costs f4.95,
and is available from Synsound (Dept STC),
The Sound House, PO Box 37b, East Molesey,
Surrey, KT8 9JB, V 01-577 5818.

Entries for the 1986 competition are now
being invited. Prizes include three polysynths,
seven drum machines and a selection of synth
books, records and tapes, plus the chance to

first stage along the route to megaprizes is to
submit a demo tape which must run for no
longer than 15 minutes, after which come nine
regional finals for 27 selected bands in
September and October, and a further play-
off for the five places in the final.

The final itself will take place in November
at London's Heaven nightclub (under the
arches at Charing Cross, as if you didn't
know), and will be televised by BBC2. Included
on the judging panel will be Weather Report's
Joe Zawinul.

What you could win for your efforts is £2000
worth of equipment from FD&H Music, 1.500
in expenses, a trip to the USA with Virgin
Atlantic (with the possibility of several public
performances in the States), and a pro-
fessional demo recording at Virgin's studios.
Not bad at all.

More from Jazz Services, 5 Dryden Street,
London WC2E 9MW; closing date for appli-
cations is August 15.  St

WHOOPS!
Apologies to all those shocked/surprised/
offended by an outrageous howl -up in E&MM
July. In the course of Matthew Vosburgh's
interview with Douglas Adams, the good
hitch -hiker was quoted as saying he bought a
load of synth equipment from Rod Argent's
Keyboards. In fact, the shop in question was
Rose -Morris, so it's egg -on -faces time for the
editorial staff. Well, the two shops are in the
same street...  Dg

ROLAND'S NEW PRODUCT
PROCESSION
The grandaddy of Japanese synth companies,
Roland, pulled off their customary string of
surprise product launches at the NAMM
Expo. Unbeknown to most of the Roland staff
before the show, the company used the fair as
a launchpad for several new advances, most
notably the DEP5 Effect Processor.

The DEP5 features a newly -developed 28 -
bit signal processor for reverb simulation, and
16 -bit processors for A -D and D -A conversion
and control functions. The net result is that it's
capable of generating programmable sound
treatments of four different kinds - reverb,
delay, EQ and chorus. Not only that, but all
four sections can be combined to form
complex effects algorithms, something the
DEPS's main competitor, the Yamaha SPX90,
cannot achieve.

Also new from Roland are the GM70 GR-to-
MIDI converter, which enables any Roland G -
series guitar to control any MIDI instrument.
In conjunction with the GKI synthesiser driver

appear on next year's 'Winner's Pieces'.
Your entry must be recorded on cassette and

can be no more than five minutes long, and, of
course, must be made up of music that is
mainly synth -based. Closing date for entries is
October 31, and more details are available
from Synsound at the address above.  Dg

SCHLITZ SOUNDS
Jazz musicians between the age of 18 and 30
are being given the chance to make it big
through a national competition, sponsored by
the Shlitz beer company to the tune (Ouch! -
Ed) of E200,000.

Schlitz Jazz Sounds '86 is open to jazz bands
with a maximum of seven performers. The

(a pickup and controller package), the GM70
can be used with almost any electric guitar,
making the Roland system a truly compatible
MIDI guitar network.

From Roland's Boss division come two of the
neatest units at NAMM - the new Dr Rhythms.
The machines are called DR220A (for Acoustic)
and DR220E (for Electronic), and both offer II
digital drum voices, a memory capable of
storing 64 rhythm patterns (32 preset, 32 user -
programmable), and the sort of comprehensive
liquid crystal display that has made pro-
gramming other Roland/Boss drum boxes so
straightforward for so many.

More from Roland UK, Great West Trading
Estate, 983 Great West Road, Brentford,
Middx. V 01-568 4578.  Dg
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Sequence it on STEINBERG PR024

Sample it on AKAI S900

Create it on SEQUENTIAL PROPHET WS

SEE OUR
EXHIBITION OF

APPLE/MAC
SOFTWARE AT

THE ROYAL
KENSINGTON

HOTEL, LONDON
JULY 29th -
AUGUST 3rd

Rod Argent's
20 Denmark Street London WC2
Telephone 01-379 6690 (sales) 01.240 0085 (service)



10-)Roland MAIN DEALER -ALL BRANCHES

SRV2000 STEREO

ALPHA JUNO 1
Great New Looks Great New Sounds

Rolands Cheapest Polysynth

ALPHA JUNO 2
Great new touch sensitive polysynth:
64 preset voices, 64 programmable +
64 on optional cartridge, MIDI, the

best ever touch sensitive UNDER £800

JX8P
2 Oscillators, touch sensitive, MIDI,

beautiful sounds at an AMAZING NEW
LOW PRICE

SUPER JX10
The brand new Roland flagship. The ultimate
analogue machine, 76 keys, 12 note poly,

layered and split sounds, built in sequencer,
touch sensitive + MIDI of course £POA

HUM In In tIM 1111{ IMAM \

RD1000 DIGITAL PIANO
88 fully weighted wooden keys, 16 note

polyphonic MIDI, SAS sound generation,
incredibly accurate grand piano sound and

feel, including stand £POA

MKS20 DIGITAL
PIANO MODULE

Exactly the same facilities as RD1000 without
the keyboard SUGGESTED PRICE £1199

MKB200
61 note MIDI keyboard controller

SUGGESTED PRICE £599

MC500
MICRO

COMPOSER
40,0130 notes internal

memory + 100,000
notes on 3.5" disc +
MIDI SUGGESTED

PRICE £799

PLANET P
MIDI piano module. Was £900

TO CLEAR £299

A

MI

LONDON

MUSIC VILLAGE

* CAMBRIDGE

M25

CRADWELI,
MFO

HEATH *

MUSIC VILLAGE

DARTFORD
TUNNEL

CHADWELL HEATH MAIN LINE FROM,LIVERROOL STREET
HIGH BARNET NORTH LINE TUBE 

Alt

SOUTHEND

THAMES

16.

TR505
Fantastic new digital drum machine,

16 PCM voices in Latin sounds + MIDI
with a SUGGESTED PRICE OF ONLY £249

***
TR707 DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE

MIDI, separate outputs, on board mixer,
great sound.

TR727 DIGITAL PERCUSSION
MACHINE Same as 707 but with Latin

sounds. A great combination with:

PAD -8 OCTOPAD
8 touch sensitive pads, to trigger any MIDI

drum machine or synth etc.
SUGGESTED PRICE £399

* SPECIAL PACKAGE DEALS AVAILABLE *

BOSS EFFECTS PEDALS
The complete range of these market leaders

always in stock at the very best prices!!

DIGITAL REVERB

This is the really serious reverb, unmatched
quality and facilities. Incredible new

low price £POA

SDE 1000 DIGITAL DELAY
SDE 2500 DIGITAL DELAY

(Progs + MIDI)

SDE 3000 DIGITAL DELAY
(programmable)

BOSS CE300 Super Chorus

[al BOSS
MICRO
RACK
SERIES
Low budget
high quality
processors

RDD 10 Delay £149
RSD 10 Sampler/Delay (2 sec) £199
RCL 10 comp/limiter £115
RGE 10 graphic EQ £115
RBF 10 flanger £115
RPW7 multi power supply E64
BMRS rack E45

G77/GR77B
BASS GUITAR SYNTH.

NEW LOW PRICE!!

HEAD OFFICE & MAIN SHOWROOM: 10 HIGH ROAD, CHADWELL HEATH,
E-1 (Near ROMFORD, ESSEX) Tel: 01-599 4228 01-598 9506

* NO DEPOSIT INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £1500 * ACCESS * VISA * AMEX * DINERS * MAII

KORG"
DW8000

VOTED KEYBOARD OF THE YEAR 8 note poly, digital
waveform, touch sensitve, built in digital delay,

arpegiator, MIDI, terrific spec. DOA

DW 6000
6 NOTE POLYSYNTH NEW LOW PRICE!!

DVP-1 DIGITAL
VOICE PROCESSOR

Vocoder/Harmoniser, polyphonic, pitch
shift, 1 octave, MIDI, unique product £POA

SDD 2000
SAMPLING DIGITAL DELAY

64 effects memories, up to 4368 M.seconds
delay and sampling, MIDI, Was £799

SPECIAL OFFER E399

111111=1Z11131111=
SDD 1000

SAMPLING DIGITAL DELAY
Sampling, sequencer and trigger, overdub

effects, up to 2048 M.seconds delay and
sampling was £499 SPECIAL OFFER £299

NEW KORG PRODUCTS
COMING SOON DSS-1 Sampling

synth & SG -1 sampling grand
piano RING FOR DETAILS

q0,\S -140)
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EX800
Programmable module, exactly the same
facilities as DW8000 without the keyboard

POLY 800 MkII
New programmable polysynth 8 voice, 64 programs,
built-in programmable digital delay, and EQ, built in

1000 notesequencer, MIDI, great price!

POLY 800 MkI,
TO CLEAR INCREDIBLY LOW PRICE

SQD-1 MIDI SEQUENCER
15,000 note internal memory + 30,000 notes

on disc, independent record, edit and
playback on all 16 MIDI channels

4=aincrtiri1iF21

MIRAGE SAMPLING KEYBOARD
Still the most cost effective sampling keyboard

around including advanced sampling guide and discs

SUGGESTED PRICE NOW ONLY £1320

MIRAGE
MULTI SAMPLER EXPANDER

As above but without the keyboard, 8 voice, built in
sequencer, disc drive, touch sensitive, MIDI

SUGGESTED PRICE £1080

114141/4144441
KORG EFFECTS PEDALS

COMPLETE RANGE IN STOCK
AT 35% OFF!!

NEW S900 MIDI
Eight voice, 12 bit, velocity sensitive 3.5' disc drive,

6 octave range, multi sampling, maximum 48
seconds sampling time, SUGGESTED PRICE El 599

S612 +
MD280 DISC

DRIVE
6 voice, 12 bit velocity sensitive, MIDI, complete

rack sampling package
AT AN AMAZING NEW LOW PRICE!!

ENSONIQ SAMPLED PIANO
6 octave fully weighted keys, real piano sounds,

touch sensitive, 10 voice, + MIDI, ONLY

SUGGESTED PRICE £1080

NEW ENSONIQ
SYNTH/SEQUENCER

verZePy=rdu,11':;evrastilnetsynthesiser from
t inZnsiicti'vsep

split

sequencer, MIDI, 24 oscillators,

SUGGESTED PRICE ONLY £1080

CASIO.
NEW RX1 DIGITAL SAMPLING DRUM
MACHINEsoo milliseconds sampling time for
single sarnple or
split between a
m.imum of 4
samples, 12 PCM
sounds, 10
separate outputs,
on board mixing,
MIDI, incredible
spec for only
£395
NEW 5K1
DIGITAL
SAMPLING
KEYBOARD. An
introduction to
sound sampling
for an
unbelievable
price of just DM
RZ1 MIDI 4 track sequencer £249 CZ101 - CZ1000 - CZ3000
- CZ5000 NEW C7230 IN STOCK NOW!

GA
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230 HIGH STREET, BARNET, HERTS.' I 8-9 BURLEIGH STREET, NEAR GRAFTON CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE
Tel: 01-440 3449 01-440 3440 I I Tel: 0223 316091/65093 (FORMERLY CAMBRIDGE ROCK)

KX88 MOTHER KEYBOARD
The ultimate MIDI keyboard controller, 88

fully weighted keys, all facilities + great
feel! Now only £1099

- 88,888.8na, innisssnsre tisrm

DX5
76 keys, more powerful than 2 DX7's

Now only £1999

DX7
The Industry Standard, always in stock

at the best price

DX21
8 note poly, split keyboard or layered

sounds, MIDI

DX27
192 voices, FM, MIDI, polysynth,

61 full size keys

TX816 8 DX7 modules in 19" rack.
The ultimate FM weapon

NOW ONLY £3099.
TX216 2 DX7 modules in 19" rack
NOW ONLY £1299. TF1 Add on

modules for TX216
NOW ONLY £299 EACH

$11111111110/1**** -

11 ill 11 111 11 111

KX5 Ludicrously cheap touch
sensitive MIDI keybord controller

ONLY £130
SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL consisting

of DX100 AND KX5 + touch
sensitive voice tape, gives you the
cheapest touch sensitive synthesis

available ONLY £429

TX7 FM tone
generator
new low

price for this
DX7 in a box!

PLEASE RING OUR cHADWELL HEATH BRANCH FOR DETAILS OF
INCREDIBLE PACKAGE DEALS!!

SPX90 DIGITAL MULTI EFFECT PROCESSOR
Incredible product which gives you
up to 100 seconds of digital reverb
+ delay, modulation, auto pan,

reverb & gate, pitch change,
sampling, comression, MIDI, etc.

etc.ONLY £599

QX1 MEGA
SEQUENCER

80,080 notes 8 polyphonic,
tracks built in disc drive, full

editing facilities
NOW ONLY £1299

QX21
New powerful

digital sequencer
ONLY £259

RX11 29 PCM voices, MIDI,
separate outputs, RAM port, the
BIZ! UNBELIEVABLE NEW LOW
PRICE!! RX15 15 PCM voices at

NEW LOW PRICE!

RX21 - MIDI Digital Drum Machine
also RX21L Latin Percussion with 16

PCM Percussion notes
BOTH AT NEW LOW PRICES!

REV 7 The programmable MIDI,
digQital reverb,

AAAA71A1r. AlFW ICIW ornery

HOT NEWS! Just
Arrived -the NEW

Yamaha CX5M II 128k
music computer -

fantastic spec., including
SFG05 module -

fantastic spec, including
SEGOS module, MIDI in,
MIDI out, ONLY £449

MT1X 4 TRACK CASSETTE
MV special package deal includes FREE

power supply + FREE microphone + FREE
headphones ONLY £449

0111111111111111111

PF70 AND PF80 FM ELECTRONIC PIANOS
76 or 88 notes, weighted action, 10 voices,
editing, MIDI, stereo tremelo and chorus,

PF70 £899 PESO £999
* INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE *
* CP70B Electric Grand. To Clear £199 *

FULL RANGE OF DX RELATED
ACCESSORIES ALWAYS IN STOCK,

PFISAI C !RAMC R(1/4AC FTr

WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICES!!

)RDER ANYWHERE * SECURICOR DELIVERY * WORKSHOP WITH 2 ENGINEERS ON SITE * HIRE *

FostexTASCAM
SPECIAL

PACKAGE DEALS
Porta One plus free

headphones plus free carry
case plus free headphones

only £399
Porta One plus free power

supply plus Teac V340
mixdown cassette plus free

headphones £459
38 8 -track - special offer -

Tascam 38 plus M216 mixer,
list price £3500. VERY

LIMITED SPECIAL OFFER £2699

NENI.11.11ESIABRE

MR10! SUPER
LOW

BUDGET 4 IRACK.

INCREDIBLE
Wert Al
UNDER L3001

244 Portastudio Best UK Price
246 Portastudio Best UK Price
234 Rack 4 Track Best UK Price
225 Syncaset £225
381/2" 8 track Best UK Price
388 1/4" 8 track
Portastudio Best UK Price
341/4" 4 track Best UK Price
321/4" 2 track Best UK Price
M216 16-4-2 mixer Best UK Price
M208 8-4-2 Mixer Best UK Price

sod
technology

NEW ALESIS
MIDIVERB MIDI
controlled stereo
digital reverb, 63
presets, up to 20
seconds reverb
time, + gated and

reverse gate sounds ALL FOR JUST £395
NEW ALESIS MIDIFEX Amazing new multi
effect unit from the MIDIVERB people. Due
in at any moment - Place your order now to
avoid disappointment. INCREDIBLE VALUE
AT ONLY L395

,SIMMONS,

NEW
SIMMONS SOS

1000 KIT
3 sampled snare

sounds (excl.
hardware)

SUGGESTED RETAIL
PRICE £699

SDS9 complete with leads & sands E1199
5051 inc. mounting kit, torn, snare & cassette...E169
5D5200 complete with leads & stands E314
SDS400 complete with leads & stands E481
SDS800 complete with leads & stands E551
MTM MIDI interface, incredibly sophisticated E599
TMI MIDI interface E250
SOS 200 watt electronic drum combo E550

E999SD58 used mint condition

DEL 80 +
450 MIXER

The only 8 track package
for under £2000

FOSTEX 260
4 TRACK
MULTI -

TRACKER
2 aux sends, parametric
EQ, switchable Dolby C

f699

X15 4 TRACK CASSETTE
+ free power supply
+ headphones £259

OTHER SIGNAL
PROCESSORS

Vesta Fire Dig 420 sampling delay £299
Vesta Fire Dig 411 dig delay £195
Vesta Fire RV3 stereo reverb £199
Vesta Fire RV2 stereo reverb £249
Accessit stereo reverb L139
Accessit compressor Special Offer f36
Accessit Noise Gate Special Offer £36
Accessit Exciter Special Offer E36
GBS Reverb Special Offer £112

MIXERS
RAM RM10 10-8-2 - RAM RM16 16-8-2
MTR 6-2 -MTR 12-2 - MTR 6-4-2
MTR 12-8-2 - DYNAMIX 6-2 - DYNAMIX 12-2

LOWEST UK PRICES

MICS & HEADPHONES
AKG - SHURE - BEYER
SENNHEISER - AUDIO

TECH N ICA - ALL AT
THE BEST PRICES

AMPLIFICATION
BOSE -JI3L- TANNOY

MARSHALL - CARLSBRO
SESSION - ROLAND
FENDER - YAMAHA
I ANFY- FTC. FTC.



Write to: Communique, E&MM, Alexander
House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 lUY.

Dear E&MM
Serendipity

I remember when synthesisers fell into one of
two categories: preset or modular. The

former was decidedly monophonic and fell
somewhere between a fashionable addition to
the home organ and a practical live instru-
ment for the rock keyboard player. The latter
was potentially polyphonic and considered
`the creative instrument', but was generally
deemed to be a little on the unmanageable
side for anything but studio work. At this point
there was no doubt where creative synthesis
was to be found.

Next came what was later to be termed the
non -programmable synthesiser. Whilst still
effectively monophonic, creative synthesis for
the masses had arrived. Now it was possible to
get all the silly noises you could possibly
imagine out of one box that wasn't cursed
with buttons labelled `Trombone' and 'Clavi-
cord'. It's worth noting at this point that the
margin of error in creating and reproducing
sounds was phenomenal.

Now, we all know polyphony was a land-
mark in synthesis so I'll skip that one and
mention programmability. It's a mixed blessing
that programmable synths these days come
with memories full of sounds; imagine the
outcry if they didn't but look at the result of
the impressive DX presets. The DX7 has
effectively brought us full circle to the original
monophonic preset machines.

The convenience of being able to recall
hours of work at the touch of a button is sadly
counterpointed by the temptation to re -use
the same hackneyed old string sound every
time you want to orchestrate something.

It's all too easy these days to concoct a
synth/sequencer/drum machine set up in the
same way you'd chose a chinese meal. One
number 47 (JX3P) a portion of 12 (SQD I) and
one number 88 (RX2 I ). The result: the same
combinations of sounds every time you switch
on the radio or put a record on.

Please, someone, bring back the uncertainty,
unreliability and creativity to sound synthesis.
 Pere Etfils
London
14

Dear E&MM
Old Dreamer

I am not a nostalgia freak, but...
In the past months there have been many

subjects of controversy in Communiqué: ana-
logue vs digital, sampling vs synthesis and so
on. Throughout all of this, however, one major
issue has gone unnoticed - real-time control of
sound.

With the introduction of the programmable
synthesiser and, more recently, digital par-
ameter access, it has become nearly impossible

to make, for example, the release time longer
at the end of a song, or to take full control of
filter cutoff frequency for subtle sounds.

Whenever I have a jam in the spirit of the
early Tangs (well said, Graham High, it's
about time someone spoke up), I find improvis-
ation of sounds as important as musical
improvisation. For effects like transforming a
brass sound into that of a choir, a Juno 6 fits
the bill to a tee, even though a DX7 could
produce better imitations of both sounds. Who
can tell what sounds may be desirable before
the jam?

The new Ensoniq ESQ I comes close to a
solution by having a bank of simultaneously
variable parameters, but even this system falls
short.

A similar criticism can be levelled at drum
machines, but their use in pop music, with its
concrete structures, excuses them to some
extent.

I'm sure programmability is the prime cause
of the Tangs' sad demise in recent years.
Perhaps they should buy a Mellotron (with its
excusably inflexible sound), a VCS3 and a
modular synth system, and `go out to the
cottage to get their heads together'.

On a different note, I feel I must reply to
your statement 'Machines that are years out
of date, technologically speaking, don't im-
mediately cease producing good noises...'
What an irresponsible comment - it heralds
the demise of the monopoly sensible people
had on cheap, obsolete gear.

Oh, for the good old days, when you could
count on a modular system being more
entertaining than the light show, when the

romantic tones of Mellotrons were counter,
pointed by rippling eight -step sequences, and
the good old MiniMoog could be heard cutting
through the mix...

 Grant Middleton
Glasgow

Dear E&MM
The Sound of Sweden

First of all, I'd like to thank Mick Perrett for
his letter in the June issue. He took the words
right out of my pen. There is just too much
attention paid to gear, and not enough to
music.

I can't understand how such a mass of bands
can go out and buy the latest synth before they
can even play it. Last month I saw a Roland
JX10 in a Swedish band before it had even
appeared in E&MM. I bet the player had
bought it unheard.

My experience is that when it comes to
composing and practising, a piano or electric
piano is the best thing. So, if you have an
analogue poly, a sampler and an FM poly,
what else do you need? Why on earth do
musicians - amateurs or pros - need a Jupiter
8 and Prophet 5 and OBXa, or a DX7 and PPG
and Fairlight? There is one possible expla-
nation: they can't program them and rely on
the presets instead. But that's another story...

I'm sick and tired of reading about people
like Jezz Woodroffe owning four JP8s. Here I
sit with MS20, RS09 and a Drumatix, all
secondhand. Sorry. I almost forgot my VL-
tone. It took me about five years to amass and
now I read about Steve Troughton, who went
out and bought a complete MIDI studio.
Sadly, he didn't even know what MIDI was.
My advice to you, Steve, is to sell the lot bar
the CZ5000, and learn to use that from
scratch.

Please, E&MM, try asking your interviewees
more about their music (if they've got any)
because we already know they own a vast
selection of keyboards they can't program.
No hard feelings - you're a great magazine.

 Erik Gronberg
Sweden

E&MM AUGUST 1986
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The Turnkey catalogue
is packed full of products,
prices and facts on all the
latest in studio equipment.
From plugs and tapes to 24
tracks.

This latest fourth edition
is the most comprehensive
guide to the very best in
recording.

For your free copy, just
simply complete this
coupon, fold as shown, and
post it off to us today.

Winkey

Name

Address

Help us provide you with new product information in the future,
by completing this section;
Have you ever bought from or enquired to Turnkey before?

Yes 0 No
Do you own any recording equipment?
Li No 2 Tk. n 4 Tk. ri 8 Tk.
Do you play any sort of musical instrument?

Yes No
Have you ever attended the 'Hands on Show'?
0 Yes  No Ei Please send me further information
Which, one other magazine do you read?
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Your questions answered by E&MM's resident team of experts. Ifyou have a query
about any aspect of music technology, or some information that might be useful to

other readers, write to Interface at the editorial address.

Having recently bought a copy of
E&MM, I'm impressed by the
range of information presented.

Can you suggest a few up-to-date books on the
subjects of computer -controlled synthesis and/
or digital synthesis? This field changes so
rapidly that it's hard for the small-scale
hobbyist to stay currrent.
 David Parkinson
Montreal
Canada

A
A new book from Collier MacMillan

entitled 'Computer Music: Synthesis,

Composition and Performance', written

by Charles Dodge and Thomas A Jerse, may interest

you. You might also like to investigate a series of books

published by William Kaufmann Inc under the banner

'Computer Music and Digital Audio'. These include the

snappily -titled 'Digital Audio Signal Processing: an

Anthology' and 'Digital Audio Engineering: an Anthology'.

If you fancy moving beyond the numbers to consider

a broad range of perspectives on computer music from

such luminaries as John Chowning, Jean-Claude Risset

and George Lewis, then another book in the Kaufmann

series titled 'Composers and the Computer' comes

highly recommended. All of these books contain
reference sections which should lead you along further

paths of discovery.

Dave Crombie's book 'The New Complete Syn-

thesiser', published by Music Sales at £7.95, provides a

very accessible introduction to digital synthesis and

sampling techniques. For a change, it's presented

within the context of instruments which most people

have heard of so included is a section on Casio's Phase

Distortion syntliesis technique, for example.

Also published by Music Sales is The Casio CZ Book'

by Dave Crombie and E&MM's very own Paul Wiffen,

which looks at the Casio synths and Phase Distortion in

more detail; this sells for £5.95.

You should also keep an eye out for the forthcoming

book on FM synthesis by John Chowning and Dave

Bristow. Given the background of its two authors

(Chowning is the originator of the musical applications

of FM, while Bristow is Yamaha's top product

demonstrator), there's every reason to suppose this

book will be the last word on FM synthesis and its

application in Yamaha's instruments.

Collier MacMillan can be reached at Houndmills,

Basingstoke, Hampshire RG2I 2XS, England
(0256) 29242.

William Kaufmann, Inc can be reached at 95 First

Street, Los Altos, California 94022, USA (415) 948-

5810.

Music Sales can be reached at 24 East 22nd Street,

New York, NY 10010, USA; or at 78 Newman St,

London WIP 3LA. St

First, thank you for publishing my
letter in E&MM June '86; I hope
people are kind enough to get in

touch regarding Philip Glass recordings.
For your information, the New Music

Distribution Service which I mentioned in my
previous letter have informed me that it looks
likely the early Glass albums on Chatham
Square will be reissued (eventually) on

Columbia, which is good news.
Now perhaps you long-suffering folks can

help me with a related problem. Your review
of the Philip Glass video in January's E&MM
said: 'Buy it now, or better still, get someone
to buy it for you for Christmas'. Well, I've been
trying since Christmas and have drawn a
blank. None of the big stores such as Virgin
stock it, and my local record store couldn't
trace it after many weeks trying. Do you know
where I can get it from, or who the distributor
is? If you can crack this one for me, I'll mention
you in my will.
 Philip Davies
West Kirby

A
No sooner said than done. Distributors of

the Glass video are Transatlantic Films,

who can be contacted on ft 01-727
0132. By the way, can you leave me the Fairlight?  St

I'm in a young band and hoping, at
some future date, to find fame and
fortune with a recording contract.

I find myself in the position of a composer/
performer constantly committing original
musical ideas to cassette tape and despatching
them all over the country, and while I accept
that this is an essential part of attracting the
attention necessary to realise my ambitions, I
can't help but feel concerned over the issue of
copyright.

Although I've recently taken to writing the
copyright symbol on my recordings, it seems
all too easy for someone to rip off a piece of
my work and hawk it around as their own.

Is there any easy way I can establish
copyright on my work?
 Les Gravelines
London

A
Legally speaking, copyright exists on all

your work from the moment you complete

it The problem, therefore, is not one of

owning copyright on a song, but proving if and when

you actually wrote it
One common practice is to mail a cassette of the

song to yourself by registered post and leaving it
unopened, the postmark providing the date. Unfor-

tunately, this is not legally recognised proof of your

claims, though it may help you out a little in certain

cases.

The best way to establish your copyright is to leave a

copy of your demo with a solicitor or your bank
manager. Not only will this substantiate your claims,

it'll also - at least in the case of your bank manager -

cost you nothing. It's worthwhile putting your own

name to your work, too, as you may find you're not

taken all that seriously as Ali Borange, Viv Acious, or

Neil Sportscar.

Useful sources of information on this and related

subjects are:

The Performing Rights Society, 29-33 Berners

Street, London W 1 P 4AA, 01-580 5544; and the

Mechanical Copyright Protection Society, Elgar House,

41 Streatham High Road, London SW I6 I ER,'' 01-

769 4400.  Tg
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PINION IS CERTAINLY
DIVIDED ABOUT DEPECHE
MODE. `Teeny-bopper band
making awful synth music', some
would say. 'Inspiring and

innovative pop', others might put it. A
couple of years ago, somebody wrote
that Depeche were 'the perfect
marriage of pure and applied
synthesis...with money'. And the editor
of this magazine, reviewing the band's
latest long -player, Black Celebration,
referred to them as 'easily the
strongest -willed and most deeply,
hearteningly talented of the all -synth
bands that made it big in '82' (E,SLMM
May).

But to separate objective
achievement from subjective comment,
the fact is that Depeche Mode have
come a long way since they started out
18

in 1980 as a fairly conventional trio
based in Basildon, Essex. Martin Gore
played synthesiser, Andrew Fletcher
bass, and Vince Clarke guitar. When
singer Dave Gahan joined in 1981, the
band shifted its instrumentation to an
all -electronic line-up, and had an
instant success with 'Dreaming of Me',
a Clarke -penned pop ditty that steamed
its way to the top of the indie charts
under the wing of Daniel Miller's
innovative Mute label. That single and
the album it spawned - Speak and Spell
- set the tone for a generation of
melodic, tight -tempo electronic pop
bands. The Basildon boys had proved,
perhaps unwittingly, that a drum
machine and three synths could sound
as spontaneous, as rootsy, and as 'fun'
as guitar, bass and drums. And they also
proved, with a bit more self-conscious

effort, that musicians with little or no
playing dexterity could write better
melodies than the classically -trained
brigade, and make money out of them,
too.

Late in 1981, Clarke left the band to
pursue a career with Alf Moyet in
Yazoo (see separate story elsewhere this
issue), leaving room for Martin Gore to
explore his own songwriting talents,
subtly different to - though no less
inspiring than - those of Clarke. It was
Gore who put pen to paper to craft 'See
You', the band's biggest hit to date
when it was released in January '82.
Another album -A Broken Frame-
followed soon after, an early sign that
Depeche were not a band to shirk their
artistic responsibilities in favour of
swimming pools, fast cars, and women.
It was also a sign that the band were

E&MM AUGUST 1986



Depeche Mode, with five albums and a long, successful pop career behind them, remain one of the few

all -synth bands to stick to their hi -tech ideals while continuing to keep their audience guessing. We speak

to two of the Basildon boys. Interview Paul Tin en

dritting into an era of post -Clarke
melancholy, in which the relentless
beat box rhythms began to take a back
seat to slower, more considered synth -
wash ballads.

With Alan Wilder installed as third
synth player at the start of '83,
Construction Time Again saw the
Modes' music take another unexpected
turn - this time in the direction of
industrial noise and metallic
percussion, courtesy of producer
Miller's Synclavier II and its sampling
capabilities. Lyrically, Construction
had a stronger political stance than
before, with the single 'Everything
Counts' proffering a cynical overview
of big business, and 'Pipeline' - with its
compelling arrangement of Oriental
percussion, synth arpeggios and
funereal backing chants - taking a
E&MM AUGUST 1986

much -deserved swipe at the
exploitation of Third World countries
by multi -national corporations.

And still the hits kept coming. The
band's most committed flirtation with
industrial sound, 'People Are People',
made it to number four in the UK
singles charts, while sip/ailing another
lyrical shift for Gore.

For if Construction Time Again was
political, its follow-up, Some Great
Reward was social in its commentary,
Gore and company turning their
attention to the problems of love, lust,
and marriage in the mid -1980s. The
pensive, mesmerising love ballad,
`Somebody', with its haunting piano
and heartbeat backing, was a highlight
in a rather mixed album of clever
touches but generally unfulfilled
potential.

yET THROUGHOUT THIS
TIME, Depeche continued to find
time for the jerky, mechanical
rhythms (electronic headbanging?)
that had been their musical trade-

mark since Day One. Couple that with
a sprinkling of arrangements that have
been too unlikely to succeed, and
Gahan's occasionally monotonous
vocal, and you have the reasons for the
critics' ambivalence, my own included.

Now Depeche Mode are based in
London, and there's Black Celebration.
On it, we hear some impressively
coherent arrangements (just listen to
the title -track), a new -found and very
welcome symphonic touch featuring
deeper, warmer synth textures, some
strong, considered drum programming
(`New Dress' ), and just the one
headbanging track (`Flere is the IP.
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ID. House' )sandwiched between softer,
gentler songs. Gone are the simplicity
and directness of the Modes' pop past
(with the notable exception of 'A
Question of Lust'), which goes some
way to explaining the band's
comparative lack of recent chart
success. And as for the cynics, they'd
probably say the band's huge leap
forward in arranging skill doesn't
camouflage an underlying inspirational
infirmity, a sad state of inertia in the
Tunes 'n' Rhythms department.

Then again, carving a long and
20

successful career out of an
all -electronic line-up takes a lot of
courage, more than most acts in
Depeche Mode's position are capable of
displaying. Limit yourself to synths and
samplers, and you have no tradition to
fall back on - other than the traditions
of songwriting. And there are a whole
host of dilemmas to work your way
around. If everybody plays the same
instrument, what role divisions are
there between the members of the
band? How do you get pieces together,
and how do you present sequencer -

based music to a live audience? And
most important of all, how do you keep
your music alive and vibrant, when the
machines you're working with force
you to use your head, not your body, to
give an idea musical form?

The sleeve artwork of the last two
Depeche albums has symbolised the
humanity -versus -technology struggle.
On Some Great Reward, a couple in
wedding outfits are surrounded by
industrial architecture; on Black
Celebration, tulips break up the dark
patterns of steel and glass.
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ALAN WILDER, WHO I GET A
CHANCE TO MEET before the
release of Black Celebration, sees
my point about the sleeve of the
previous album. 'Yeah, it did

occur to us, too. But that cover was
actually inspired by what we felt to be
the lyrical content of the record: a
romantic couple facing the real world.

`What you say is a kind of struggle,
because people tend to think that
technology is very cold, which it
doesn't have to be at all. To me, our
music has always been quite warm in a
lot of ways, in its lyrical content, in its
melodies and soon. People are always
saying that electronic stuff can never
have the same feeling as guitars and
bass, but that's rubbish. You use
whatever technology is available, and
it's, you that makes it cold or warm, not
the machines.

'We always take a lot of care over the
sounds we use. In them we try to catch
the atmosphere of the song, and often,
that does involve a lot of hard
searching.

`And as far as drum and sequencing
go, our stuff is not dead on time. We do
actually play around with timing to get a
certain feel. We might use speeding up
or slowing down, or push the snare part
slightly ahead of the bass drum. But
obviously it's all gonna be very tight.'

So Wilder, a tall, shy man in black
leather who scarcely looks me in the
face as we talk, clearly doesn't believe
in the myth of mechanical -sounding
technology. And after listening to
Black Celebration, I'm more inclined to
believe him. Between another round of
touring, recording and TV
appearances, I coax another Depeche
interview out of Mute, this tine with
Martin Gore. With huge, staring eyes
and blond flowerpot coiffure, Gore is a
more open interviewee than Wilder. In
a series of keen, fragmentary sentences,
he reveals some of the reasons why
Black Celebration is so markedly
different in mood from its predecessors.

'Partly, the album reflects us being a
year farther on in our career, and
having a year's more experience, which
we used trying to find new samples and
searching for new ways of arranging.
On the other hand, the songs mostly

IN ADDITION TO SPENDING
MORE TIME on pre -production,
the Modes have also altered their
equipment setup to offer them a
more flexible approach to their

arrangements and song structures.
Their new nerve centre, effectively
replacing the Synclavier of old, is
nothing more than a BBC Micro with
UMI 2B interface and sequencing
software.

`The UMI is very good for
programming song structures', Gore
explains, 'because it's so flexible. The
Synclavier is OK, but it isn't very
practical because once you've

Marvin -type guitar sound, an acoustic
guitar plucked with a 50-pfennig piece.
We've used that three or four times
now.

`Then there's the mandolin -like part
on 'Here is the House'. That was an,
acoustic guitar sampled twice - once on
a down -stroke and once on an up-
stroke. We used them on alternate
notes, so every other note was a down -
stroke and all the in-between notes
were up -strokes. It sounded very funny
- almost like a real player.

`There's a Black & Decker drill in
the opening of 'Fly on the Windscreen',
and the rhythm of 'Stripped' was made'

"When we want something that sounds non -acoustic, something that doesn't reflect
or imitate a known instrument, we go for an analogue synth, often the ARP 2600."

programmed a song, it's very hard to
change the structure. It's a bit rigid. So
instead we used the Emulator II for
most of the sampling work, and
connected the UMI and all the other
synths to it via MIDI. We even used
some Akai S612 samplers, because
they're very easy to use and the quality
isn't bad. The Synclavier is now used
mainly for drums, because you do get a
good, powerful sound from it. Most of
the drum sounds on the album are
Synclavier, though apart from the
middle -eight, all the drum sounds on
'New Dress' are analogue ones from an
ARP 2600.'

Aside from the 2600, Depeche are
hanging on to a number of ageing
analogue synths, even though their
popular image among musicians is one
of having an up-to-the-minute sound.
An RSF Kobol, a Roland 100M
modular system, a Syrinx and even a
suitcase Synthi AKS still find a place in
the Depeche equipment list. Live,
however, the band depend on more
recent instrumentation, notably a
Roland Jupiter 8, an Oberheim OBX,
and a Yamaha DX7. And for Black
Celebration, they used a PPG Wave 2.3
for the first time.

Wilder: 'When we want something
that sounds definitely non -acoustic,
something that doesn't really reflect or
imitate a known instrument, we usually
go for an analogue synth, often the

"UMI is good because it's so flexible. The Synclavier is OK, but it isn't very practical
because once you've programmed a song, it's very hard to change the structure."

determine the kind of sounds we search
for, and the songs on this album are
much softer and gentler.

'So we got some very rich, very warm
sounds like the ones on 'A Question of
Lust' and 'World Full of Nothing'.
There are four tracks on the album
without any drums whatsoever, so it
was easy to make them flow more, make
them less jerky.

'We spent more time on the
arrangements this time. We spent a
month at Worldwide International, a
small studio owned by Daniel (Miller),
just programming the album. We were
able to work more on the song
structures and arrangements, whereas
before we just programmed as we went.
With Some Great Reward, for instance,
the recording process had already
started while we were still programming
the songs.'
E&MM AUGUST 1986

ARP 2600. If we want something that
does sound like another instrument, we
turn to the digital or sampling
machines.'

More than most bands of their
generation, Depeche Mode have
embraced the technique of sampling as
an important contemporary music tool.
No factory disks for the Basildon boys-
with the help of Miller and long-time
engineer Gareth Jones, the foursome
have continually searched for new
sound samples and new ways of
manipulating them.

'Usually we spend two or three days
before recording just sampling sounds',
says Gore. 'Then we sample as we go. If
somebody has a good idea, we just stop
recording and do some sampling.

'Sometimes we use old favourites -
like one sample which we first used on
'People Are People'. It's a Hank

up of the sound of an idling motorbike
played half -an -octave down from its'
original pitch.'

Gore admits to being particularly
proud of one Black Celebration sample.
`It's not that audible, though. It's a
sample from a record called 'She Wants
to Mambo', an old doo-wop disc. At the
end of each verse, the woman who sings
sort of moans. We sampled this moan
and played it up a few notes, which
made it sound like a girl moaning. We
used it on the chorus section of 'A
Question of Time'.'

And then, of course, there are the
industrial sounds and treated vocals of
'It Doesn't Matter Two', where a
sequenced vocal pattern gives the song a
distinct systems music character.
Ingenious use of a Friend Chip SMPTE
controller enabled the band to slow the
song right down at its end without
encountering any pitch problems, but
musically, the piece is painfully
reminiscent of Philip Glass, almost to
the point of plagiarism.

'Probably we were remotely inspired
by Glass', concedes Gore, 'though I
hardly ever listen to that kind of music.
But it wasn't a piss -take or something.
It was serious

TRACING THE PATH OF AN
EMBRYO PIECE of music
through the Depeche Mode
songwriting process is not an easy
task. It starts with Gore, or

occasionally Wilder, writing songs at
home, making demo versions of them,
and submitting the finished tapes to the
band.

'Martin and I compose in totally
different ways', says Wilder. 'Martin
works on guitar and Ion keyboards. Yet
we present our songs to the band in a
similar form. We work on our songs on
a four -track machine, and basically get
a demo to the point where there's a
bassline, a rough rhythm track, most of
the melodies and all the lyrics. That's
what the band gets to hear.

'Then we all sit down with Daniel,
pick the songs we want to put on the
album, and talk over the good and the
bad points - whether we need to change
the structure or add or take out bits
here and there.'

Gore: 'I still largely write my songs
on guitar, just to get the basic chord
structure. Then I move on to electronic
equipment to demo the songs. I use an
Emulator II, a DX7, and an MC4
Microcomposer to sequence the stuff. lo.
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 I don't pay too much attention to the
sounds at that stage, because you can
end up putting months of work into
that, and it's something everybody
needs to work on later anyway.

'When it comes to production I tend
to take a back seat. If Daniel and Alan
and the others are doing something
which I really don't like, I'll obviously
say something. But I'm prepared to step
back because if I were to take over
completely, there's be no point in us
being a band. It's good to get some new
enthusiasm for the songs because I've
already worked on them for maybe a
month or two, while the rest of the band
are really fresh, and are more likely to
come up with new and inspiring ideas.

'We're all programming and finding
samples. Even David is now joining in
with that, which is good because he
used to be just "the singer". On Black
Celebration I'm in turn singing four of
the tracks - 'A Question of Lust',
'Sometimes', 'It Doesn't Matter Two'
and 'World Full of Nothing' - because
we've noticed over the years that my
voice is more suited to the slower and
softer songs than Dave's. Basically,
we're a band without roles.'

Still, it's Wilder and Miller who are
clearly the most heavily involved in the
more technical side. Daniel Miller's
role, especially, is an intriguing one.

because he's had a vestige of formal
training.

'I had some piano lessons when I was
young, but that doesn't come into it a
great deal', he says. 'The whole idea of
being musically competent is irrelevant
to me. I'm not interested in being a great
piano player any more. There are loads
of good musicians around, all far better
than me. If I'd auditioned for another
band, they probably wouldn't let me in.
But for me, it's shaping songs and
sounds which is important.'

In practical terms, the result of this
attitude is that Depeche Mode have to
resort to machines to re-create their
sound live. A TEAC eight -track tape
recorder plays most of the drum tracks,
some basslines and a few other parts
which are either too hard to play or
can't be reproduced for technical
reasons.

Wilder: 'We never use sequencers
live because they go wrong too often. So
what we do is take the studio tapes and
re-edit them. Sometimes we'll change
the structure of songs, or shorten or
lengthen various parts because we
might think something works better
that way live. Then we'll play the
different fill-in parts as it comes. We
have no labour division there.'

In fact, Depeche use two tape
recorders because their set is simply too

"People say we're pessimistic or manic depressive, but we don't see it like that. We're

just trying to get feeling, warmth and realism across in our songs."

'He's a technical wizard when it
comes to synths', says Gore. 'He also
has a lot of good production ideas
concerning song structures, especially
on a commercial level. He might say, for
instance: "This middle -eight is very
good, perhaps we should start the song
with it".

'And he's very good at building
sounds. We might start off a song with a
single sound on a sequencer and as it
progresses, bring in more sounds just to
make it richer. We did that a lot on this
album - making layers of sounds all
play the same part to get a full and warm
effect. We could do that because we
went 48 -track for the first time. Before
we used 24 -track, which meant that we
sometimes had to put three or four
sounds on one track. This time we
could minimise that, which made things
a lot easier when it came to mixing.'

Engineer (and now co -producer)
Gareth Jones is the man who 'puts it all
together' in the studio, according to
Gore.

'Gareth is great at getting the sounds
which we find transferred to tape
without any loss of character. This time
we tried not to put too many effects on
at an early stage. We put a lot of parts
down very, very dry, and then worked
on the effects when it came to mixing.'

O MUCH FOR RECORDING.
What about one of the dilemmas
mentioned earlier, the one about
playing sequencer -based music
live? Well, one thing's for sure: the

Basildon boys are no more enamoured
of keyboard -playing skill now than they
were when they first put fingers to
synthesiser keys five years ago. Of the
four of them, Alan Wilder is probably
the most gifted player, and that's only

long to fit on one tape. And which song
do they have programmed into a
sequencer to fill in the gap caused by the
tape change? You've guessed: 'It
Doesn't Matter Two', complete with
the slowing -down at the end.

Gore: 'Programming that was a real
nightmare, because the Emulator
sequencer is all at one speed. What we
had to do was write in unjustified
measures, because otherwise the
sequencer would auto -correct the slight
tempo deviations which we put in. But
then, the sequencer is high -resolution
so it's never totally unjustified. In the
end we made it, but don't ask me how.'

But isn't it all a bit boring, standing
there tied to a tape recorder,
reproducing the same, easy -play parts,
night after night? Martin Gore, in the
third month of a world tour and facing
several more months gigging in the
States, replies tentatively.

'It's a bit of a dilemma, because when

enjoyment comes from the contact with
the public.

'And we do put on a good live
performance. We're one of the most
exciting bands around. First, we always
get a very good sound, because
everything goes directly into the PA
system. Second, we have a lot of vocal
harmonies, which make a very big vocal
sound. And third, we take a lot of
trouble over the stage set and a good
light show. Dave has also become a very
good frontman over the years: he
manages to communicate very well with
an audience.'

WHICH IS ALL FAIR
ENOUGH, REALLY.
Depeche Mode's live
performances are usually very
successful, wherever in the

world they may take place. But that
leaves the question of the band's
diminishing success on their home
territory. The Basildon boys are
spending a lot of time abroad, and in
their absence, the last couple of singles
haven't done too well in the UK charts.
Is the public getting disinterested, or is
the band itself losing some of its
charisma?

Gore: 'It's difficult to say, but it isn't
bothering us that much. At the moment
things are looking very healthy for us in
Europe and the USA. If Britain wants
to remain ignorant, it can. We've been
pretty successful at home for fh, e or six
years. I think people might lose
enthusiasm because they might be
temporarily satiated.'

And Gore isn't tempted to write
another 'See You' just to get back to the
top of the tree. As far as he's concerned,
Depeche's current dark image stays.

'We just let things happen', he says.
'I work on my songs and see what comes
out of them, without pursuing any
planned result. And 1 know people in
England say we're really pessimistic or
manic depressive. We don't see it like
that. We're just trying to get some
feeling, warmth and realism across in
our songs. We like to think our songs
are more reflective of life than most of
the music that's around in the charts
these days. A lot of it is just up, up, up
all the way. That's the sort of thing the
radio likes to play and people like to
buy. When people'have a choice
between buying 'Sunshine' by
Imagination and a record by a group
that's labelled manic depressive, what

"We're all programming and finding samples. Even Dave is doing that now, and he
used to be just 'the singer'. Basically, we're a band without roles."

you're in your fifth month of touring
you can't enjoy every night any more.
It's getting to the point already now
where I can almost go through the
motions half -asleep. Now I
automatically change disks at the right
moment, without even thinking about
it. It is quite boring, but we owe it to the
fans to play live because the concerts
always go down really well. The
audiences love it.'

Alan Wilder has a similar story. 'I'm
not looking for musical excitement live,
because I know what it's going to sound
like before I go on stage. Live playing is
only about reproducing our music in a
very tight and good way. My main

do they buy? (laughs)
'What we try to do is present a

different kind of pop music to the
masses. So we go through the routine of
glossy magazines and TV shows. But
that doesn't mean our music has to be
like everyone else's music.'

A brave way of looking at things, I'd
say. Why all the pessimism? Gore
blushes and looks away nervously
before answering: 'You do get more
cynical as you get older, don't you?'
And how old is Gore, exactly? 'Nearly
25 now'.

Guess it'll be interesting, hearing
what Depeche Mode have to say when
they're 30. 
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FROM A FIVE STROKE ROLL TO A FIVE PIN DIN

M T M. THE TOTAL PERCUSSION INTERFACE

MTM - 8 CHANNEL, PROGRAMMABLE MIDI -TRIGGER -MIDI INTERFACE. 16 FUNCTION PROCESSING OF INCOMING AUDIO AND MIDI DATA TO
TRIGGER AND MIDI OUT. PROGRAMMABLE EFFECTS INCLUDE ECHO, STEPPED SEQUENCE, DYNAMICALLY CONTROLLED SPLIT AND LAYERED CHORDS.
PROCESS, TRIGGER ROUTE, MIDI AND EFFECT DATA ALL STORABLE. 20 FACTORY AND 99 USER PATCHES. 10 PROGRAMMABLE SEQUENCES OF PATCH

CHANGES, FORWARD -REVERSE FOOTSWITCH INCLUDED.

SIMMONS ELECTRONICS LIMITED, ALBAN PARK, HATFIELD ROAD, ST. ALBANS, HERTFORDSHIRE. TEL: 0727-36191.
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E-mu Emax
Sampling Keyboard

An 'In Brief' preview that's two pages long?
Appalling, isn't it? When will Paul Wiffen learn to
keep his mouth shut, his paper quantities down, and
his wordprocessor in check? Probably never, and
certainly not when there are instruments as interest-
ing as E -mu Systems' new Emax sampler around to
preview. One trip to E-mu's Californian headquarters
and he's away, grabbing hold of one of just three
prototype Emaxes currently in existence, and putting
it through its paces.

Prototypes being what they are, though, Wiffen
finds a fair bit of Emax's software still in the process
of being written, so a fully -blown review will have to
wait a month or two. In the meantime, here's a
rundown of what the 'baby Emulator' can do to get
your mouth watering, because what there is of Emax
now is already pretty impressive.

Emax retains the same sampling format as its big
brother, the Emulator II, but E-mu's engineers have
succeeded in reducing the fundamental circuitry so
much that it can now be fitted on a single silicon chip,
known as the E -chip - hence the dramatic reduction
in cost. What's more, memory chips have now come
down sufficiently in price to allow the Emax to hold
the same amount of sample memory as the original
Emulator II.

This means that at the same sample rate as the
Emulator II - around 28kHz - Emax samples for the
same amount of time: over 17 seconds. But E -mu
have added variable sampling rates from I 5kHz to
40kHz, the range given in the preliminary specifi-
cations. However, on the prototype unit I tried, the
display gave the maximum sample rate as 42kHz,
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which makes Emax at least the equal of the Prophet
2000 and Akai S900 in this respect.

And the quality shows, too. Recording direct from
a CD player, sound fidelity was extremely fine,
reaching well into those high frequencies above
13kHz which many samplers reproduce poorly or not
at all. Of course, you pay for this extra facility by
having less sample time available. Maximum sample
length at this rate was just over eight seconds, but
fortunately, the display told me exactly how much
time was available in seconds, not K of memory or
hexadecimal.

It's the display (similar to that of a DX7) which
makes sampling with Emax so easy. On entering
Sample mode, the bottom line of the display acts as a
VU meter in much the same way as the Ell's, and a
threshold can be set visually using a slider. In fact, all
the other instructions in Sample mode (Arm Sampling,
Force Sampling and Stop Sampling) operate ident-
ically to those on the Ell.

This user -friendliness isn't restricted to sampling,
though. It also extends to the use of all the other
modules, and to the provision of one all-important
button (missing on most samplers): a dedicated 'load
all' switch, which means you only need to perform
one action to load a new disk. A Godsend in live
performance.

The other modules of Emax (besides Sample) are
Master Control, Digital Processing, Preset Manage-
ment, Preset Definition, Analog Processing, and the
Sequencer. Each of these has its menu printed on the
front panel (no loose card to lose with Emax), so you
can look up which options you want to use and key in
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the appropriate number on the keypad. Alterna-
tively, you can use the data slider to scroll through
the options and then press Enter to select the one
being displayed.

Master Control governs essential functions like
master tuning and disk formatting/copying. But it
also holds a few more unusual features like Select
Velocity Curve and Bird Run. The first is an excellent
feature which allows you to personalise the touch
response of the keyboard to suit your own playing
style. The second is a little bit sillier, causing an Emu
(yes, the bird) to trot across the display. I'm not sure
exactly why it does this, nor am I sure why it's there at
all. But I am sure E -mu could have made better use of
the memory and processing power Bird Run takes up.

Digital Processing covers all the things you may
want to do to a sample once you've made it. First
there's the essential Truncate, which allows you to
trim any unwanted material from the beginning or
end of the sample. Being able to type in individual
sample numbers is a great benefit here, as sliders can
be a bit fiddly for fine adjustment.

Next come the two loops possible on Emax: the
normal loop and the Release loop. Each can be
specified by its start point and length. However,
before you can begin to adjust these loops you need to
go to the Mode parameter to turn the loops on, which
is a bind. Once you've done this and set start points
and lengths, Emax gives you the option of using
Autoloop, which works by finding the nearest zero
crossings. This goes a good way towards getting rid of
awkward clicks or glitching in a loop.

If this is not enough, however, there's another
feature - new on an E -mu keyboard - called Cross -
Fade looping. This process actually smooths out the
data around the loop point to create a 'seamless' join.
It works wonders provided you've got as close as
possible beforehand using the manual and Autoloop
functions.

Other, more 'experimental' Digital Processing
options include Tapering, Splicing, Combining and
Digital Effects, but these were yet to be implemented
on the Emax we tried.

Preset Management is a utilities module, allowing
different presets to be Created, Copied, Saved,
Named or Erased - essential if unexciting. More
interesting things go on in the Preset Definition and
Analog Processing sections. In the first of these, you
can set up all the crossfades and switches you want.
There are three options here: Positional (to smooth
out the differences between multisamples as you go
up the keyboard), Velocity (to allow different force
keystrokes to trigger different samples recorded as
'hard' and 'soft' performances), or Realtime (which
allows you to use the mod wheel to change between
samples).

It's only when you set up one of these crossfades
that you notice what is one of the strongest points of
Emax. Normally, when you make such assignments
on keyboards, the machine's polyphony is halved: if
you're using two voice channels to play different
sounds from the same note, then you can only sound
half the number of notes. But not on Emax. Each
voice is provided with the equivalent of two
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oscillators, so it can play back two samples simul-
taneously.

The usefulness of this isn't restricted to crossfade
assignments. In Dual Voice mode (another area of
Preset Definition), two different samples can be
layered to provide, say, Brass and Strings or Piano
and Nose -Flute together, again without losing poly-
phony. This feature is also responsible for the
chorusing provided in the Analog Processing section.

Preset Definition also covers MIDI options, pitch -
bend range, arpeggiator setting -up and real-time
control assignments. The last-mentioned refers to
the controllers: left wheel (sprung), right wheel,
pressure (Emax features a pressure -sensing keyboard
as well as velocity control), pedals, footswitches, and
MIDI controllers, all of which can be assigned to a host
of destinations: pitch, filter frequency, level, LFO,
attack rate and sustain, to name but a few.

The two wheels, incidentally, are on the small side
and can get fiddly to use, though their action is fine.

The Analog Processing section contains all the
things keyboard players raised on MiniMoogs, Prophet
5s and Juno 60s can't live without: VCAs and VCFs
(with their own independent five -stage envelopes),
filter tracking and resonance, LFOs and velocity
amounts to level, pitch, filter, attack and panning.

Panning? Well, Emax allows you to pan each voice
to a stereo position, and then move it either through
velocity or LFO control. It makes for great effects or
realistic mixing, whichever you prefer.

On top of everything else, Emax has a sequencer.
Not an exhaustive one, it's true, but then it's not
designed to be. The idea is that you can dump
sequences recorded on more powerful systems
(either PC -based packages or stand-alone units) into
the Emax, and then save them onto the same disk
you're keeping your sounds on. This means that,
during a live performance, you can have everything
loaded from one disk. And despite its basic specifi-
cation, the sequencer is capable of multitrack
recording and is particularly strong on the sychronis-
ation side, featuring not only MIDI clock but also
MIDI song pointers, which allow you to record and
playback from anywhere in the track. Emax can also
receive 88 notes via MIDI, over all 16 MIDI channels,
simultaneously if necessary.

On the back of Emax, in addition to the I I audio
outputs (Mix, Stereo, R and L, and eight individual
outputs), the MIDI connections and the sample and
footswitch inputs, sits an RS422 computer port. This
will enable visual editing software on computers such
as the Apple Mac to communicate with Emax much
faster than MIDI can. And as it turns out, Digidesign
have already told us that they hope to have their
Sound Designer Mac package available for Emax at
the time of the keyboard's release this autumn. 
Paul Wiffen

Prices US: Emax keyboard $2595; Emax rack -mount
module $2395; UK prices to be announced
More From E -mu Systems, 1600 Green Hills Road,
Scotts Valley, CA 95066. It (408) 438-1921

Trade members can see the Emax during an E -mu
Systems product presentation at the Royal Garden Hotel,
Kensington on July 30 and 31.
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1N BRIEF

Roland MC500 Sequencer

So, there's a new Roland sequencer at a price
significantly less than that of the MSQ700, something
of an industry standard over the last couple of years.
Yet amazingly, the new MC500 is a lot more
sophisticated than the MSQ. In fact, the only machine
which bears any sort of comparison with the MC500 is
the Yamaha QX1, in that its operating software is at
the same level of flexibility.
 But the new Roland scores over the Yamaha in
several areas, like price, ease of operation, and MIDI
implementation. To start with, its five -track format
provides for a real innovation: a dedicated track for
recording a rhythm part. This means that drum
machines which are unable to store velocity data can
be used as velocity -sensitive units - if the drum parts
are programmed from a suitable keyboard or set of
drum pads.

Complete freedom of movement is possible
between real- and step -time recording, playback and
editing without the delays that result from disk
access. This means you can program a part in step
time, overdub a second track in real time, try some
auto -correction on that track, revert to the original
or use a different value if necessary, copy sections of
the piece or insert or delete measures, without any
annoying pauses caused by the machine needing to
load different software to accomplish the tasks
you're asking of it. All this makes for faster music
composition, which is what sophisticated MIDI
sequencers were supposed to be about in the first
place.

Another exciting aspect of the MC500 is that it's
able to record and play back MIDI System Exclusive
data, not just from Roland instruments, but from
other popular machines, too. This means you can
hold all the parameter information for an FM or
analogue patch along with the sequence to be played,
all on the same disk. If that doesn't save a lot of
messing around with different RAM packs, I'll eat my
chips.

The MC500 is also (as far as I'm aware) the only
sequencer which allows you to bounce tracks together
and then, if you need to re-record or edit them at a
later date, to separate them again. This is possible
thanks to the format of the sequencer's MIDI
assignment. Data for each MIDI channel is memorised
independently within each track, and is always
accessible simply by specifying which MIDI channel
you want to work on - much as you would do with

tracks on a standard sequencer. This gives you the
equivalent of 64 tracks to work with internally, all of
which can then be bounced down to 16 tracks, with
different MIDI channelisations, in your finished song.

The four discrete tracks give you enough 'elbow
room' for any simultaneous editing and subsequent
bouncing operations you may want to perform in the
course of your recording.

The MC500 hardware (as distinct from the initial
software supplied with it, which is known as MRC500)
has two independent MIDI Outs. Currently, this
allows you to assign different channels to each socket
(in case you're stuck with an old synth that tries to
play all incoming MIDI data), or even send just a MIDI
clock signal from one to allow slave sequencers or
drum machines to take timing data without getting
all the note information being sent from the other.

But seeing as the MRC500 software is entirely disk -
based, there's no reason why updates or different
software packages couldn't provide for two indepen-
dent MIDI buses, each with their own 16 MIDI
channels, allowing 32 -track operation. Roland have
already announced an alternative systems disk which
works in the same way as earlier models in the MC
range, ie. as a true Microcomposer.

Synchronisation is also an MC500 strong point, and
two of its most important implementations are Sync
Record and MIDI Song Pointers. The first allows you
to record new tracks while the tempo of the MC500 is
being controlled either from another MIDI device, or
from tape code. The second means that sequence
playback or recording can start from any bar in your
piece of music.

In conjunction with a suitable SMPTE adaptor, the
MC500 will be the only sequencer on the market that
can easily replace or augment tape tracks, all the way
to the mixdown stage.

The MC500 seems set to open a lot of musicians'
eyes to the possibilities of MIDI -based recording- not
simply as a replacement for or an addition to
conventional tape, but as a sequencer whose disk -
based software allows it to grow with new develop-
ments, rather than getting left behind by them.
Paul Wiffen

Price £799 including VAT
More from Roland UK, Great West Trading Estate, 983
Great West Road, Brentford, Middx TW8 9DN.
TS 01-568 4578
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Save £££s on
all Casio Models!!

Casio SK1
Sampling sensation 99

Casio CZ101 299
Casio CZ1000 399
Casio CZ3000 495
Casio CZ5000 695
Casio CZ2305 295

Save up to 30%
on Carlsbro

Peavey Roland
Customsound Yamaha
Session amplification

plus many used bargains
Send for Amp Info -pack

with details of all our
prices and mail order

service

'Roland
ROLAND SUPER JX 1899.00

Roland Alpha Juno I 499.00

Roland Alpha Juno II 775.00

Roland MC500

Micro -Composer 799.00

Roland Sampling Keyboards
Arriving Soon

Massive
Savings

on all Boss
Products
including

Micro -rack

Save ££Es
on Aria, Westore,

Ibanez, Fender, Tokai,
Squier, Yamaha,
Guitars & basses

Send for guitar
info -pack with details
of all our prices and

mail -out service

BC
music

Alesis Midi Verb and
Midi-Fex in stock now

£395

Yamaha SPX 90
in stock

£595

YAMAHA DX 100 349.00
YAMAHA DX 27 475.00
YAMAHA DX21 649.00
YAMAHA DX7 1299.00
YAMAHA KX5 130.00
YAMAHA PF80 999.00
YAMAHA PF70 899.00
YAMAHA TX7 499.00
YAMAHA QX21 259.00

NEW YAMAHA CX5 Mk II
IN STOCK NOW

You've read about the latest
products in the musicpress...
You've seen them at the
Music shows...
Now get your hands on them
at ABC MUSIC!

Price Breakthrough

programmable
drum machine

easy to use

rrp £160

ABC Price £95
(£1.50 p &

You'll get a square deal at:
 14-16 High Street. Addlestone, Surrey
(just off Junction 11 M25)
0932 40139/54877
 324 Farnham Road, Slough
(just off Junction 6 - M4) 0753 822754
 56 Surbiton Road, Kingston, Surrey
(near Kingston Polytechnic) 01-546 9877
 44 St. Clements, Oxford 0865 725221

Tascam 388 the
Ultimate 'Portastudio'

Complete with
Tannoy Stratford

Monitors, Accessit
monitor amplifier

S.E.D. stand

complete £2,699.00

Simmons Electric
Drums

now at unbelievable
prices

Available at our
Oxford Branch

Call in and
try the complete
Simmons Range

Visit our special Demo Studios
at Oxford Addlestone with all
the latest 8 track recording

gear, effects and accessories
plus all that's new in

Sampling Technology-Book
an appointment for extra

special attention
Oxford 0865 724820

Addlestone 0932 59675

Join the
Rhythm Revolution
Roland TR 505 249.00
Roland TR 707 499.00
Roland TR 727 450.00
Roland Octapad 399.00
Yamaha RX21 229.00
Yamaha RX21L 229.00
Yamaha RX15 399.00
Yamaha RX11 599.00
Casio RZ1 399.00

IIIIIIII__
Ask about our amazing

Fostex 8 track package deal

IT CAN'T BE BEATEN

STEINBERG SOFTWARE
ON DEMONSTRATION

Sequencer packages for
Atari ST 520 and
Commodore 128

Available now plus editing
kits for DX-Mirage-CZ etc.

Instant Credit
Mail -Order

Friendly Service
and Expert Advice

Open six days a week

Late night Thursday
till 700 pm
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YAMAHA PF70
76 Key Midi equipped FM Electronic Piano
Real piano feel - real piano sound
Unreal piano price of only £899

     ,

0.0.0.0...0.0.0  4 

HOT NEW PRODUCTS

THE FANTASTIC
YAMAHA DX27

DX 27 Digital
Programmable
Algorithm Synth

192 Presets £499

RX21 £249
BUDGET PRICED
DRUM COMPOSER
RX21L Latin Percussion Unit £249

DX100
Superb new FM Synth from Yamah
192 preset voices
Only £349

Yamaha MEP4 MIDI Event Proc r £345
Yamaha MCS2 MIDI Control St £288

YAMAHA DX21
BUY ON
INTEREST

REEHR

128 PRE PROGRAMMED VOICES.
32 MEMORIES.
8 NOTE MIDI POLYPHONIC
SYNTHESISER £599

THE ONE & ONLY YAMAHA DX7

THE ALL TIME FAVOURITE

YAMAHA TX7
FM Tone Generat
Midi equipped
32 voice memories
Special offer £495

BUY ON
INTEREST
FREE H.RA

YAMAHA PF80
Same as PF70 but with 88 keys £999

BUY ON
INTEREST

REEH.P

////ti Pel///////////1

THE NEW Yamaha
CX5 MkII Computer
128K memory £499
New Sound Module

SPX 90 - Digital Multi Effect
Processor/Reverb

VP

Effects include Reverb, Early reflection,
Delay, Echo, Modulation, Auto Pan, Vibrato,
Pitch change, Reverb and gate. Freeze,
Compression, Parametric Eq.
Price £599

Q.x2I
Midi Sequencer £259

YAMAHA MT1X
Multitrack Cassette
Recorder
New Model £449

eireem-im
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IkRoland
ALPHA JUNO I
The very latest synth
an affordable price
from Roland
In Stock Now £499

JX8P
Midi Polysynth,

Price £1149

HOT NEW PRODUCTS
TR505 Digital Drum Machine
16 Voice 6 Track 2249
Alpha Juno II Synthesize
Touch sensitive with after touch £799

KORG
.".

TR707 RHYTHM COMPOSER
Stores 64 rhythm patterns. Velocity
sensitive. Midi. Individual outputs e
SUPERB VALUE AT ONLY £449

BUY Oh
INTERES
FprE

1

ON
'EST

. .  .  .*.

JUNO 106
ogrammable

olv Synth with Midi
including stand in stock £599

SRV 2000 DIGITAL REVERB £1100

DO' OH

o, H.

MKS7 Super Quartet
The most sophisticated sound module
ever made DEMO MODEL £6

-

INTERE.S-,

PADS OCTAPAD
The first midi compatible pad
controller Touch sensitive £399

&ivory!
INTEREST

REEH. P*

BOSS MICRO -RACK BOSS PEDALS

EFFECTS HPFI Hanger £89
Dimension C £129

RDD1 0 Delay £149
1/2 rack width OD2 Turbo overdrive

RCL 10 Comp/
Limiter £115

RBFIO Flanger £115
Digital Sarnaler £199
RGE10 Eq. £115
RPH10 Phaser £115

DSD2 Digital Sampler
DD2 Digital Delay
CE3 Stereo Chorus
BF2 Flanger
DM35 Analog Delay
CS2 Compressor
051 Distortion

£59
£160
£139

£85
£89
£99
£65
£55..........'...

329 Liverpool 21 fret short scale,
3 pickup, semi hollow body £585

330 Thinline semi acoustic, 24 fret,
2 pickup, dot inlay, mono £595

1350 Liverpool 24 fret full scale 3 pickup,
semi hollow body £655

360 Deluxe thinline, semi acoustic, stereo
inlaid neck £675

14003 Bass - Roundwound strings, stereo.
bound body & neck, full inlay £669

INC/ST
REEH.

The New Fender 70s Strat £299
The New Fender Standard Strat £399
The New Fender Standard Tele £395
The New Fender Deluxe Strat £599
Squier Strats £249
Squier Teles £235
Limited Edition Re -issues of Jazzmaster,
Tele Thinline.

a emu=

DW 8000 Synth 110
SQD1 Midi Recorder +Disc Drive £599
Poly 800 IC Poly Synth + DDL 49

111%.%/AEIL.

Model 1 Guitar £259
Model lA Guitar £299
Model 2 Guitar £369
Model 3 Guitar £419
Model 3A Guitar £429
Model 4 Guitar £519
Model 5 Guitar. £659
Model 6 Guitar £739
Model 1B Bass £299
Model 2B Bass £349
Model 3B Bass £569

1 St Nicholas Street 1pswic Ffolk

Tel : (0473) 54996
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TASCAM

THE NEW TASCAM 388
BUY ON
INTEREST

REE H. P

is the first complete 8 channel
recording system, consisting of a full
function 8x8x2 mixer with a full servo
controlled 8 -track reel to reel recorder.
Compact yet professional.
Price £2450

THE NEW 246 PORTASTUDIO
with 6 input full function mixer and 4
channel 2 -speed DBX cassette
recorder
All for £899

I WEI
REE H. P.

PORTA ONE

BUY ON
INTEREST

REE H. P.
4 Track Cassette
Just £399

244 Porta Studio
Parametric EQ, DBX.
Now only
£73 9

38 8 Track Reel to Reel P.O.A.

TEAC V340
Cassette Mastering

Recorder £99
Teac W440C Twin

Cassette £239

EASY MST IMEREST FREE H.I?
; GOODS REQUIRED

The Customer
Full Names:

Mr/Mrs/Miss
FLU names of spouse
(if signing):

Home Address

Postcode:

How long?
Previous address
(if less than ly_eAr)

Phone No:

Age

Marital Number of
Status Married D Single Dependants D

Accommodation House 0 Flat 0

S612 Sampler & MD280 £799
S900 8 Voice Polyphonic Digital Sa
AX73 73 Key Controller Keyboard £
MX73 73 Key Controller Keyboard
VX90 6 Voice Rack Mount Synthesiz
CPZ 1000 Midi Recorder &
System Controller £1699

i:JY ON
TREST

FRFP

100w Valve Master Vol Amp £360
50w Valve Master Vol Amp £294
100w Valve Switchable Split Channel

& Reverb £411
4x12 Cabs 300w £294
12w Practice Combo £80
30w Guitar Combo £163
50w Guitar Combo £265
75w Guitar Combo £283
100w Guitar Combo £359
50w Guitar Combo (Valve) £313
New 12 watt Mini Stack

BUY ON
INTEREST

REE H. P.

Bass & Keyboard Amps in stock -- Phone

AH 500w Arno Head with GP11 Preomo £755
AH 350w Amp Head with GPI I Preamp £675
AH 250w Amp Head with GP11 Preomp £595
AH 150w Amp Head with GP11 Preamp £440
1115 150w plus GP11-1 x 15 Combo £719
1110 150w plus GP11-1 4 x 10 Combo £704
1818 1 x 18 ond 1 x 10 Cob £440
1048 4 x 10 Cab £330
1518 1 x 15 Cab 8i2 £315
1514 1 x 15 Cab 80 £330

BUY ON
INTEREST

REE H.P

X15 Multi -Tracker £259
260 Multi -Tracker £799
80 8 -Track RecOrder Hi-Speed,S1 695
450 Mixer £699 Accessit Stereo
Reverb £135
Accessit Noise Gate £42
Accessit Compressor £42
SECK 6/2 Mixer £295

BUY ON
INTEREST
FREE H.P.

Buying 0 Renting 0
Name and address of Landlord
or Mortgage Holder:

Name and address
of Employer:

With Monthly
Parents El Amount E

Position How Long?
Commission

Net Income E Monthly Weekly Only
Previous employer
(if less than 3 years):

Audition Guitar 20w £95
Back Stage Plus Guitar Combo - 35w £159
Bandit Guitar Combo 65w £279
Special Guitar Combo £379
MX Guitar Combo 130w £499
Encore Guitar Combo 65w £379
Century Bass Head 100w £225
Mark IV Bass Head 300w £469
KB 100 Keyboard Combo 65w £279
KB 300 Keyboard Combo 130w £465
XR400 100w PA £375
XR500 130w PA £399
TK065 Bass Combo 65 watts £269
TNT130 Bass Combo 130w £389
300 Watt Bass Combo £569

Marlin 150 PA 1275
Cobra 90w Bass Combo £223
Cobra 90w Kbd Combo £289

BUY ON
INTERE
FREE H.

.11

BUY ON
INTEREST
FREE H. P

eet
er Es

Tel: (0206)65652/570630

Position How long?

Bankers:

Branch Address:

Type of
account Current 0 Savings Deposit 0 Loan D

Account No

Just fill in the above and return to either of
our shops and your application will be
processed immediately.

4°4"/cbSNO9-4O
PHONE

Cv0-

  



rWhile Bob Moog was still experimenting with vast 'telephone exchange' modular synths, a British company
was producing the world's first mass -market synthesiser. We take an affectionate look back at the EMS

VCS3, and examine how well it stands the test of time. Annabel Scott

THE TIME MACHINE

Imagine the typical Japanese
design job, and you think of sleek
lines, tasteful colour schemes,
logical (if sometimes bafflingly
complex) control systems, and a

general air of professionalism and
competence. Imagine the typical
British design job - and you've got
the VCS3.

That's not to knock the basic
design of the old EMS synthesiser.
At the time EMS went into
production in the UK (sometime in
the late sixties), Bob Moog had just
launched his modular synthesiser
range in the States, and such
equipment was impossibly
expensive for the British musician.
Moog synths were large, unreliable,
far from portable and, of course,
expensive. Electronic Music
Studios (EMS) in the shape of chief
designer Dr Peter Zinovieff, aimed
for something portable, relatively
affordable, and definitely
home-grown.

The VCS3 (it stood for Voltage
Controlled Studio Model 3) was
Zinovieff's attempt to introduce all
these factors, and it was massively
successful, albeit mainly in the UK
( the company's German and
American offices never did get their
export services together properly).
At the same time, the machine
introduced a few typical design
philosophies which have been
cursed for their limitations and
missed in their absence ever since.

The first of these was the Pin
Board. Like the Moog systems, EMS
synths were modular, though on the
VCS3 and its briefcase -borne
portable version, the Synthi A, the
modules available were
permanently fixed. But rather than
using double -ended cords to patch
the modules together, EMS took the
inputs and outputs for every module
to a matrix of relays which could be
shorted together by pushing metal
pins into holes in the matrix. With
`sources' down the side and
`destinations' along the top, the pin
board provided billions of possible
patches in a space much smaller
than a reasonable fistful of jack
sockets.

30

Suitcase version of VCS3 was known as Synthi

AKS, had touch -operated keyboard and 256 -

note sequencer built in

Some of the facilities linked by
the pin matrix were fairly standard,
some very unusual. For instance,
both the VCS3 and the Synthi A
had three oscillators as follows:

OSC1 1Hz- 10kHz Sine/Sawtooth
OSC2 1Hz-10kHz Square/Triangle
OSC3 0.05-500Hz Square/Triangle

Due to the wide pitch ranges, any
of these could be used as audio or
control oscillators, and since the pin
board allowed each oscillator to
control any of the others (and even
itself), the possibilities were almost
endless. Pitch was set via a Vernier
pot with Coarse and Fine controls,
but with very little allowance for
conventional musical tuning or
octave switching - there wasn't
even a 440Hz tuning oscillator.

The VCS3 filter was fairly

understandable, with just
Resonance (marked `Response'),
Frequency, and Output Level
controls. As a simple low-pass filter
it wasn't amazingly powerful,
though it could be set to resonate
and it tracked fairly well if used as a
fourth audio source. Jean -Michel
Jarre, who swears by his VCS3s ( he
has six), has long since replaced
their filters with Moog circuits.

White Noise - with Colour and
Level controls - was also provided
on both VCS3 and Synthi A, and
this could be used as a control
source for random effects.
Unusually, a spring -line reverb was
also provided, and this could add a
great deal of depth to the EMS
sounds - though it meant that
leaning on the synthesiser while
working could lead to the
appearance of unwanted clonking
noises.
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1l theseeffects could be passed
through a ring modulator and
an envelope shaper of
somewhat bizarre design. As
well as having Attack and

Decay parameters (with the pots'
clockwise movement marked 'Slow'
in each case), there was a parameter
cryptically known as 'On' (better
known as 'Hold' on later Korg
synths) and another named 'Off'
(with the maximum setting known
as 'Manual' ).

Additionally, there was a Level
section with Trapezoid and Signal
parameters, which allowed several
other parameters to be controlled by
a DC version of the envelope signal
for stereo panning and other effects.

Yes, the VCS3 was a stereo
synthesiser, with individual
panning and filtering on its output
channels, built-in stereo speakers,
mic and line inputs with level
controls, high and low outputs, and
even an auto -trigger facility for the
envelope shaper on one of the line
inputs. In its own way the VCS3
was pretty accessible, though for
some reason, Dr Zinovieff decided
not to adopt Bob Moog's one -volt -
per -octave statidard. A typical EMS
standard was around a third of a volt
per octave, though as we'll see, the
company didn't want its clients to
feel constrained even to think in
octaves.

A couple of major features
remain unmentioned, one common
to both VCS3 and Synthi A, one
packaged only with the latter
machine. The first of these is the
joystick, which has survived
through to the Korg synths of today,
but which took on a far more
versatile role on the EMS synths.

The joystick's Up -Down and
Left -Right movements, each with
individual scaling controls, could be
set to affect almost any parameter
on the synth, from pitch to
modulation speed to reverb mix
(yes, the reverb mix was voltage -
controllable too). Although the
EMS joystick has most often been
seen in the act of being furiously
twiddled by Jarre or Tim Blake for
wobbly sound effects, it could in
fact be a powerfully expressive
performance device - always
assuming you were using the synth
for anything which could be termed
a 'performance'.

That's where we come to the
other facility, the keyboard. The
VCS3 could be bought with a
mechanical keyboard called the
DK1, which plugged into a special
socket - though on very early
models, you had to patch it into the
pinboard with a loose wire
terminating in a patch pin. But the
Synthi A usually came packaged
with its own keyboard, the KS
(becoming known as the Synthi
AKS), which was a capacitative
E&MM AUGUST 1986

EMS advertising was stylish and daring for

early 1973, but couldn't save the London -based

company from closure

touch -operated two -and -a -half
octave model, with a 256 -note
digital sequencer built in.

Frequently heard producing rapid
flowing sequences (as in 'On The
Run' from Pink Floyd's Dark Side
of the Moon), the KS sequencer was
a real-time device which could
record as fast as you could play, and
stretch your sequences out to 25
minutes at its slowest playback
speed. You could transpose
sequences up a half -tone or full -
tone, a third or a fifth, or play
random notes chosen from the
sequence using the keyboard.
Macrotones and microtones could
also be tuned in, and a meter on the
synth itself could be set to indicate
the length of sequence available by
sweeping from left to right in the
appropriate time.'

Also available on many models of
the VCS3 and Synthi A was the
Prestopatch socket, a multipin
connector beneath the pinboard
which allowed you to slot in a plug
with the correct connections for a
particular sound. It didn't help you
with the exact levels of each
parameter - you still had to set those
up by hand - but it was a useful way
of getting over the difficulty of
remembering and quickly setting up
a patch.

Two major questions remain -
what was it like using an EMS
synth in those early days, and
what good could the machines
be now? The answer to the

first is pretty simple - not much fun,
but a hell of a lot better than what
came before. Tape studios began to
fade into insignificance as the power
of the synthesiser for creating,
treating and manipulating sound
became evident, and some brave
souls even tried to play tunes on the
things (`An Electric Storm In Hell'
by David Vorhaus' White Noise is a
classic example). EMS oscillators
tended to stray out of tune even
more than Moog's, and there was no
standard tuning or tuning aid on the
synth in the first place, so a tuning
fork was a necessity. The white
noise generator took around half -a -
minute just to warm up, and the
sequencer was eccentric and non-
syncable. EMS gear didn't happily
link to Moog or any other gear (not
that that was unusual in those pre -
MIDI days) and the pinboard
system was fiddly, if not as clumsy
as Moog's patch leads.

But the sound potential was
stunning, and that's where we come
to today's place for the EMS synths.
After their disappearance,
synthesisers became more and more, pr.
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VCS3 pin board was neat, compact alternative

to the programmer's patch panel, but it never

caught on with other designers
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Of- typecast as keyboard instruments,
and the standard oscillator -filter -
envelope -amplifier patch became
fixed on many machines. Result?
The variety of new sounds being
created was reduced - drastically.
Quite simply, the VCS3 and Synthi
A have possibilities denied to any
other small synth on the market,
and to many large ones. You won't
find these possibilities on a Jupiter
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6, despite its polyphony and MIDI
facilities, and you won't find them
on a Prophet, either, despite all the
wonders of Poly -Modulation. You
might find some of them on a DX7 -
after all, lots of oscillators
(operators) with many patch
possibilities (algorithms) are what
defined the EMS sound, but
somehow, no-one has ever
re-created the thrill of a joystick -

controlled gun battle or dawn
chorus from the VCS3.

Just imagine the possibilities of
three oscillators modulating each
other in a ring, or sequenced,
voltage -controlled panned stereo
reverb, or a noise -controlled
envelope decay time. The very fact

2 that many can't imagine those
3 things, and the fact that it's so easy
4 to predict exactly what many new
5 synths will sound like, goes some
6 way to explaining why the VCS3

and Synthi A still change hands for
up to £700 on the secondhand

9
market.

You may get a bargain, though, if
10 you find someone who doesn't
ft appreciate the potential of these
12 little monsters - and it's a potential
13 which is, admittedly, more in the
14 effects line than the melodic line
15 (particularly if your model has old
16 and tired oscillators).

Luckily, there are still two
companies doing EMS sales, repairs
and servicing, along with some
mildly wonderful modifications
which help take the VCS3 and
Synthi A, and thrust them headlong
into the 1980s. 

EMS, Trendeal V ean Bar, Ladock, Truro,
Cornwall. M (0726) 883265
Brookside Electronics, 3 West Street,
Winterborne Stickland, Blandford Forum,
Dorset DT11 ONT . M (0258) 880732

Y.,: az. ;;;7 ;Et.,

DON'T
miss an issue

There's nothing worse than rushing round to your local newsagent, hard-earned £1.20 in hand, only to find that a load of other musicians have
beaten you to the store's allocation of E&MMs. You scour the bookshelves for hours, you ask the girl behind the counter if there are any at the
back of the shop, you even try the Swedish magazine importer round the corner - all to no avail.

The reason for this is simple. Only one musicians' magazine has been looking at music technology thoroughly, accurately and objectively for
over four years. Only one musicians' magazine has the reputation for carrying the most authoritative appraisals of new music hardware and
software. And only one musicians' magazine has consistently inquiring, informative interviews with the people that are applying new technology
to today's music. That magazine is the one you're holding in your hands now, but as anyone who's lived through the above story will know,
getting it there isn't always that simple.

But fear not. You can save yourself this monthly agony by subscribing to E&MM direct. That way, you stand a good chance of getting each
month's issue in your hands before it even reaches the bookshelves, let alone disappears from them again. So say goodbye to the newsagent
Grand Prix: clip the coupon now.

mum ism mg so mum mimmm mum IN immm 111111111111MIE=M1==11.1111191=M11119=119

Please send me the next 12 issues of E&MM, beginning with the issue.
I enclose a cheque/postal order/bankers' draft* for E 15.50/E I 6.20/E23.50/07.50*, made payable to Music Maker Publications.

My name is

My address is

Postcode

Send to Mail Order Department, E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 lUY .
UK & Eire £15.50; Europe & Overseas (surface mail) £16.20; Europe (airmail) £23.50; Overseas (airmail) £37.50. Payment from overseas
subscribers (including Eire) should be covered by a bankers' draft in pounds sterling.

*Please delete as applicable
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CHAPPELLS OF
BOND STREET

01-491 2777
50 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON W1

IF ITS YAMAHA..............
AND YOU'VE SEEN IT

WE'VE GOT IT
OR CAN GET IT.

THINKING YAMAHA?
THINK CHAPPELLS

FX1001
PROGRAMMABLE EFFECTS PROCESSOR

The FX1001 is a programmable effects processor containing six user programmable effects. The effects
are fitted to the 2U 19" rack from the rear and are in a modular form.

PARAMETRIC EQ - PHASER - DELAY - GATE/SHAPER - CHORUS - FLANGER
As well as the parameters on the effects being programmable, up to six effects can
be programmed in a chain and stored with parameters in one of 50 internal
memories.

Select programmable input level monitored by a 10 segment LED bargraph. Select
programmable output level.

The track facility is used when a number of effect changes are required. Each track
is capable of storing 25 of the 50 memories and there are 10 tracks.

COMPREHENSIVE EDITING FACILITIES

DISPLAY All programming and status information is displayed via a 16 character
Vacuum Fluorescent display

BACK PANEL Input and stereo outputs are via 1/4" jack sockets. MIDI in and
through sockets are also fitted on rear panel.

Each effect module has in and out sockets ('/4" jacks) on rear so external patches
can be made, also useful in a multi keyboard set up where each keyboard has
separate effects.

DISC DRIVE All programs can be stored onto a 3'/2" disc when internal memory is
full, using the save, load and enter keys.

What have we been doing without it!
MANUFACTURED BY

/MEL
UNIT ONE
ENTERPRISE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
STATION ROAD WEST
ASH VALE
HANTS

SALES
YORK PROMOTIONS
165 DUKES RIDE
CROWTHORNE
BERKSHIRE RG11 6DR
TEL: (0344) 761750
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M P C ELECTIMWES
'Tomorrow's Designs Today'

* GRAND FACTORY CLEARANCE SALE *
THIS IS A ONCE ONLY STOCK CLEARANCE SALE AND ALL ITEMS MUST BE SOLD BY THE END

OF AUGUST ON A FIRST COME FIRST SERVED BASIS: ORDER IMMEDIATELY TO TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF THESE ONCE IN A LIFETIME BARGAIN OFFERS:

M.P.C. SUPER PADS
Super Pads fit any standard percussion hardware &

feature unique floating head playing surfaces:
Super Pads £14.95 each + 50p carriage

Super Pads Bass Drum £29.95 each
+ £2.50 carriage

* REMEMBER FIRST COME FIRST SERVED *

THE KIT
£39.95

+ CARRIAGE £2.50
(ONLY 75 LEFT)

NORMAL PRICE £69.95
KIT Et/DRUM PEDAL

£4.95
+ CARRIAGE 50P

NORMAL PRICE £12.95

'Easily the best synthetic drum sounds I have yet heard' SOUNDS 'Highly innovative ... the bass and snare are superb'
MELODY MAKER 'The sounds can be very authentic ..." E&MIN 'The Kit works very well' INTERNATIONAL
MUSICIAN 'The Kit literally lets your fingers do the walking' ROLLING STONES MAGAZINE

'THE TYMP'
ELECTRONIC

TYMPANI
EFFECTS UNIT

(ONLY 35 LEFT)
AMAZING VALUE

AT ONLY
9.95

+ £1.00 CARRIAGE
NORMALLY £29.95

MPC DSM MODULES
DRUM SYNTHESIZER MODULES

'The MPC DCM's are probably the best sounding electronic voices for percussion I
have heard'.

SOUNDS - FEBRUARY '85

DSM2 (2 voice module) £69.95 + £2.50 carriage
DSM 8+ (Auto tom module) £59.95 +£2.50 carriage
DSM 32 (128 memory programmable module) £99.95 + £2.50 carriage
DSM POWER SUPPLY TO POWER UP TO 2 DSM MODULES £29.95

+ £1.00 Carriage
'3' Unit Flight Case £19.95 + £2.50 carriage
'6' Unit Flight Case £29.95 £2.50 carriage



PROGRAMMER 8
A rhythm sequencer for electronic percussion
with interface to: Commodore 64,
Spectrum 48K orZX81.
Provides, dynamically variable trigger outputs for
driving: D.S.M.'s, Simmons, Linn, Dynacord, Pearl,
Tama, Cactus, U.P., Drumulator, Digisound,
Roland etc.
'The programmer 8 system is incredibly easy
to use'

E&MM - FEBRUARY '85

£39.95
+ Carriage £2.50

INCLUDING
INTERFACE

NORMAL PRICE
£149.95

(ONLY 30 LEFT)

'THE BUG'
ELECTRONIC
PERCUSSION

TRIGGER
£695 EACH

+ 50p CARRIAGE

BUG CLAMP FOR
ACOUSTIC

DRUMS
£2.95 EACH

+ 25p CARRIAGE
(Only 100 approx

of each left)

THE SYNC TRACK
The 'Sync Track' is a unit specifically designed to
provide a tape sync facility to units that only have a
clock input/output. An example of such units are:

Roland TR606 Drumatix
Roland TR303 Bass Line
Roland TR808 Drum Machine
Roland CSQ600 Sequencer

It can also be used with various keyboards with
arpeggio clock inputs

.£1 4.95 + £1.00 carriage
NORMAL PRICE £34.95

(only 81 left)

CODE PRICE CARRIAGE BCL Bug Clamp for detachable

SP

SPBD

SSPS

KIT

Super Pad

Super Pad B/Drum
5 Super Pad Set

The Kit Drum Machine

f1 4.95 £0.50

£29.95 £2.50

£89.75 FOC
£39.95 £2.50

T/S

S/S

P8Z

P8C

mounting of Bug
MPC T/Shirt/XUUM/S
MPC S/Shirt XUUM/S
ZX81 Programmer eight

Comm 64 with choice

£2.95 £0.25p

£1.50 FOC
£3.50 FOC

£39.95 £2.50

£39.95 £2.50
KB Footswitch Bass Drum Unit P8S Spectrum of interface £39.95 £2.50

for kit £4.95 £0.50p TY TYMP, Electronic Tympani
DSM2 Two voice unit £69.95 £2.50 effect £9.95 £1.00

DSM8+ Auto Tom £59.95 £2.50 ST Sync Track Sync to Tape
DSM32 128 User Memories £99.95 £2.50 Tape to Sync £14.95 £1.00

DSMP DSM Power Supply £29.95 £1.00 3UFC 3 Unit flight case for19" rack
DC Demonstration Cassette £1.50 FOC modules £19.95 £2.50

BUG Individual Electronic 6UFC 6 Unit flight case for 19" rack
Percussion Trigger £6.95 £0.50p modules £29.95 £2.50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
SEND: £1.50 FOR DEMONSTRATION CASSETTE MPC PRODUCTS T/SHIRTS £1.50 S/SHIRTS £3.50

ORDER FORM: Please send me
Code

Price

Each
OW 'RAM

Price

Total combined price
plus carriage

Name

Address

Post Code Tel

IF YOU WISH TO COLLECT
GOODS FOR CASH.
TELEPHONE: 0223 862711
AND ARRANGE APPOINTMENT
WITH SALES STAFF

I enclose cheque/PO/cash to the value of F Signed Date

Please make cheques payable to: MPC Electrical Services and write your name and address on the back. Please allow up to 28 days for
delivery. Thank You.
RETURN YOUR ORDER FORM TO: MPC ELECTRONICS , THE GABLES, STATION ROAD, WILLINGHAM, CAMBRIDGE CB4 5HG



in theMOOD
Canadian guitarist Michael Brook has a unique style of 'atmospheric' music performance. His methods
embrace infinite guitar sustain, FM programming and digital effects, and he has plenty to say on all three

subjects. Interview & photography Tim Goodyer

CONFRONTED WITH
MICHAEL BROOK IN THE
FLESH, the easiest thing is to
underestimate him. Everything
about the unassuming, quietly -

spoken Canadian suggests he actively
wants not to be noticed, yet he's an
accomplished musician, a technical
innovator and a unique guitar
player.

Apart from a small foray into the
more conventional aspects of
popular music as a session player for
Martha and the Muffins, Brook's
associations carry the highest of
intellectual pedigrees. Among them
are trumpeter Jon Hassell and both
Brian and Roger Eno. It's in
association with the last of these
that he is currently playing live,
taking a break in the middle of our
conversation to perform.
Afterwards, he describes himself as
`happy with reserJations'.

`I'd say it went quite well for a
first night but I'm hoping it'll go
better. There were some good
moments and no disasters; if you get
that in the first night I think it's
pretty good.'

The concert is an unusual affair.
The conventional visual and
performance emphases take a back
seat to the creation of an
atmosphere, subtle and delicate,
within the concert hall. The lighting
is subdued, the volume of the music
well below rock concert norm. The
audience sit silent throughout, but
show through their applause that
the event is well appreciated.

`There is a bit of a contradiction
in presenting this live', says Brook,
`because it's not event -oriented
music, both in terms of what
happens in the music and in the way
that we're presenting it. And there's
virtually no performance aspect to it
in that we're not grimacing or
dancing around: it's not physically
demanding music to play.

`It's something we've all been
thinking about but, without trying
to be clever, there's a good reason
for presenting it this way. At the
moment there isn't any music like
this live, so giving people the
opportunity to go and hear music
that is quiet and not particularly
36

eventful is a good thing. They don't
really get the opportunity to do that
otherwise.

`One problem that can arise is if
someone expects something to
happen that isn't going to. But this
audience didn't seem to be expecting
to see a great pyrotechnics display or
anything like that. In that respect it
was a good audience - better than I
hoped for - which meant we could
play quietly and do what we wanted.

`When I was rehearsing with
Roger we got into a discussion about
how we were both coming from
exactly opposite directions, yet
achieving basically the same results.
If it were just being discussed
verbally, you'd believe the two to be
totally incompatible. He's a
schooled musician. His pieces are all
composed and he uses changes in
key. Because his pieces are all set,
it's down to whether or not he can
capture the necessary mood for that
piece.

'On the other hand, I'm not a
particularly schooled musician. My
pieces aren't set at all, so in each
case it's a structured improvisation.
Because of that, the piece is part of
the mood - that's what
improvisation is.

`But in each case it's the creation
of that atmosphere that we're
interested in, so the two aren't
really very far apart. There are more
similarities than dissimilarities in
what eventually hits people's ears.
It's surprising when you look at the
things that have influenced him and
the things that have influenced me,
and how we go about making our
music.'

BROOK'S PERFORMANCE
IS A DELICATE SERIES of
harmonic manoeuvres that
allow him to conduct the
listener on a guided tour of his

moods. And unlike many
`improvisational' composers, Brook
has an intimate understanding of his
chosen musical structures.

`I almost always use the same
notes, but sometimes I establish

different chord centres - it's how
you weight the notes you use.
There's this beautiful thing that can
happen with tonal ambiguity, where
everything is obviously modal and
you can reach a crosspoint, like a
tonal dusk, where it's not evening
and it's not day - if you do it right.
You establish a key and then you
keep playing the same notes and
then you start emphasising another
one that's still part of that mode. If I
introduce a sequence, the sequence
is usually in the new key so your ear
starts saying: "oh, it's not in that
key...oh, yeah it is...". But there's
no dissonance or tonal stress
involved.'

Meanwhile, the improvisational
aspects of Brook's music mean that
his sequencer programs, for
example, are deliberately free of
constrictions.

`With my sequences I can change
tempo or reverse them, and some of
them are purely rhythmic so I'm
free to work over them. The big
difference between using tapes and
using sequencers is having the
choice of what you put in and what
you leave out. Having this bag of
tricks where you can call on what
you think is most appropriate is very
important, especially in terms of it
being a performance rather than a
set piece or what might have
happened in a recording studio.

`Something like Philip Glass'
music is quite digital, in that it's
either right or it's wrong. I saw his
band a few years ago and I enjoyed
it, but I thought I may as well hear
the record, where I know they get it
right. There's very little room for
the flexibility that is inherent in
something that is worthwhile
performing. You have to have room
to move, or it's either right or
wrong; I felt there wasn't that room
with his music, so it wasn't worth
performing it.'

In contrast to Roger Eno's
classical training and French
minimalist background, Brook
draws his current influences from
his fascination with the East, and
India in particular, following his
study of Indian music with
LaMonte Young in New York.
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Brook's recent album, Hybrid, is
a clear documentation of this
fascination, and utilises drone notes
set against seductive rhythmic
soundscapes to create the mood of a
modern, electronic India. The
extensive use of sound -processing,
and in particular multiple echo
repeats, allows one musician to
create a rich, gently moving tapestry
of sound, a situation exaggerated by
Brook's infinite sustain guitar.

There's nothing new about
infinite sustain, of course, but the
development of Brook's
guitar -playing style and equipment
is unique to him.

`When I started recording Hybrid
I wanted to get an E -bow, so I
phoned the guy and placed an order.
I sent the money; it didn't come. So
I phoned him again and he said it
should be coming soon. Then I
phoned him again... We went
through all the standard
bureaucratic bungling until it was
obvious it wasn't going to come in
time. But, as I built electronic
gadgets anyway-. I wondered if I
could build something that would do
what I needed. I'd actually had the
idea for quite a while, and I found
out later that it works much better
than the E -bow.

`I found I couldn't really use the
E -bow - you have to pick it up and
get itin the right position over a
string before you get any sound.
With the infinite guitar, you don't
have those problems. I also bend
notes a lot, and you can't really bend
notes with the E -bow because you
hit the next string, and you also
can't use the vibrato arm, which I
like to use a lot.

'My design is in the process of
being patented at the moment so,
although I'd like to, I can't say how
it's done. What it lets you do is
sustain a note for as long as you
want. It means you don't have to
pluck a string to start a note, so it's
perfect for me. It means I can fade in
notes without having to physically
fade them in - they just start up on
their own. It also allows you to get
harmonics very easily. A lot of the
drones on my album were guitar,
and not synthesisers as you might
imagine.

`I don't think I'll improve it any
more because it suits my playing as
it is - though obviously I don't
know about other people's playing.
But I'm more interested in creating
music than developing the idea any
further right now.'

ALTHOUGH BEST NOTED
FOR HIS GUITAR WORK,
Michael Brook also makes use
of synthesised sound in the
form of a Yamaha DX7, TX7
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and a pair of TF1 modules in a
TX816 rack. They don't play a
particularly prominent part in his
music, but they retain a strong
individual identity courtesy of some
sympathetic and effective
programming -a rare feat in these
days of FM preset mania. As it turns
out, Brook has conducted a long
affair with FM synthesis which
extends as far back as the days of the

useless because it took weeks before
you could hear anything. I wrote a
couple of things on that and then I
completely lost interest. It's a very
academic way of dealing with sound
and consequently of no interest to
me whatsoever. I saw a couple of
other computer music systems that
had FM synthesis too, and they were
just the same.

`Then, finally, Yamaha came up

"I found I couldn't really use the E -bow - you have to pick it up and get
it in the right position over a string before you get any sound, and you

can't really bend notes because you hit the next string."

system's initial development.
`I happened to be in school when

John Chowning published his
article on FM', he recalls. 'So I'd
read about that, and I was working
with a guy who was connected with
Don Buchla. Buchla had FM at that
time and it was linear FM - and
that's the crucial point, because
most oscillators then were
exponential. If you use a linear
response oscillator you just get a
change in timbre as you increase the
modulation index, whereas with
exponential oscillators you get a
change in pitch as well as timbre. So
Buchla had FM synthesis in his
system but it never seemed to me to
do very much. This was in about
1975. Then he had a computer
system with theoretical oscillators,
and you could do any of the FM stuff
with that but it was absolutely

with the DXs and I thought: "Ah,
so that's what happened to it all",
and it turned out that they'd bought
the rights to it so nobody could do it
the way Chowning had proposed
originally. I suppose I'd waited ten
years for it to become usable.

`Now that they're around, I don't
know why a lot of people in rock use
DXs, because they're so much
stronger in my area.

`I think the touch -sensitivity and
the fact that you're not using filters
but adding harmonics, are huge
factors in their usefulness. The only
area that they've missed out on for
me is LFOs; I'd really have liked to
see more than one LFO.'

Considering his obvious
enthusiasm for the subject, it seems
strange that Brook's involvement
with electronics didn't embrace the
delicate art of analogue synthesis 
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 during the pre -DX lull.
'I used to be really involved with

synthesisers about ten years ago,
but I lost interest over those ten
years because they forced you to
make trivial music in one way or
another. You either did real avant-
garde 'bleep bloop' stuff, or you
were restricted to very simple
melodies in pop music.

`I think the DXs are musical
instruments, while most
synthesisers aren't.'

A sweeping enough statement by
anybody's standards, and one that
can't be allowed to pass without
some qualification...

`Analogue synths are valid for
certain types of music, but it's only
the DXs that apply to my music
because you can get convincing
ethnic instrument sounds on a DX,
and you can't do that on any digital
or subtractive type of synthesiser. I
find I can get all the sounds I want
from a DX.'

TO SUBSTANTIATE HIS
CASE, BROOK HAS AT
HIS FINGERTIPS the most
believable tabla patch this
author has ever heard.

`If only they'd make a DX with
non -tempered tuning, I'd be in
heaven. The Prophet 5 would allow
you -to use just intonation, but it
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wouldn't stay in tune so it was
useless. One thing I have considered
is putting more modules into the TX
rack and using each module
monophonically as a polyphonic
system, so each module would have
its own tuning. I'm sure you could
work something out along those
lines.

'It always sounds so academic,
but I really believe it is significant.
It's a very interesting area and I
think there's a lot more to come
from it.

`I saw a programme recently
about a computer that allowed you
to use just intonation
monophonically', he muses.

And maybe this time, the delay
between computer impracticality to
commercial availability will involve
Brook in something less than a ten-
year wait.

In the meantime, the composer is
keen to emphasise that his music
also makes use of new technology in
other areas.

`Most of what I do isn't just
synthesisers', he says. 'It's delaying,
harmonising and tracking things. I
can build up chords by having
feedback loops between the reverb
and AMS. But you can get fooled
watching me, because the guitar will
keep going when I'm not actually
playing it.'
Alongside that AMS and a

Roland SRV2000 reverb, Brook
has a brand-new Yamaha SPX90
multi -processor, and what is
probably the largest private
collection of old Electro Harmonix
16 -second delays. He is equally
enthusiastic about both.

'I actually don't use the AMS all
that much these days, but those old
delays are fantastic. The SPX thing
is fantastic, too - really amazing. I
need about five of them, that's how
good it is. I'm actually thinking
about buying one at the moment.
The MIDI is useless, though.
Nobody's implemented MIDI in a
useful way on any of these things;
all it means so far is that it saves
pushing a button. It means you
don't push it there, you push it here
- that's all.'

Like so many musicians, though,
Michael Brook has found
technology to be a double-edged
sword, creating as many problems as
it solves unless kept in check.

`There's such a danger of
becoming a one-man band if you're
not careful. I don't think that really
works for an audience, so I try to
make my concerts more like a solo
performer using a little extra sound -
generation to help add texture to the
music.'

In that, at least, Michael Brook
has succeeded adtnirably. There
should be more like him. 
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IN THE MIX

The idea of marrying MIDI with an audio mixer is by no means new, but
AHB's Keymix is the first MIDI mixing system to be made generally available. Is the

marriage a successful one? Simon Trask

Forthis writer, the concept of a

MIDI'd mixing desk has seemed a bit of a
nebulous one for some while now. I mean,
how are MIDI and your typical mixer going
to interact in a meaningful way?

The possibilities seem plentiful, but until
Allen & Heath Brenell delivered the goods
with their Keymix system, I'd yet to see a
MIDI mixer work properly, let alone
40

decipher what, precisely, was going on
between the interface and the machine it
was stuck to the back of. What AHB have
opted to do with Keymix (and their CMC24
and CMC32 mixers, incidentally) is to use
MIDI to store input muting and effects
routing settings for up to 32 input channels,
which can then be recalled as patches from a
MIDI instrument or sequencer, or as events
recorded into Keymix's internal sequencer.

Keymix has applications both in the studio

and on stage, but it's in the former setting
that it will most likely find its home.
Mixdown automation in some form or other
is becoming an increasingly common feature
in studios nowadays, and in a studio which
makes regular use of MIDI instruments and
sequencing, this is the sort of role that
Keymix will assume.

With Keymix slaved to a MIDI sequencer,
which is in turn slaved to a master SMPTE
timecode track on tape, you have a very
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precise means of controlling the muting and
effects routing of an entire MIDI instrument
setup (which of course can include synths,
samplers and drum machines).

Keymix isn't intended to replace a
standard mixing desk, but rather to take on
(by effectively automating) some of the tasks
that the engineer is presented with on
mixdown.

AHB have designed Keymix as a modular
IT rack -mounting system, consisting of the
KM1 eight -channel master mixer, KM2 eight -
channel slave mixer, and the KM3 equaliser
which offers eight discrete channels of three -
band equalisation.

The maximum configuration consists of
one KM I master, three KM2 slaves daisy -
chained via multi -way connectors, and four
KM3 equalisers which are patched into the
mixers, making a total of 32 input channels
with equalisation for each channel. But
Keymix's modular format allows you to start
with just the master mixer and build up the
system as and when required, which is no bad
thing in this day and age.

The designers have provided two
alternative options for controlling the
routing/muting of signals: the KMR
dedicated remote controller and the KMI64

Background "The KM3
equalisgr has been designed to
fit within the Keymix system so
that each input channel can be
given its own three -band EQ,
but the unit can be used with

any mixing console."

computer interface. Both of these plug into
the KM I master mixer. The KM164 consists
of cartridge -based software which runs on
that old workhorse, the Commodore 64. But
more on these later. First, let's look at the
mixer and EQ units in more detail.

The KM I master mixer unit consists
of eight input channel blocks, each with two
inputs feeding a master stereo mix output.
Each block consists of the main channel
input, two auxiliary send controls labelled A
and B, and an effects return input. On the
front panel are dual concentric controls
governing level and pan of the main input
and return input in the stereo mix, together
with peak and mute LED indicators for each
input (the latter is handy for seeing at a
glance what channels are muted), and dual
concentric controls for the level of sends A
and B. There's also a pushbutton control for
determining whether auxiliary send B will
derive its input signal from the main channel
input or the return input, giving you the
possibility of switching two outboard effects
units into the signal path. The auxiliary sends
for each channel are of two types: mono send
E&MM AUGUST 1986

and return jacks (A) and a stereo insert jack (B).
The master output section consists of two

(UR) balanced XLR sockets which can be
used for feeding a front -of -house mixer or a
main PA system when used live, stereo and
mono output jacks, and a headphone jack.
The XLR signal output is independent of
Keymix's master level controls, but usefully,
it can be muted at the touch of a button along
with the stereo and mono outputs, allowing
for headphone -only monitoring at strategic
moments. There are also separate level
controls for the stereo/mono outputs and the
headphone output.

The KM2 mixer is essentially the same as
the KM I, the only difference being that as the
main stereo output is fed into the KM I , there
are no XLR outputs. However, the mono and
stereo monitor outputs and headphone
output are available for independent
monitoring of any KM2 slave, and the output
muting has been retained, allowing instant
muting of any KM2.

The KM3 equaliser has been designed to fit
within the Keymix system so that each
Keymix input channel can be given its own
three -band equalisation, but the unit can
equally well be used with any other mixing
console. Dual concentric pots are used for
frequency sweeping and cut/boost control in
each of low, mid and high ranges, covering a
total range of 40Hz to 15kHz. Once again, a
peak level LED has been included for each
channel. There's also an EQ Bypass switch
for each channel, which is handy for making
comparisons when setting up a sound.

Rear panel connections consist of mono
in/out and stereo jacks for each channel,
affording the maximum flexibility when
patching the unit into either Keymix or
another console.

With the help of the KMR or KMI64, you
can define route/mute settings for all input
channels and then group these settings into
patches which can be called up remotely
from a MIDI sequencer track or a MIDI
instrument (KMR only), or else entered as
events in an internal sequencer which can be
set to run according to its own internal clock,
an external MIDI clock (KMR only), a Sync 24
input, or tape sync (KMI64 only).

Each control option has its own
advantages. KMR's is primarily that it allows
you to incorporate Keymix into a SMPTE
timecode-based system - which will
obviously be appealing to some studios. The
most likely chain to accomplish this is MIDI
sequencer slaved to SMPTE timecode track
on tape (via a SMPTE-to-MIDI converter)
and Keymix slaved to sequencer (either
through direct synchronisation or by patch
selection from a sequencer track).

In contrast, the KMI64 interface option (in
conjunction with AHB's KMS64 sync
interface) is strictly non -MIDI. What it does
allow you to do is record a standard sync
track onto tape and slave Keymix's internal
sequencer to that. The KMS64 interface also
outputs start/stop and 24ppqn clock signals,

allowing you to slave a MIDI sequencer to
Keymix with the addition of a suitable clock -
to -MIDI converter. Then again, slaving
Keymix to Sync 24 (which is possible with the
KMS interface) and a MIDI sequencer to
Keymix (as outlined above) would allow you
ultimately to slave the whole setup to a
SMPTE timecode track - but without all the
advantages that set SMPTE above ordinary
tape sync in the first place. You win some,
you lose some.

Where the KMI64 option really comes into
its own is in the display department. There's
simply no comparison between the KMR

In Use "AHB have realised that
entering event timings as bars

and fractions of bars is not a lot
of fun, so with the KMR, you

can program events 'on the fly'
by means of a footswitch."

controller's rather limited LCD and the
amount of information conveyed via a
computer monitor screen - and in the case of
Keymix's multiple routing and muting
options, that's an advantage not to be
dismissed lightly.

The KMI64 software includes Channel and
Send/Return Index pages which allow you to
enter (and subsequently see at a glance)
which instruments are connected to which
inputs, and which effects units are connected
to which auxiliary sends. You can also adjust,
and see on -screen, the muting and routing
settings for all 32 inputs. This ready
accessibility (and consequent easy
comprehension) of information really is
invaluable, so it's a shame AHB haven't
combined the visual superiority of the KMI64
option with the MIDI advantages of the KMR
option.

By now, though, you're probably
wondering what all this muting and routing
business is all about. Essentially, Keymix
allows you to decide for each input channel
block (up to the full 32) whether you want the
input signal muted or not (and if so whether
at the channel or return stage) and to what
effect(s) you want the input signal routed.
Complete 32 -channel settings can be stored
as patches and recalled in an instant. The
KMR controller can store 100 mute and 100
route patches, while the KMI64 can store a
staggering 1024 mute patches, but only 56
route patches.

Routing requires some further
explanation. Normally with a mixer, the
effects send or insert is hard -wired, so that
channel I is always routed to whichever
effect you've plugged into the channel I send
or insert. Not so with Keymix, because
although this may at first seem to be the case
(each Keymix input channel block has its own
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p. effect send/return and insert sockets). the
routing of audio signals within each KM
mixer unit is actually governed by software.
This means you can decide you want the
signal on input channel Ito go not to the
reverb unit connected to the channel I aux,
but to the DDL connected to the channel 7
aux. Routings can only be accomplished to
effects connected within each eight -channel
mixer, a consequence of making Keymix
modular in design.

Once you have your mute and route
patches set up, you need to be able to access
them in real time. There are two ways to do
this with the KMR controller: via MIDI or
with the internal sequencer. For MIDI access,
you can group pairs of route and mute
patches into MIDI patches, which can in turn
be set to respond to any incoming MIDI patch
number between 0 and 99. The remaining
possible 28 patches seem to have been
dismissed simply because AHB haven't
allowed the KMR to display more than two -
digit numbers, which seems a mite
unfortunate.

You can of course call up Keymix's patches
in real time from a MIDI keyboard, or record
them into a sequencer track for subsequent
playback. When using a sequencer in this
way, editing facilities are determined by
what your sequencer is capable of- and you
have to dedicate a sequencer track to
Keymix, which coed leave you short on
tracks. The advantage of this approach,
though, is that the structure of your 'Keymix'
track can conform to that of the other tracks.

AHB have given Keymix an internal event
sequencer and a healthy variety of clocking
modes. Thus, for instance, you can enter
your patch changes into the internal
sequencer, which can then be slaved to a
MIDI sequencer (or you can do things the
other way round if you want). This way, you
free a MIDI sequencer track which might
well be needed for something else (like
sending patch changes to a reverb unit that
you've got connected up to Keymix). KMR
will send or read MIDI song position pointers
as required by the sync mode, allowing it and
other devices to be kept in sync at all times.

The KMR controller also has Sync 24 In and
Out sockets, allowing you to slave a non -
MIDI drum machine to either the KMR's
internal sequencer or to a MIDI sequencer;
alternatively, if you're feeling really
perverse you can slave KMR and a MIDI
sequencer to a non -MIDI drum machine.

The KMR controller's internal sequencer
allows you to enter up to 10 'songs' at a time,
each with up to I00 events; alternatively, you
can chain up to I 0 songs together to give you
a greater number of events. An event in this
context signals a new route and mute patch,
and is entered together with timing
information which specifies the bar (0-99)
and the fraction of a bar (in 96th -notes). This
tends to suggest I00 4/4 bars, which may not
be enough for everyone's liking, but like I say,
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you can chain songs together to get a greater
number of bars.

KMI's internal event sequencer (which lies
in the Commodore 64's memory) allows for
a single sequence of 2048 events and the use
of time signatures other than 4/4, but it also
has a lesser timing resolution (eighth -notes).

If you're using the internal sequencer as
master, you're limited to one tempo for each
song (or just one tempo overall in KMI's
case), which again might not be flexible
enough for everyone's requirements. Slaving
KMS to a MIDI sequencer might be a better
bet here- sequencers such as Steinberg's
Pro I6 and C -Lab's SuperTrack allow you to
define a different tempo for each 16 -track
pattern.

Quite rightly, AHB have realised

that entering event timings as
bars and fractions of bars is not a lot of fun, so
with the KMR, you can program events 'on
the fly' by means of a footswitch - and this
can be done regardless of whether the
internal, MIDI or Sync 24 clock is the master.
Of course, you then have to go back and
enter what patches you want to call up for
each event, but life is still a lot easier than it
might have been.

Conclusion" With Keymix
slaved to a MIDI sequencer
slaved to a master SMPTE
timecode track on tape, you

have a precise means of
controlling the muting and
effects routing of an entire
MIDI instrument setup."

And making life easier is (or at least should
be) the name of the game with a system such
as Keymix, whose main task is to facilitate
automated mixdown in a studio. On the
whole Keymix has been well thought-out,
but it's a shame AHB haven't seen fit to
combine the advantages of the KMR and KMI
controller options into one controller.
Anyone who's prepared to pay upwards of
L1500 for just the basic eight -channel mixer
will probably not want to avail themselves of
the KMI's sync -to -tape, but will be only too
happy to take advantage of the quicker
operation that the KMI option provides.

As for the MIDI side of Keymix, it provides
an effective means of integrating the
system's automation features into a broader
MIDI sequencing and SMPTE-controlled
recording setup. And Keymix's own muting
and routing capabilities are further
enhanced by the rapid switching of effects
settings that's possible nowadays using MIDI
control from a sequencer.

Just how AHB's offering will compare with
others-such as the forthcoming MIDI

mixers from Akai and Toa- remains to be
seen, though Akai's mixer should make
more settings programmable and will work
out a fader 'path' between two settings.
Fader automation doesn't come into the
Keymix scheme of things, and although it's
by no means a cut-and-dried case as to
whether such a facility is desirable, it's
possible (given the modular character of
Keymix) that AHB will come up with such an
option in the future.

Whatever, Keymix is intended more as an
adjunct to a standard mixing console, and
that's a role which it seems to perform very
well. So if you're in a studio that makes
regular use of keyboards, drum machines
and MIDI sequencing and you want to
investigate the affordable mixdown
automation, Keymix is definitely worth
investigating. II

DATAFILE
AHB Keymix System

KMSI/KMS2 eight -channel mixers 1/4"
unbalanced jack socket channel input;
1/4" unbalanced jack socket effect send
and return; 114" stereo jack socket insert;
frequency response all paths 20Hz-20kHz
±0.5dB; crosstalk better than 60dB;
distortion typically 0.05% THD at normal
levels 20Hz-20kHz

KM3 eight -channel equaliser 1/4" un
balanced jack socket input and output p
channel; 114" unbalanced stereo jack
socket per channel; unbalanced HE ± I 5dB
sweep shelf, 5kHz-I 5kHz; MID ±12
sweep peak -dip, 300Hz-6kHz; LF ±15
sweep shelf, 40Hz-400Hz; max outpts
+22dBv; output noise -75dBv with con-
trols flat DIN 20kHz

KMR remote control unit MIDI In, Out
and Thru; Sync In/Out; 114" mono jack
socket footswitch input

KMR software 100 input mute patches;
100 effects send route patches; 100 MIDI
patches; 10 song sequences, 100 events per
sequencer; real- and step -time event pro-
gramming

KMI64 computer interface multi -way
connector + cartridge to Commodore 64
cartridge input

KMI64 software channel index; send and
return index; 56 route patches; 1024 mute
patches; 2048 -event sequencer

KMS64 synchroniser 1/4" mono jack
socket footswitch input; Sync 24 in/out;
tape sync in/out

Prices KM1 + KMI64 + MPSIO -£1084;
KM1 + KMR + RPSIO - £1625; KM2
£834; KM3 -£471; KMR - £459; KMR
RPS I - £722; KMR + MPS10 - £55
MPS 10 - £91; RPSI - £289; KMI64 -
£150; KMS64 - £85; KMM cartridge -
£40. All prices include VAT.

More from Allen and Heath Brenell, 69
Ship Street, Brighton, East Sussex BN1
1AE. 21` (0273) 24928
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The electric guitar hasn't changed
much since the 50's. Music has.

Synthesizers and digital technology
have revolutionized popular music
with the result that guitarists have to
some extent been left behind. Quite
a few have taken to the keyboard
synthesizer only to sound like every
other guitarist turned synth player.

Guitar synthesizers have been
around for a while but they have
been shunned by guitarists because
they are basically keyboard

synthesizers you can plug a guitar
into.

No one has built a
guitar -dedicated system.

Until now.
The STEPP DGI is the first digital

guitar designed totally and solely for
the guitarist - the only other thing
you need to plug into is your amp or
mixing desk. It comes as a complete
unit, giving you the control essential
for dramatic guitar performance.

And it speaks your language.

Previously so called guitar
synthesizers and MIDI guitars failed
because they were locked into a
keyboard language far too limiting
for the enormous range of
expression and subtlety of the guitar.

The DGI is capable of instantly
analysing every chord, solo or strum,
and via its dedicated synthesizer
section can translate every nuance
into a whole new palette of sounds.
These can be stored in 100 memory
locations on the guitar itself.



THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING

In addition every new guitar sound
can be modelled in performance by
the way you play.

STEPP'S unique open architecture
and active performance software
(APS) allows parameters to be
routed to 'real-time' controls such as
the wang bar, frets or strum area.

To take one example you can
wang volume, bend resonance and
strum filter cut-off, or just stick to the
traditional parameters such as
bending pitch.

In short it's the most expressive
guitar ever developed.

And with MIDI -IN you can use a
sequencer to record and playback
your last solo or play bass while
playing rhythm and drums.

All on one guitar.
The STEPP DGI is a very

sophisticated instrument

harnessing the very latest in 16 bit
microprocessor technology.

But happily it is technology that
doesn't herald the end of the guitar.

Just a new beginning.

Call or write for a brochure:

STEPP Ltd, 3 Primrose Mews, Sharpleshall Street,
LONDON NW I 8YL Telex: 267002 STEPP G
Telephone 01 722 5448 (24hr)

THE STEPP DGI
YOU'RE A GUITARIST - SO PLAY THE GUITAR



YOU AND ME BOTH
After paving the way for electropop with Depeche Mode and Yazoo, Vince Clarke has joined forces with

singer Andy Bell to form Erasure. e beat, the melody and the instrumentation are as strong as ever, but

so far, commercial success has eluded the duo. Interview & photography Tim Goodyer

THE NAME VINCE CLARKE
FEATURED IN THE
ORIGINAL Depeche Mode line-
up of 1980, alongside those of
Martin Gore, Andy Fletcher and

Dave Gahan. It was Clarke's
songwriting talent and willingness to
play pop on unlikely new instruments
(cheap synthesisers) that gave the
Basildon band their initial success with
singles like 'New Life' and 'Just Can't
Get Enough'.

But at the tail -end of '81, he bravely
abandoned the safety of the Depeche
camp to begin afresh. He resorted to the
classifieds column of Melody Maker in
an attempt to establish a working
partnership with a singer, and received
a response from one Alison Moyet. It
was an unlikely combination - he a
composer of up -beat synth pop from the
sticks, she an experienced London
blues singer-but the result of the
unholy marriage was the enormously
successful Yazoo. Huge, worldwide hits
like 'Don't Go' and the immortal 'Only
You' not only established Clarke's
prowess as a popular songwriter and put
Moyet on the map as a singer, but also
established the viability of an
electronically -based duo in modern
pop. For Clarke had remained loyal to
the instruments he knew-cheap
monosynths, drum machines and
Microcomposers - and continued to
rely on the production skills of Mute
label boss Daniel Miller and engineer
Eric Radcliffe. With their help, Yazoo
proved themselves an immensely
capable and versatile act, with two
albums ( Upstairs at Eric's and You and
Me Both) that demonstrated not just an
uncanny ability to create some of the
early eighties' best -crafted electropop
tracks, but also calmer, moodier songs
like 'Winter Kills'.

But all good things, as they say, come
to an end. And so it was that Yazoo
ceased trading in 1983, with Moyet
setting out on what was to be a
staggeringly successful solo career, and
Clarke beginning a series of uneasy
associations with other singers under
the umbrella title The Assembly.

The most successful of those
collaborations was with ex -Undertone
Feargal Sharkey, who sang on the
Autumn '83 hit 'Never, Never'. But
after that, Clarke sank into a period of
inactivity, eventually forming a new
duo, Erasure, with unknown singer
Andy Bell. Together they've released
three excellent (but unrecognised)
singles and an album, Wonderland,
that's offering the public an
opportunity to make up lost ground.

Talking with Erasure shortly after
the album's release, it transpires that
his association with Bell is another
46

example of Clarke's 'classified ad'
strategy.

'Andrew and I met about a year ago
after I put an advert in Melody Maker
for a versatile singer. We did about 40
auditions altogether, and he was almost
the last person to come along.'

The placing of that advert marked
the final admission of failure for the
Assembly project, as Clarke explains.

'When we did The Assembly it was
meant to be an album full of different
singers. We started doing the album
after the first single but there were lots
of problems in finding singers. People
imagine that if you're a musician it's
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like one big family, but really you don't
know anybody else. I contacted a few
people and they either didn't want to do
it or they weren't available, and when
they were there were contractual
problems with other record companies.
I also had problems with producers
because the producer I wanted to use,
Daniel Miller, just wasn't available at
the time.

'The result was that we spent a year
in the studio hanging around writing
songs, preparing for the Assembly
album which never materialised. In the
end 1 was just sick of the studio. We
started to do the next single but we

"I spent a year and a half messing about with the Fairlight and I got
really sick of it... It proved cumbersome live - we had to use two so that

one could load up while the other was playing."

couldn't get the right singer, so myself
and Eric took our synths and went
home. It was a really bad time; it was a
year wasted and it made me really
lethargic because we hadn't actually got
anything finished.'

Then, according to Clarke: 'It was
time we started a proper band. There's
Andy and I in the studio. We find it
more workable that way, although we
get session people in sometimes to play
guitar or whatever. It works very well-
we don't have any personality problems.'

Bell describes himself as 'the eternal
optimist' to Clarke's 'eternal pessimist'.
As if in confirmation of this, Clarke
continually refers to Wonderland in the
past tense as if its failure were a
historical fact.

'I liked the album', he says. 'I think
it's the best thing I've ever done, but
one of the problems when we first
started recording was that Andy and I
didn't know each other very well -I
just wanted to record his voice. It's
taken this long for us to get to know
each other and know what each other's
views are. Consequently, I don't think
the album had anything to say lyrically.
I'd like to incorporate those views into
the next album.'

That next album could be heard in
the making throughout the course of
our conversation in Mute's own
London recording studios, and sounds
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like it's set to continue where
Wonderland left off.

HERE WONDERLAND
PICKS UP is another story
entirely. With its driving drum -
machine beat, tingling mono -
synth arpeggios and highly -

charged vocals, it's an obvious
continuation of the theme Clarke began
with Depeche and continued with
Yazoo. In the light of the universal
success enjoyed by Yazoo, it seems
strange Erasure haven't risen to instant
fame and fortune.

'You've got to have exposure on
Radio 1', suggests Clarke. '90% of the
population of this country that listen to
the radio listen to Radio 1.

'We're doing all right in America.
They're still working the first single
there cos everything takes a lot longer,
but we're doing all right in the dance
charts. We've just come back from
doing five dates out there and they went
really well. It's tough to sell records
there because the record companies
you're dealing with are so difficult to
crack - it's not so much cracking the
public as convincing the record
companies that the music's worth
investing in and selling. Visiting
America and seeing Warner Brothers
(Erasure's US label) in action really
pissed me off. They've signed me for six
albums; that's a big commitment for me
but it doesn't seem to be a big
commitment as far as they're
concerned. They'll release a record but
they won't do anything about selling it.

'We played LA and there were about
1200 really enthusiastic people at the
gig. LA is where Warner Brothers have
their head office, so a lot of the Warner
Brothers people were there. Backstage
afterwards they were all there laying
into the drink and Andy came into the
dressing room. The first thing that
anyone said to him was "where's the
corkscrew?". The second thing was
"what do you do?" and this was after
the gig... But if it means we've got to
spend six months out there and
disregard promotion in this country, it
doesn't bother me at all.

'There's a problem here in Britain
but I haven't worked out what it is yet.
Because I've been away from recording
for so long I think I may have missed
out on a lot of things. I haven't managed
to keep up with what's happening as far
as production and sounds are
concerned. Radio 1 like to think they're
really trendy and if anything sounds a
little outdated, they won't play it.

'But you just keep going, trying to
improve your technique as a
songwriter. Erasure's done a lot of
gigging and I think that's helped us
build up a grass -roots following. We can
only record and gig, that's all. We can't
go to Radio 1 and shake the DJs until
they play the record.'

On the subject of gigging, one of the
reasons most often quoted for the
demise of Yazoo was Clarke's
reluctance to perform live. Three years
on, it's strange to witness the pleasure
with which Clarke relates the success
of Erasure's recent live excursions in
America. Why the change of heart?.

'It was only that I wasn't 100%
happy with the way that Yazoo were
doing it. We had to rely on tapes and 110-
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 that just wasn't as exciting as it could
have been.

'Now we're using the BBC Micro
and a UMI software system. It's
programmed to trigger seven synths
plus two drum machines, and I play
keyboards myself a bit, too. That's the
basis of the music, and Andy handles
the vocals.

'It's definitely a step away from the
Fairlight. I spent a year -and -a -half
messing about with that and I just got
sick of it. I did use it with Yazoo live for
a little while but it proved really
cumbersome. We actually had to use
two so that we could have one loading
up while the other was playing.'

In conjunction with the UMI,
Clarke has an Oberheim Xpander, a
Yamaha TX rack equipped with three
TF1 modules, and a Casio CZ101. A
Yamaha RX11 and a Roland TR727
(the Latin Percussion one) take care of
the drumming chores.

'1 can trigger 16 polyphonic synths
simultaneously with the UMI so, for
live work, I use two of the channels for
drums and the others for music. I write
a blank bar at the beginning of every
song which is a patch -change bar; all
that happens in that bar is that all the
synths change sounds, although I can
do patch changes within the songs as
well. There are 12 songs for the whole
set stored on one disk - backed up many
times - and a song will load in about
three seconds.'

On top of all the pre-programmed
music, Clarke uses a Casio CZ1000
live, but the arrangement is all kept
open to allow foe further improvement
when the time seems right.

'I want to keep updating the sounds
all the time, and I want to start using the
Pro One live again as well. I've always
used it for bass because it's got such a
great sound. It's bit dodgy though,
because you'd have to use an interface
to get it to talk MIDI. I want to start
using a TR808 live as well - that'd just
use the Sync 24 to the UMI.'

O FAR THE SYSTEM, WHILE
NOT PERFECT, has performed to
Clarke's satisfaction both in the
studio and on the road.

'The whole system's pretty
mobile. We took it to America and
hired all the synths out there. It was
easier to hire because it's all available
there and it's cheaper only to have to
ship the BBC. With the Oberheim we
stored all the patches on cassette and
took them over like that. The UMI
stores DX sounds on disk so we put all
the TX sounds on that, and there's no
problem with the memory on the drum
machines because we use those over
MIDI.

`There've been a few breakdowns -
we've crashed the disk a few times -but
even when that happens, you just put a
spare disk in and load up another song.
Any mistakes like that people seem to
love - they go down really well,
especially when things work again
afterwards. It was the same with the
Fairlight and the MC4, but things are so
much more reliable now.

'We start a major tour in the autumn
and we're hoping to include a drummer
in the band, but playing only a snare and
hi -hat, not a kit, just to make it more
visual. At the moment we've got four of
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us - Andy and me and two male backing
singers - all at the front of the stage, so
it's quite strong. But I fancy a stand-up
drummer at the other side of the stage
from me, so there's the three singers in
the middle. 1 think it makes it more
interesting, especially as there's not a
lot of people doing guitar solos.'

Banishing a Fairlight from your
keyboard line-up is the sort of
behaviour that gets you labelled

`arrogant', but Clarke has his reasons
and, anyway, there% a Synclavier
sitting next door...

'I got sick of hearing samples on
records. I think some people do it really
well. I really admire the stuff Daniel
(Miller) does with Depeche because he
never repeats himself. The problem
with the Fairlight, and also the DX7, is
there are too many presets involved. I
look through the trade magazines and
there are people advertising DX ROMs,
so you don't have to bother
programming yourself.

'Even using the TX is a problem,
because it's really hard to get away from
the inherent sound of the thing. Rather
than use too many FM sounds, we're
trying to get back to using analogue
stuff like the Xpander and the Syrinx -
that's a really wild analogue -sounding
synth. The Xpander is quite user-
friendly as well. There are so many
things you can do with it. You've got 30
envelopes and 30 LFOs - it's
ridiculous, you can just go wild. I'm the
sort of person that likes to stand and
twiddle knobs until something sounds
good, and the nice thing about the
Oberheim is there are so many knobs to
twiddle.

'The Synclavier's Daniel's so we've
just been messing about with a few
things on it. I don't think it's very user-
friendly - there are too many multiple
function buttons-but the sound
quality is excellent. We're getting it
MIDI'd up as well now, so we can start
doing sequences on it. But hopefully
the whole album will be done here with
the UMI. That way I won't have to
start re -writing programs for live work.'

And as an acknowledged master of
the art, how does Clarke see changing
technology affecting songwriting as a
whole?

'I'm always amazed when I get letters PO-
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pr. or demo tapes from people and they say:
"If only I had a Fairlight this would
sound really good". That's a really
terrible attitude to take - sort of blinded
by science. I can't complain with a
Synclavier sitting over there, but I do
think it's a shame that people don't
realise the potential of cheaper synths
and drum machines. Casio are really
paving the way with their synths, but
there are some really good cheap synths
about. It's like punk all over again.

'I really like a good tune with a good
chorus. I started off doing folk music
and playing guitar and it's all derived
from that. 1 only knew three chords to
start with, so that was all I could write.
Folk music is very simplistic but very
effective all the same, and I think I've
captured that.

`The way you write depends on
whether you view the verse as the rest
between the choruses or as a part of the
song; to me it's all got to be pretty good.
It's nice when it doesn't matter if you're
listening to the verse, the chorus or the
bridge section but it always comes alive.

`Most of Wonderland was written in
the studio with me and Andy sat around
a piano. I don't like using electronic
keyboards because they're not physical
enough. I like the idea of a piano
because you can bang it. I only
occasionally start with a sequence-
mostly I'll play some chords and
Andy'll try to sing a tune over them.
We record that onto a Walkman, then
we go into the studio and start
constructing the parts for the song. The
words conic last.

'I'm using more black notes now, and
there are a lot of chords on the last
album, too. I think that I can play a
little better than I used to, or ever dared
to. When 1 was in Depeche we played
everything manually - now I look back
and say: "How did I manage to do that
in time?". With Yazoo everything was
programmed into an MC4, but I'm
getting back into the playing now.

'We decide on the style of song once
we've got the melody, then we usually
work out a bassline and the drums
around that. Then we start
overdubbing sounds and
experimenting, just layering things on
and taking them out if they don't work.
We also spend a long time working out
the vocal harmonies.'

yOU CAN'T LISTEN TO
WONDERLAND without
noticing the marked similarity
between Andy Bell's vocal style
and that of Moyet, regardless of

the difference in sex. Clarke pleads to
have been blissfully ignorant of the fact
until it was pointed out to him.

`It didn't occur to me in the
beginning. I was really surprised when
people first mentioned it, but it's funny
that he's also been compared to Feargal
Sharkey. Andy met Alf at a party and
she said: "People compare me to Helen
Terry because I'm fat". It's just
association. There are some inflections
that are similar, but I know Andy and
he sounds just like Andy.

`It doesn't stop us doing what we
want to do. I don't think punters sit
down and start comparing voices in the
same way they don't wonder what
synths you use or why there aren't any
guitars in a song; they either like it or

they don't. The only people that are
interested in the actual music are other
musicians.'

Bell continues his own defence.
`It's just technique. I love female

singers -I listen to them a lot and I
learn from them. I think my mid -range
is very similar to Alf's, but then we go
off into different areas. People were
saying that I didn't have any style of my
own, and that I was imitating her. Now
they're calling it the dreaded
comparison, but only because people
are getting used to all those other
ranges. I don't mind being compared as
long as I'm not considered a cheap
imitation.'

Bell's limited musical background
has also proved to be as big a blessing as
it's been a burden to Erasure's progress.

`I've never worked with anything
other than synths, so I'm used to that
side of it now but I'm only just learning
about technical things. It's taken me a
year just to get into the group. I feel a bit
thick sometimes, sitting around when
everyone gets really technical. And I
get quite bored while they're doing
sounds over and over again, and I can't
hear the difference!

'It took us a while to suss each other
out and it's taken me all this time to
settle in and get used to doing TV work
and so on. At first I thought it was a bit
weird, but now I really enjoy it.'

With high technology in mind and a
vocoded voice from the studio in my
right ear, I bring up one of Goodyer's
pet subjects - the vocoder.

`That's the Synclavier you can hear',
comes the reply. 'Andy doesn't like
vocoders. I've got one of those
Sennheiser vocoders and I've only ever
used it once. It's one of the worst things
I've ever bought.'

`I hate them', confirms Bell. 'You
know, Herbie Hancock and all that. It's
not as if I don't like vocal effects, it's
just vocoders. I like things that make
you sound like you're on drugs - they
do that at clubs sometimes!'

`Actually I quite like them when
they're used tastefully', muses Clarke.
`But I'm not really into sampling voices
because 1 think they lose their sparkle
that way. It's nicer when you can do
things for real.'

An outsider, not versed in the way
Vince Clarke works and what his
machines can do, would probably
consider that last line a downright lie.
To the musician, familiar with Clarke's
writing skill and the honesty of his
approach, it rings as true as 'Only You'.
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!want YOUR
SAMPLES!

Thousands of affordable sampling instruments have been sold worldwide in the last
twelve months. But once the initial novelty has worn off, what will musicians be

doing with them? Chris Meyer

yOU JUST GOT YOUR NEW SAMPLER.
After taking it out of the box and trying out
the factory disks, what's the first thing you
do? You plug your cassette deck or
turntable into the Mic In and start sampling.

At first you're grabbing anything, and looping it just
to get Instant Gratification. Listen to that funky
rhythm section. Dig that Paul Hardcastle stuttering
vocal effect.

Then things get a little more premeditated. You
remember a cool bass slap sitting all by itself on one
album, or all those wonderful drum sounds on Phil
Collins and Peter Gabriel albums just begging to be
sampled ('samplability' becomes an additional
criterion for each new album you and your friends
buy). Then come orchestra breaks off your few
token classical albums (even Tomita will do), and
valiant searches for sound effects records at your
local used record shop. The sophisticates among
you who've heard Jarre's Zoolook look for ethnic
records, too. Of course, you don't intend to use
these sounds - that's illegal, isn't it? They're just for
your own enjoyment.

Next step is going down to the music shop where
you bought the instrument, and getting more disks.
If you have a good relationship with your
salesperson, they'll copy whatever disks they've got
lying around for you and give them to you. If they're
honest, they'll sell other factory and third -party
disks to you. If they're dishonest, they'll charge you
for other customer's steal ings from albums. (Time
to expose a sham right now, and make myself some
enemies in the process-some salespeople have and
will make bootleg copies of both illegitimate and
legitimate factory/third-party disks and sell them at
up to list price to unsuspecting customers. If it
doesn't have a professional, typeset label, don't fork
out over a quid. On the other side of the coin, some
manufacturers more or less expect stores to buy
only one copy of each factory disk, and freely hand
out copies to customers - it's what sells their
hardware. Buyer, beware.)

Still hungry for sounds (and not being in
possession of a Sony F I or a recording Walkman),
you now seek out friends with other brands of
samplers, and start sampling their factory sounds
(even some manufacturers have been accused of
doing this). If you both have plenty of money stashed
away in a Swiss bank account (and Macintoshes, and
Digidesign's Sound Designer), you start copying
digital files back and forth.

And the point of all of the above? Simply that,
inevitably, people are going to copy each other's
sounds. Quite often, manufacturers even encourage
them to. So, why shouldn't manufacturers make it
even easier to do so? Well, some have. It's called the
Sample Dump Standard.

The Sample Dump Standard is a MIDI protocol
approved by the MMA (MIDI Manufacturers'
Association) and the JMSC (Japanese MIDI
Standards Committee) for exchanging digital
samples between machines. It's designed to handle
up to 16,384 individual sounds, a maximum length of
two megasamples (independent of format), and
resolutions from eight -bit to 28 -bit linear. An
extension proposal is also in the works to expand
the number of loops handled from I to 128. It also
has some other nice technical gaga features like
error recovery and a wide, accurate range of sample
rates.

The first two sampling keyboards to feature the
Standard are the Sequential Prophet 2000 and E-
mu's new Emax sampler (fitting, since these are the
two companies that started development). With
luck, it'll appear on the new Korg and Roland
samplers, too.

WHAT DOES THE SAMPLE DUMP
STANDARD BUY YOU? Well, it
transfers samples in the digital medium,
so essentially there's no generation loss
between the two machines (no added

noise and distortion from going through one
machine's output section, to and through the
second machine's input section). According to the
Standard, each machine translates from its own
internal format (linear, COMDAC, PCM, delta, or
whatever) to linear, so incompatibilities there are
wiped out (for the record, the Ell, Prophet 2000,
and Mirage versions of Sound Designer all use the
same Mac file format, which Digidesign have also
made public - more compatability). It does not
transfer any analogue settings (such as filter and
amplitude envelopes and so on), since these are
different from machine to machine. However, loop
points are transferred.

So what? You and your friends own the same
brand samplers, and you just swap disks. So why

should you care?
OK, try this for size. Boxes that burn EPROMs IIIP-

"I wish it was made legal to copy any sound...then maybe we'll all
hear the same sounds so often that we'll just burn out that much

sooner- and do something original with our machines."
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for drum machines are starting to support the
Sample Dump Standard, with the Oberheim
Prommer being the first to do so. With that, you can
blow chips for your Linn, DMX, or Drumtraks from
samples on your Prophet 2000 or whatever.
Simmons are also looking into receiving the Sample
Dump Standard for their own EPB EPROM burner.
The potential these two devices offer (not to
mention the potential threat to custom drum chip
manufacturers) is pretty powerful in itself.

Generic waveform editing programs are another
possibility. Virtually all synthesiser voice
configurations are different in one way or another,
making a generic synth patch editor program
impractical. However, when it comes to editing
loop points, merging, layering, truncating and the
rest of it, digital samples are essentially the same. I
wouldn't be surprised to see the appearance of
some simple waveform editing software from some
of the smaller software houses. Use of the Sample
Dump Standard is a boon to these software
companies, in that their package immediately works
with a new sampler. And believe me, manufacturers
would certainly approve of software support for
their new products the instant they hit the market,
too.

Of course, the individual peculiarities of analogue
parameters and the like are still different from
machine to machine, but they could be added as
simple extension modules- this is how Sound
Designer is actually set up. And by the way, mapping
may be something ripe for a standard, too.

The Sample Dump Standard also opens up some
other unique possibilities for software packages.
Who says that a 'sample' has to start on the other
end of a microphone? Sounds can, in fact, be created
in software. Digidesign's new SoftSynth additive
synthesis program is one toy that makes this idea a
reality. Entire new sounds can be created from
scratch, and then downloaded to a sampler for
playback (not to mention further mixing with other
samplers). Alas, the first version of SoftSynth has to
have three different output drivers to send samples
individually to the Prophet 2000, ElI, and Ensoniq
Mirage (and in all fairness, the ElI and Mirage were
created before the Standard was adopted). If a new
machine came out with a new standard, the owner
would have to wait until Digidesign could write and
release a whole different driver for that (assuming it
even looked in their best financial interest to do so).
With the Sample Dump Standard, it could work
right now.

Moving outside the realm of samplers, some
wavetable-based synthesisers such as the Kawai K3
and Prophet VS have the ability to store user -
created waveforms in RAM. With careful use, a
sampler can become a new source of 'natural'
waveforms for such beasts (the Prophet VS does,
indeed, use the Sample Dump Standard).

UILTY AS CHARGED -1HAVE BEEN
SHAMELESSLY RAVING about why
everyone in the world should adopt the
Sample Dump Standard. OK, let's be fair-
why not? And, to be more specific in some

cases, why won't they?

Case I Manufacturers spend a lot of time, money
and nervous energy creating their factory libraries.
Many people just aren't adventurous enough to
sample on their own (at least, not initially), and to
these people the quality and quantity of the
manufacturer's factory disks are a major factor
behind quite a few purchases. If a manufacturer has a
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killer piano, and has spent ten grand to get it to
boot, he's not going to want competitor XYZ to
have it too, not to mention in first -generation digital
quality.

A subset of the above case is third -party vendors.
Given the free -copying climate of today's music
shops, it would be devastating if all a vendor could
sell was one copy of a disk for one sampler per
store. Many companies and individuals will not enter
the sample disk market because there are such small
quantities to be sold - and therefore, little profit to
be made.

Case 2 Some companies have spent quite a bit of
time and money on making their sampling input
sections as clean and as accurate as possible

(something in the order of the Synclavier's 16 -bit
sampling input is distinctly non -trivial - call them up
and ask). To the manufacturers who take care, the
prospect of the Sample Dump Standard means their
competitor's samplers don't even have to sample -
as long as they can digitally transfer the sound from
something that does, many won't care.

Case 3 All money issues aside, everysampler's
playback section sounds different. Different sample
encoding schemes-eight-bit linear, 12 -bit linear,
eight -bit COMDAC, Delta modulation, 16 -bit
linear-all sound different. And each make of
sampler has types and qualities of analogue

electronics after the digital -to -analogue conversion.
This is no theoretical joke - people who have
exchanged Sound Designer files between different
machines have noted that the end result sounds
different (oddly enough, they also tend to note that
the sample sounds the best coming out of the
machine it was sampled on - probably because the
playback circuitry is optimised for the vagaries of
that particular input section). Are you trying to get
an exact copy? Too bad - you probably won't.

Case 4 What about all these threats of lawsuits
for copying other's sounds?

S0 THERE ARE SOME LEGITIMATE MINUS
POINTS to the existence and widespread
adoption of the Sample Dump Standard. But
overall, I still think it's a good idea.

To handle Case I, manufacturers could
explore copy protection, just as the personal
computer industry has. Now, I'm not advising the
revival of Ensoniq's ill-fated policy of forcing the
user to buy formatted blank disks from the factory,
making the user pay for everything. However,
manufacturers can protect their important factory
disks, and can give third -party vendors the ability to
do the same. This goes for both disks and transfers
via MIDI. If this is done, the sound disk business

would become more lucrative, and more would
enter it. Sure, you may have to pay for some sounds,
but at least more of them (and higher -quality ones,
too) would be available.

To handle Cases 2 and 3 in one fell swoop, I

submit that the way samplers sound different is a
feature, and not a liability. I'm willing to bet that any
reasonable musician or engineer can tell the
difference between an ElI, a Prophet 2000, a Mirage,
a PPG Waveterm, a Fairlight Series II, a Synclavier,
and a Prommer that have recorded and are playing
back the same sound. I'm even tempted to contend
that the more accurate samplers become, the less
they become a 'musical instrument' (don't get me
wrong - 16 -bit linear sampling makes for great

studio production tools, but who would want a
Fender Strat to sound like a Gibson Les Paul?).
Fairlight Series Its are often revered for the
character and colouration they add to a sound. As

soon as a programmer releases a program to make a
Prophet 2000 sound like one, let me know - I'll buy
it.

And as long as I'm inflicting my personal opinions
on the defenceless reader, let me tackle Case 4.
Frankly, I wish that it was made legal to copy
whatever sounds you hear. Technically, we have
here a reducto ad absurdium - what's the difference
between recreating the effects setting that gives
Bruce Megastar's drum sound, or sampling it off his
album? Is it the thought that counts? In response to a
complaint that Depeche Mode stole a Frankie Goes
To Hollywood drum sound, Frankie's engineers
replied that the Frankie drum sound was actually a
Linn - itself a recording! As a matter of fact, it's
common practice for engineers to exchange sounds
(whether or not their clients realise it).

But none of that is why I am in favour of unlimited
copying. What I hope is that we will all hear the
same sounds so often that we will just burn out that
much sooner-and then take our F I s, Walkmans,
and SoftSynths merrily in hand, and do something
original with our machines.

To wind down on the subject of standards... MIDI
is a standard, and see what it has done for the music
industry as a whole. I feel the judicious adoption of
other standards can only do the same.

Another standard on the horizon is the Sequence
Dump Standard. This will be a way of transferring
raw MIDI sequence information between machines
more quickly than live dubbing. I'm a member of the
camp that does not trust using personal computers
on stage for critical timing situations, but loves them
for graphic editing. Such a standard would allow a
user to live in both worlds (hardware live; software
off-line). This concept has been kicking around a few
American manufacturers for a while, and now I'm
told that the JMSC is working out a formal proposal.

Speaking of other standards, a quick update on
MSMPTE (MIDIfied SMPTE), which I reported on
last month. This proposed standard for the
transmission of SMPTE timecode and setup
information over MIDI continues to gain enthusiasm
and support, and I feel it inevitable that it will be
adopted in some form.

In all fairness, though, my original feature took a
swipe at the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers for supposedly trying and
failing to adopt a similar standard. Well, their
standard is alive and well, and is apparently near
adoption too. I'm still learning more about it, but
initially it seems (from talks with other people more
familiar with it) that there is even room for
coexistence, overlap, and possibly logical
connections between the two standards (at least in
a high-end/low-end sort of context). I certainly
hope so.

In the meantime, I apologise to anyone I may have
offended in my flip closing to my last article, though I
still feel the same about committees and standards
that take years to adopt-the marketplace tends
not to wait. 

Further reading
For those still interested in obtaining copies of the
SMPTE Tributary Standards documents, I have
some updated numbers and prices. The main
document is SMPTE 207M, and costs $6.
Appendage documents are RP113, RP125, RP138,
and RP139, costing $3 each. SMPTE's new US
phone number is (9 I 4) 761-1 I 00. And the
documents really exist - I know, I have my copies
already.

!want YOUR SAMPLES,"



41 GIANT NEW SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN GIVING YOU AN EVEN BETTER CHOICE
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3-7 MEALHOUSE BROW

STOCKPORT

TEL: 061-429 8777 i) NUm 88 OXFORD STREET

MANCHESTER
TEL: 061-236 0340

GOOD PRICES AND EVEN BETTER FOR CASH - CASH TALKS AT Al

S612 MIDI Digital Sampler +
MD280 disc drive an incredibly
priced £799
Also new S900 sampler £1596
MIDI programmable patch bay £99
MIDI note splitter

o and
WE DESIGN THE FUTURE

Roland Alpha Juno 1 £499
Roland JX8P

r

i

C1050
-Rolandle10i:j

Roland TR505
Roland M

ALPHA JUNO 2

Roland
MKB1000d * *i£7:2541Roland K"°° *

.T.i .-

0 YAMAHA 'it-ctt'
DX7 £1249 RX21

X27
£649 RX21L

DX27 £499
DX100 £349 RX11

£249
£249
£449
£599

r- THE LATEST IN
4 TRACK RECORDERS

Fostex X-15
multitrack
Teac PortaL -one
Yamaha MT-1X

£265
£399
£499

.........  .  ..  ........... . ....... . . ... . . . ...

SOUND
TECHNOLOGY
The New MIDI

Verb and
MID x 099

Endorsed by all leading bass players
including, Mark King, Pine Paladin and John
Cellario.
GP7 4 x 10 combo
GP7 amp head
GPI I amp head
GPI 1 AH250 amp head
GP11 Graphic pre amp
1004 4 x 10 cab

SIMMONS MIDI OPENS DOORS TO A WHOLE
NEW PERCUSSION EXPERIENCE! -

THE ELECTRONIC DRUMS OF THE FUTURE
SDS1000 (new model) £649.99
SDR1 new *UM tubular rack £99.99

£314.99
£481.23
£551.99
£169.99

£1199.99
ALL KITS ON DEMO THRU FULL PA. RIG

SOS200
SOS400
SOS800
SOS1
SDSR

£613
£350
£440
£595
£250

ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE
OURRI NORMAL SELLING
PRICE.E. LOWER PRICES
ARE POSSIBLE ON
CERTAIN LINES. WE HAVEV

EOVER 5000 ON 4
FLOORS. MED FULLWITHG,7TWEGwEyOL

PRICES,
AND A FULL WARRANTY
SERVICE

HP/Instant Credit

PHONE
EAT

MAIL ORDER -FAST
NO.

WITH

Part Ex. Welcome!
ALL PRICESCURRENT INCLUDE

ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD
RATE.

O. FOR

Al SHOWROOMS OPENING SOON MAKING US THE BIGGEST STORE IN THE NORTH
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'10' SYSTEM MIDI RECORDING SYSTEM FOR

THE SPECTRUM COMPUTER
See review in E&MM July '86 issue

* Simple 'one screen' layout
* Sync in/out for MIDI, tape, 96, 48 and 24 PPQN.
* Song position pointers for auto location of drum
machines etc.
* Metronome, program changes, transpose,
segment merge, fast forward/rewind,
quantization etc. etc.
* Fully 'professional' system thats also easy to use.
* This sytem was used in arranging the music for
the musical 'Chess'.

1E011 DES10115

r.i.Vadt(-Ct
1-7 CHESTER ROAD, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE

TELEPHONE: 0606 7825221183629
OPEN 10-6, LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS

lk-2Roland
ROLIABILITY . . .
In Stock NOW!! In my exclusive
ROLAND demo showroom
TR505/TR707/Octapad £?
MC500 megasequencer £?
MKS10 piano module ....X £199
MKS20 NEW digital piano
module £?
MKS30 JX3P module X £399
MKS70 JX10 module f?
MKB200 MIDI mother £7
MKB1000 A £699
JX3P A £450
JX8P £?

JX10 f?
Juno I/11 f?
Juno 6 A £299
Juno 106 X £550
JunoNS60 £650
Jupiter 6 B £699
Jupiter 8 £?
NEW ROUND ROILIABIUTY on
its way (prices are spores
RRP)
DR220A new Dr Rhythm

ABBREVIATION COOS
A- AS NEW, MINT AND 12 MONTHS GUARANTEED
B- GOOD SECONDHAND CONDITION AND
6 MONTHS GUARANTEED
C- WELL USED BUT WORKING WELL (JUST
LWE DIANA) GUARANTEED BY MUTUAL
ARRANGEMENT
? - YOU'LL HAVE TO FIND THE PRICE OUT EON
YOURSELF!

- EA -DEMONSTRATION, CONDITION AS
SEEN AND 12 MONTHS GUARANTEED
BED - STILL IN UNOPENED CARTON I E
NEWER THAN NEW,
163 ABBREV - BRAND SPANKING NEW

10 track, 16 channel MIDI recording system.
Faster to use than 'step time' less demanding
than purely 'real time'. 'Segments' from 1 to 255
bars in length are recorded, these may then be
arranged in any position in any track allowing a
composition to be broken down into small

manageable pieces.

SYSTEM PACKAGE INCLUDES:
Special `MIDISYNC' interface with MIDI in, 2x
MIDI out, metronome, tape sync in/out, and clock
in/out sockets. MIDI Recorder software (fast
loading) very comprehensive, detailed user
manual. In fact everything you need to be 'up and
running' with the minimum of fuss.
Complete'MIDISYNC' system introductory price
only: £199.95 inc VAT, P&P
DX7/TX7 voice editor and program dump
software only £19.95 inc VAT, P&P

SEND CHEQUE/PO OR ENQUIRES TO:
423 NEWMARKET ROAD, CAMBRIDGE.
TEL: CAMBRIDGE (0223) 61293

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

THE DEDICATED

(acoustic drums) £165
DR220E new Dr Rhythm
(electronic) £165
Dr Pads 1/2/3 hittable touch
sens. pads c/w SIX diff. sounds
in each £149
CR1000 (successor to preset
goodie CR8000, now
digital) £299
DEP5 MIDI-switchable FX
module with UNBELIEVABLE 4
FX simult1111 £675
GK1/GM70 converts YOUR
guitar to speak to
ROLAND!! £750
S10 8 S50 SAMPLING
KEYBOARDS . . ROLIABILITY in
the sampling ss stakes you can
he assured that this will raise
some eyebrows .
only £999 8 £1,999

see reviews from the BMF
on all this product and
there's more rumour has
N that there are FIVE more
ROLAND new addltbns that
no one knows about yet ...
remember ROLIABILITY!

1WHERE THE PROS
GO

ensonica
Mirage Keyboard
ESP -1 Piano IN STOCK

ESO-1 Synth

AX73 f?
S612 £7
ME1OD £99
ME15F £99
ME3OP £99
ME2OP £99
S900 £7
CPZ1000 £?
MPX820 £7

sZ-1
RZ-1
C2101
C13000 GOOD PRICES
CZ5000
SK -1

FUSIN MHO
agnomuga
(ABOVE JAMM STUDIOS)

END OF ra MOOR ST.
BOI TON. LANCS.

TELEPHONE -

0204 397893

OTHER
KEYBOARDS
ARP Axxe B £79
ARP Solus A£199
ARP Pro DGX A £99
Moog Prodigy Mk1 A £169
Moog Rogue Afl5C
Moog Source BXD £399
Polymoog keyboard B £345
Jen SX1000 11 £50
Yamaha DX7 X £999
Yamaha GS2 X £699
Yamaha CS01 (2) A £69
Yamaha CS5 B £79
Yamaha DX100 X £299
Yamaha KX5 remote £245
Yamaha DX9 B 450
Yamaha DX27 X £450
Yamaha CP25 piano C £250
Yamaha RX21 X £199
Yamaha Q2031 £250
Bit One A £350
Crumar Trilogy A £350
Fender Rhodes Mk V £699
PLUS MANY MORE -
CALL FOR DETAILS

WANTED INP/EX DEALS: COMM 64S, SCI SIXTRACKS, MOOG PRODIGYS, ARP SYNTHS, ROLAND JUNOS ETC, ANY SECONDHAND K/BDS IN GOOD
COMMON - PHONE DOUGIE ON 0606 782522. ACCESS/VISA/AMEX/DINERS. PS HOW COME THAT WHEN A NEW CUSTOMER COMES TO DOUGIFS

THEY'RE AMAZED BY THE SIZE OF THE KEYBOARD STOCK? DOESN'T ANY OTHER STORE HAVE SUCH A GOOD SELECTION?

NEW COMPUTER ROOM NOW
OPEN Not open to the general
public so that personal
attention can be given in peace
and quiet. Items on demo
include...
ATARI 1040 STF c/w
STEINBERG Pro 24
Sequencer/Recorder
Steinberg Pro 16 c/w
Commodore 64 (D/Drives
CBM64 available Secondhand
to bring the price to an
affordable level)
FOSTEX X15, 260
AKAI Cassette Multitrackers
AKAI CPZ1000 Computer
System
PLUS more eg s/h Yamaha CX5
(M)s etc
ALESIS MIDIVERB 8 MIDIFEX
MIDI COFFEE MACHINE

I'M DETERMINED, EDMOND (to
keeping da guys on da road!)
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CENTRAL CONTROL

Having given musicians the first truly affordable sampling keyboard, Ensoniq have
taken a step sideways to embrace the synthesiser. The result is the ESQ I, an

instrument flexible enough to become the nerve -centre of a complex electronic
music system. Paul Wiffen

urious company, Ensoniq. Curious,
and clever with it. Eighteen months ago,
when everybody was looking to the
established manufacturers to come out with
a sampling keyboard within range of the
average musician, they came out of nowhere
with the Mirage. And now that all the other
major names have finally got their samplers
out, the people from Pennsylvania are
already moving into other areas.

Specifically, their latest machines cater for
both the traditional keyboard player (with
the weighted keyboard and sampled
accuracy of the Ensoniq Piano) and the
thoroughly modern synthesist via the
instrument under scrutiny here.

The ESQ I is an eight -voice digital
synthesiser which also encompasses a
versatile multitrack sequencer able to
sequence not only internal voices, but also a
considerable number of external devices via
MIDI. In fact, so complete is its MIDI
implementation, you could even use the

ESQ I as a master keyboard, making it the
centre of a complete MIDI system.

The first thing in any player's mind when
buying a synthesiser will always be the sound
of the instrument, so let's take a look at the
ESQ 1's voicing to start with.

Each of the eight voices has no less than
three oscillators- more than any other synth
under E2000.

Waveforms for the ESQ I are drawn from
a wider range than previously possible on a
conventional synthesiser. In addition to the
conventional waveforms bequeathed to us
by the analogue synth (ramp, triangle,
square, pulse), there are waveforms created
by digital calculation to contain certain
specific harmonic series. And more
excitingly, there are waveforms which have
samples of real sounds as their source. Not a
new idea, this, but on the ESQ I, the
waveforms are derived from multi -samples
taken at the point where the sample is
brightest, so you have the maximum

harmonic content that appears in the
sample. This section is then looped so that it
sustains indefinitely, as waveforms normally
do on conventional synths.

Now, one of the problems musicians and
programmers experience with samplers lies
in sustaining a sample indefinitely- unless
you manage to get a good loop on it. With the
ESQ I , these problems disappear, as Ensoniq
have already looped the machine's mu lti-
sample waveforms for you.

All you need do is adjust the filter and
amplifiers to imitate the changes in loudness
and brightness that characterise the original
instrument. Even here, Ensoniq have done
some of the work for you. The ESQ I has not
only a waveform entitled 'Piano', but also a
factory patch of the same name which uses
that waveform filtered and enveloped in
such a way as to recreate the timbre of a
piano. Using a footpedal, you can sustain this
sound exactly as you would with a
conventional piano. So, we have the realism
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110- of a sampled piano sound with the
immediacy of a synth preset (no waiting for
disks to load here). What's more, the
multi -sampled piano waveform is still
available to be used singly, doubled, or in
conjunction with up to two other waveforms
in the other patches on the machine.

Intriguing though this sampling -meets -
synthesis concept is, it shouldn't detract
from those ESQ I waveforms which are
entirely synthetic, rather than taken from
acoustic sources. Because as it turns out,
many of the more exciting patches are made
entirely from the synthetic waveforms.

Ensoniq divide their waveforms into five

or that a sampled bass waveform can be the
basis for a great synth sound. Fascinating
stuff, and addictive, too.

0nce you've decided on your
combination of analogue, digital and
sampled waveforms for each of the Ensoniq's
three oscillators, you can decide how you
want to process them.

Before getting into the filters and
envelopes, there are several modulation

EOMI its
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categories. First come 'Classic Synth
Waveforms', which include sawtooth, sine,
square, pulse, and three noise waveforms.
Second are the Sampled Waveforms such as
bass, piano, reed, organ, two voices and kick.
The third section is created by Additive
Synthesis, and the manual actually tells you
which harmonics are present in each of the
three waveforms in this group. Formant
Waveforms come next: these are multi -
sampled with a resonant peak which stays
around the same frequency (given in the
manual) wherever you play on the keyboard.
Last come the Sound Limited Waveforms,
which are versions of some of the other
waveforms with limited bandwidth.

Personal Wiffen favourites are 'Pulse'
among the analogue (though you can't
modulate the pulse width), 'Bass' among the
samples, which has a sharp, realistic top end
while retaining plenty of power lower down,
and all the Formants (I couldn't decide which
one of these five was best for vocal sounds-
they all sound pretty good). The band -
limited patches are great for beefing up the
lower end of sounds, while those created
using additive synthesis are certainly
unusual, and especially interesting played
through a slowly closing filter.

But one of the best things about the ESQ I
is the scope it gives you for experimenting
with different combinations of waveforms
from different origins. After a few minutes'
twiddling, you can discover that, for
example, an analogue waveform can make
the piano waveform sound more authentic,

facilities available. These include a feature I
always thought had faded away with the last
of the great analogue synths- Sync. For
those of you too young to remember the
Prophet 5 or Moog Prodigy, Sync is a means
of forcing a synth oscillator to restart its
cycle (ie. the oscillation that produces the
pitch and harmonic content) each time the
controlling oscillator begins a new cycle.

This can produce some excellent beefy,
distorted sounds, especially if the oscillator
being controlled is shifted in pitch by an
envelope or glide function as well.

On the ESQ I , the ability to use this facility
with multi -sampled waveforms (which have
never been `Syncable' before) kept me
occupied for some considerable while, and
gave rise to some fine, distinctive sounds.

Another interesting modulation option is
Amplitude Modulation. This doesn't use the
same process as Yamaha's FM, but the
sideband frequencies produced by Ensoniq's
process are similar, and the sounds that
result have much in common with the
electric piano/bell-type sounds that the DX
range is so good at generating. And as you're
starting with more complex waveforms than
you would on a DX, you build up more
complex sounds very quickly.

Once you've finished messing around with
the harmonic content of the oscillators, you
can set a different loudness envelope for each
one, if that's what you want. The ESQ I
actually gives you control of the relative mix
in real-time, so you can start with, say, just
the first oscillator with sharp attack, bring

the second in more slowly, and then just as
both are dying away, bring up the third
oscillator to replace them. The envelopes
available to you are more versatile than
standard ADSRs, too, so there's plenty of
flexibility in the way you combine the
different sounds emanating from the
oscillators. Imagine, for example, a brassy
attack (from a ramp wave) becoming a sharp
digital sustain fading into a piano decay...
And all this timbre change possible before
you even start to use the filter and its
associated envelope.

The filter itself (there's one for each voice)
is the classic four -pole device which has
remained little changed from the days of the
earliest analogue synths. Besides the
standard Cutoff frequency and Q controls,
there are Keyboard Tracking and Envelope
Amount parameters.

The filter can be controlled by the same
versatile type of envelope mentioned above
- the sort of envelope which really deserves
something of a closer look. Briefly, the
ESQ I's envelopes use the Time and Level
parameters which are becoming more and
more common these days, as they allow
complex envelope shapes (in addition to the
more standard ADSR shapes) to be created.
Each phase of the envelope is programmed
by setting a Level, and then a Time which the
envelope takes to reach that level.

In ADSR terms, Level I would be the peak
and Level 3 the sustain level. As the envelope
has to return to zero to finish, Level 4 must
always be zero. The four Time parameters
can roughly be described as Attack (Time I ),
Initial Delay (Time 2), Second Delay (Time
3), and Release (Time 4). However, it's
possible for these parameters to be set in
such a way that they go beyond these
descriptions. If, for instance, you set Level 3
above Level 2, Time 3 becomes more like a
Second Attack than a Second Delay.

Add to this the fact that all values can be
negative as well as positive (useful for
controlling the filter, for example), and you
begin to see the potential of this system,
though it isn't quite as flexible as the eight -
stage format employed by Casio in their CZ
range.

All envelopes can also be affected by the
velocity with which you hit the Ensoniq's
keys, which can control not only peak level
(and all other levels in proportion) but also
the attack time (ie. how much Time I varies
from the programmable amount). In
addition to this, a Keyboard Delay Scaling
feature allows you to shorten the overall
time the envelope lasts as you go further up
the keyboard. This imitates the nature of
plucked or hammered acoustic keyboard
sounds, which tend to be of shorter duration
the higher up the keyboard you go.

There are actually four envelopes per
voice on the ESQ I . The first three are each IP-
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AKAI 414 Stui.ificulx
612/280
6 Voice
12 Bit
Full
Bandwidth
Sampling

August is Akai Month at SSH and we're featuring
the world's best selling sampler, the 612/280 ...
All our hi -tech salesmen own 612's and they'll be pleased to
pass on their experience (and their personal sound libraries
FREE) anytime during August. We'll have several systems
running and as well as showing you how easy it is to make
excellent samples yourself, we'll be demonstrating amongst
other things, sound editing from the newAKAI AX73 mother
kbd, audio triggering and sampling from C.D.
Thursday from 6-8.00pm will be set aside for demos, disk
swapping, etc and for those who can't get in during the day.

Lastly we'll also make it easier than ever to own a 612.
DURING AUGUST ONLY WE ARE PACKAGING THE
612/280

with a

FREE
CASIO CZ101

FOR ONLY

£799
inc
P&P iiiuiiiiuiiliiliiiiiilii

NEQUEfirial.
SCOOP

SIX -TRACK MULTI TIMBRAL
SYNTHESIZER/SEQUENCER

Fully editable 35 parameter
synth section  100

memories ki six

channel sequencer,
different voice on RRP £799

each channel  Adjustable prinn Inc

track level  Stack mode  Full LLVU P&P

MIDI spec, etc, etc BRAND NEW BOXED AND GUARANTEED

Roland Main
Dealer

TR505 IN STOCK
NEW SAMPLERS & MC500 IN STOCK

KORG KeyCentre
SPECIALS EX800 £195

SDD 200 £475
COMPLETE KORG RANE IN STOCK

TASCAM MainDealer
Porta-One Free Power supply, mic, 5

cassettes, headphones. multi.track primer,
demagnetiser and phono cables. C395inc P&P

CASIO Dealer
CZ230S and SK -10 in stock. Best

UK prices on all Casio Synths,
Drum Machines, Seouencers

AKAI MainDealer
S900 in stock.
complete AKAI range in stock

UK largest sales
service centre

NEW JAPANESE VINTAGE IN STOCK
NEW SIDEKICK AMPS IN STOCK

rT ;=1 1Z,:/[,;er
'MIDIVERB £395
STEREO MIDI, 63 PROGRAMMES INC,
GATES AND REVERSE.
NEW MIDiElOr £395

() YAMAHA Filiet;rh
SPX -90 in stock, 0X21. PF's great

PRO TX. Complete Yamaha
range in stock.

EouEriziaL Dealer
Prophet 2000, 2002, VS updates
software all in stock. Some Drumtraks

available

Fostex Main
Dealer

X-15 inc Power Supply £245
COMPLETE FOSTEX RANGE IN STOCK
SUPER KEEN 8 TRACK PACKAGES

einsonica oasis
Mirage II, Expander, ESO-1,Piano
Great packages, extensive library.

TRACE
BAR C

Main
Dealer

EXTENSIVE RANGE IN STOCK

111/11,111111
Main

SESSIONETTE 75W 112 £229
SESSIONETTE 75W 210 £279
SESSIONETTE 30W 112 £159

I3OSS Dealer
HUGE STOCKS AT GREAT PRICES
NEW: HF2, DC2, MICRO
RSD-10 Rack Sampler £199 inc P&P

NEW BARGAINS , TS ROCKMAN X100 C229
YAMAHA TX7 £449 , MTR 8.4.2 DESK £199
ACQESSIT REVERS 9 ROLAND JUNO 106 C469
ACCESSIT COMP
ACCESSIT N G .

£35 ROLAND SH101
ROLAND MC2 02 £159

MARSHALL 100 MV £325 FOSTEX 30/70 C159
RAM 10.8.2 £POA FLOYD ROSE TREM
RAM 16.8.2......... ..... .. ............ £POA TASCAM 32 v low
SYNSONICS DRUMS £59 DRUMULATOR MIDI
VESTA 411 DELAY £195 TASCAM 38+ 35 MIXER
ROLAND SRV 2000 C849

CALLERS: 18A SOHO SQUARE,
LONDON W1V 5FB 01-4341365

S/H BARGAINS
CASIO CZ101 C179

£475
YAMAHA PF10 £379
JUPITER 6 MINT £875
JUNO 6 MINT £299

£139 STAGE 73 £295
£POA CP706 AS NEW £1495
0319 JUPITER B MINT £748

C2195 STRATS FROM £199
SUNN 200W BASS 11250
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To: Soho Soundhouse Mail Order Freepost 38 London W1 E 6QZ
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Tel

Please send me Model No(s)
I enclose cheque/postal order/bankers draft/cash in reg envelope or debit my
AccessNisa account no.l 11[11111 I. 1111111 for
NO STAMPS REQUIRED N.B. Personal cheques allow 21 days. All other

forms of payment: 24 hours despatch EMM886
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PROFFSSIONAL KEYBOARDS

It is our policy to be as competitive
as possible on all our prices and in most
circumstances we can better, or match
any genuine advertised price.

SAMPLERS

The new Roland S10 polyphonic sampling keyboard
with MIDI. Should be in stock by the time you read
this.
Casio SK1 -4 note polyphonic sampling with PCM
presets and rhythms. Has got to be the best
bargain of all keyboards under £100.
Yamaha VSS100 - 49 note keyboard, 20 FM digital
presets, 8 second monophonic sampling. Superb
value at only £179.

SYNTHS ELECTRONIC
Roland Alpha Juno 182 PIANOS
Roland JX-3P Roland HP20
Roland JX-8P
Roland HS60

Roland EPS°

Roland HSIO
Roland HP100

Roland HS80
Yamaha CS01
Yamaha DX100
Yamaha DX27
Yamaha DX21
Casio CZ230S
Casio CZ101
Casio CZ1000
Casio CZ3000
Casio CZ5000
Casio TC6500

Roland HP350
Roland HP450
Roland HP5500
Roland RD1000
Yamaha YPR6
Yamaha VPR8
Yamaha CLP20
Yamaha CLP30
Yamaha CLPSO
Yamaha PF70
Yamaha PF80
Yamaha CVP series
Technics PX series

EFFECTS
Alesis MIDIVERB -
converts your garden
shed into the Hammy
Odeon!
Alesis MIDIFEX - new
multi effect unit - only
£399.
Complete range of DOD -

pedals - ideal for
keyboards as switches
are light enough to be operated by hand without
breaking your wrist, or putting a dent in the
synthlyiano/sampler/teasmaid it's resting on!
Chorus is amazing!!
Boss Micro Rack - in stock.
MTR 1 rack effects- ridiculously underpriced.
Yamaha SPX90 - the business!!

KEYBOARDS
ORCHESTRAL MINI
Yamaha PSR15 C179 Yamaha PSS160 ...£69
Yamaha PSR11 C179 Yamaha PSS260 £99
Yamaha PSR21 1229 Yamaha PCS30 C99
Yamaha PSR31 £299 Yamaha PSS450 C129
Yamaha PSR50 £399 Yamaha PSS360 £129
Yamaha PSR60.. C499 Yamaha P55460 £149
Yamaha PS970.. £599 Yamaha VSS100 £179

£129 Yamaha PCS500 1249
Yamaha PSS560 1199
Casio SK -1 £89

£59
£99

1129
£179
1179

.E199

Casio CT102
Casio CT310 C199
Casio CT320 £199
Casio CT430 £275 Casio MT21
Casio CT410V £295 Casio MT90
Casio CT6000 £POA Casio MT100
Technics 6300 £350 Casio MT210
Technics 6350 £480 Casio MT86
Technics K450 £599 Casio MT500

DRUM MACHINES
WE GOT 'EM COMING OUT OF OUR EARS!

Yamaha RX21 - this one's
got guts!
Yamaha RX21L- more Lati
than Carmen Miranda!

Yamaha RX15 - smaller
version of RX11 & larger

version of RX21
Yamaha RX11 - larger

version of FIX15 & RX21 put together!!

Roland 1505 - will probably have sold out again by
the time you read this!
Roland TR707 - the TR505's big brother, individual
outputs. graphic instrument control etc.
Roland TR727 - latin version of TR707

tr,

Casio RZ-1 - features include sampling and 20
song memories
AND FOR ORGANISTS

Viscount R64-64 rhythms, drum breaks and
variable instrument control for only 0275

Technics DP50- preset, programmable with
rhythm Sequencer

3 5 KINGS RD SHALFORD Nr. GUILDFORD We run a fast and efficient

SW:4E" GU4 8JU Tel Guildford (0483) 570088 ,0 73. BE:, eSt

OPEN TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 9.30-5.30

a:IMPUTE('
MUSIC UK- (0902) 405100

V1ARDWARE
Rhodes Chroma to Midi

£280 inc. VAT

£250 inc. VAT

Apple DXI Sampler

Greengate
DS3 and DS4

DX7 ROMS from Sly an
8

Passportd

Shadow GTM6 Guitar to Midi

SOFTWARE
Steinberg Syntech Passport C tab

Microvoz Treesoft DHCP

XRI Systems Icon Cheetah

Midisoft
Roland etc.

Prophet 2000 Editor for the Commodore

IBM 48 Track Voice Activated

Midi Sequencer (available NOW

SEND LARGE (31pPRICE)SAE
FOR

FACTS PACK AND
I

24 HIGH ST., BROCKMOOR,
BRIERLEY HILL,

WEST MIDLANDS
DY5 31A

piraPgraSS
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 assigned to their respective oscillators, the
fourth to the overall output level. The filter
can be controlled by any of the four
envelopes, but sadly, it has no separate
envelope of its own.

including the four envelopes, there are
15 possible modulation sources on the ESQl.
These include three LFOs, various velocity
and keyboard tracking curves, plus wheels,
pedal or any MIDI controller (including
pressure). These 15 sources are always
available to modify the pitch and level of the
oscillators, the filter cutoff or the stereo pan
position.

The modulation sources include the most
versatile LFOs I've ever seen, with two levels
of effect and delay (rise time), plus the ability
for the LFO to be further modulated by
another source-even itself, if you're feeling
experimental. And in case all this flexibility
leaves you feeling a little confused, the
manual shows you how to create standard
modulations like wheel control of vibrato.

Staying with the manual, it's worth
pointing out that unlike the documentation
that came with initial Mirages, the manual
for the ESQ I covers all aspects of the
machine in great detail, with some fine
explanatory sections just in case anything
isn't immediately obvious. In this respect,
the latest Ensoniq manual is more like the
Advanced Sampling Guide for the Mirage,
but for the impatient, it also contains two
brief sections titled 'Getting Started' and
'Getting at the Sounds'.

To be fair, though, the manual is
something you may not need to look at for a
while after you've bought an ESQl. Because
unlike so many modern synths, the new
Ensoniq has a programming layout that's so
easy to get to grips with, it almost invites you
to delve deeper.

Whole groups of parameters- referred to
as pages - are called up into a large 80 -

character LED display, and can then quickly
be accessed by pressing the closest button.
The values then shown can be changed using
either a slider or up/down buttons-
depending on whether you want drastic
change or fine control. So each page allows
easy access between the related parameters,
and saves you darting about between
individual parameters 'blind', the way so
many digital access systems force you to. It's
not as useful (or usable) as good ol' knobs and
switches, but it's a step in the right direction.

The Ensoniq's display is one reason for the
machine's ease of use, mostly because of the
sheer amount of information it can convey at
any one time. One display, for example,
caters for an entire page -worth of standard

MIDI features such as Channel Assignment,
Mode, Controller, and Program Change
Enable, plus additional features such as
Overflow Mode and Multi -Mode.

Both of the latter are excellent facilities,
but neither is quite the innovation Ensoniq
claim. Overflow Mode (where any extra
notes played on the ESQ I's keyboard or
sequencer which the internal voicing can't
cope with are 'requested' via MIDI so you can
hook up a second ESQ1 and have a I6 -voice

system) has been available on the Prophet
2000 for nine months now, while Multi -Mode
is similar to the way the Casio CZ5000
sequencer assigns various MIDI channels to
its internal sounds and external slave synths.

Specification "There are 15
modulation sources, including

four envelopes, three LFOs, and
various velocity and keyboard

tracking curves."

Still, it's good to see companies like
Ensoniq continuously looking for ways to
increase the flexibility of MIDI, rather than
just implementing the basics and leaving it at
that.

Another page worth its weight in gold is
Split/Layer. This allows you to save within
the program the fact that two patches are
used, and these can then be either doubled to
create a layered effect, or arranged so you
have two different patches on each side of
the assigned split point.

In total, the ESQ I holds 40 different
programs internally, arranged in four
separate banks of 10 each. That isn't too
many by today's standards, but take heart in
the fact that ten named programs can be
scanned in the display at any one time, and
that each can be chosen in the same way
parameters are selected when
programming. Another 80 programs can be
accessed (in two sets of 40) on the E2PROM
Cartridge, and these can also be displayed in
banks of I0 before selection. So for live
performance work, you've got instant access
to 120 programs - so long as a cartridge is in
the slot.

Less instantly impressive than the
synthesiser section - though no less useful in
the long run - is the ESQ I's built-in
sequencer. It's a comprehensive beast as

integral recorders go, and you can use it in
two different ways.

The first option allows you to sequence
just internal voices multi-timbrally. In other
words, each track can have a different sound
on it, so entire pieces of music, of up to eight

parts, can be recorded. The second option
allows you to sequence eight external
synthesisers to the extent of their polyphonic
capability, by assigning each of them to a
different MIDI channel.

As a third alternative, though, you can use
both methods of working in conjunction with
each other, using both internal and external
synth voices. For example, you could make
tracks I and 2 play just internal programs,
track 3 an external synth, 4 and 5 doubled on
both the ESQ I and other keyboards, and so
on. You're limited to eight voices on the
ESQ I itself, but because of the clever
dynamic allocation implemented on the
machine, those eight voices are always
available to play any sound-so provided
they're not being used at that instant
anywhere else, you can have up to eight
notes on each internal track.

Because of its portability, it's conceivable
many musicians will use the ESQ I as a
songwriting tool, and then augment it with
other synths in the recording studio to put
their original performance on tape, while
retaining complete freedom over the sounds
they're using. Luckily, the sequencer's
assignment potential is wide enough to make
this possible.

The sequencer can store up to ten songs,
each identified by a name, and these can be
made up from 30 sequences. Now, you may
find, once you start to put your entire live set
into the machine, that the Ensoniq's internal
memory of 2400 notes doesn't get you past
the third song. Don't worry. A cheap
cartridge is easily inserted (and held in place
by screws) to expand this capacity to over
10,000 notes.

Operating the ESQ I's sequencer is simple
enough. All you do is enter the track you
want while the required sound is currently
selected. This automatically assigns that
sound to the track, and you're then free to
record your part.

If you select a cartridge sound, its name is
displayed in the track space until you remove
the cartridge, whereupon the display
informs you that you need to re-insert the
cartridge before that track will play.
Alternatively, you can just go to the
MIDI/Mix page and assign that track to both
Record and Playback on a particular MIDI
channel, simply by entering the appropriate
number.

Once a track is recorded, you can edit it in
several ways. First there are standard MIDI
sequencer functions like Transposition and
Quantisation (otherwise known as Auto -
correct). The Quantisation bit is particularly
cunning, allowing you to select a resolution
between quarter -notes and 32nd -note
triplets, listen to the corrected part, and then
decide if you want to keep the new version or
the original. This way of quantising 'after the
event' rather than during recording is 
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LONDON'S
BIGGEST SELECTION
OF KEYBOARDS AND HOME
RECORDING EQUIPMENT

0 YAMAHA DEALER

DX 100
DX27
DX2I
DX7
PF70
PF80
RX2 1

RX2 IL
RX I I

RXI5

(ALL IN STOCK - POA)
QX2 I
KX5
SPX90
TX7
MT IX
CXSM
GC2020
SX2OSPKRS
VSS I 00

S250X SPKRS

PSS260

PSS560

YPR8
CVP3
CLP50
PSR40

PS R50

PSR60

PSR70

REV7

KORG
DDD I
SD2000 DDL
POLY 80011

DW8000
SQD I SEQUENCER
DVPI VOCODER +

KEY
CENTRE

OUR
RRP PRICE
£799 £POA
£799 £387
£575 £POA

£1110 £POA
£599 £POA
£899 £799

the
hey board

snop
ensonitil CASIO

RRP
MIRAGE KEYBOARD £1320
MIRAGE EXPANDER £1080
ESQ I SYNTH + SEQUENCER £1080
ENSONIQ PIANO
(12 SOUNDS) £1080
50K FILTER £112

li=?Roland
TR505
TR707
JUNO I
JUNO 2
OCTAPAD (ex demo)
MC500
MKS20
SI 0 SAMPLER

RRP
£249
£549
{599
{799
£399
099

£1299

OUR
PRICE
£POA

£499
£499

£POA
£349
£799

£1299
£POA

135/136 Shepherds Bush Centre,
(Opposite Central Line Tube)

London VV12 8PP
Tel: 01-749 2326

(ALL IN STOCK - POA)
CZ101 SYNTH
CZ 1000 SYNTH
CZ5000 INC SEQUENCER
CZ3000 SYNTH 8 INDIVIDUAL
VOICES
SZ I SEQUENCER
RZI SAMPLING DRUM MACHINE
CZ12305 PRESET SYNTH

OUR
RRP PRICE

X150 PA AMP £215 £199
45W HORNET AMP £221 £199
90W COBRA AMP £340 £299
PLUS LOTS MORE SECONDHAND
AND EX -DEMO ITEMS - TO CLEAR!
STANDS - CASES - LEADS ETC.

OIRLSI3110

more than just low prices
UP TO E1000 INSTANT CREDIT (SUBJECT TO STATUS)

CREATIVITY!
EXPLORE

"THE BOX"
A new MIDI multi-effects/sequencer
box for keyboardists! Create
sequences, chords, arpeggios, delays,
special effects and more. Self
contained, no computer required!
Includes battery back-up $299.00

SYNTHESTRA
The next step . .. MIDI sequencing and
control software in one! Control and
synchronize 16 MIDI devices from a
"master" keyboard. Controls a

complete MIDI studio!

Alia For Apple Ile/ + $120.00

0X I
SOUND SAMPLING SYSTEM
FOR THE APPLE II

DX -1 SAMPLER
A flexible, low cost digital sound
sampler for your Apple Ile/ + . Record,
modify and sequence any sound. MIDI,
sound analysis & graphics options
available.
New low price $249.00

WRITE OR CALL FOR FREE BROCHURES
Decillionix, P.O. Box 70985

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 USA
(408) 732-7758

A Star is born !
11D1 'Star Networking' Thru Unit

Only £29 .95 Inc.

*I MIDI In to 8 MIDI Thrus
*Enables true MIDI Star Networking
*Eliminates all MIDI timing errors
*Multiple Output facility for Interfaces, Sequencers etc.
*Compact unit (90mm x 70mm x 30mm)

Requires 7-12V DC Power Supply (3 5mm jack). Available Separately £,4.99

Available direct from
SYNCOM MIDI RESEARCH LTD., Unit C, Hill Farm,
Gt. Dunham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk. PE32 2LQ,
Tel.(07605)644 /645 Dealer enquiries welcome
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 definitely worthwhile, as it allows you to
keep the human element in a performance
without having to put up with human
fallibility (which I specialise in).

Step -time recording - so often neglected
by US manufacturers- is also available on
the ESQ I's sequencer. This method allows
you to be analytical in your composition, and
also to program things you find tricky (or just
plain impossible) to play. Step size can be
from quarter -notes to 32nd -note triplets, as
with the quantisation, and the readout shows
the bar number, the beat number and the
clock number you're currently on, so you
don't get lost.

If you prefer a more tape machine -like
way of recording difficult sections and
correcting mistakes, the sequencer also
features Punch In and Punch Out facilities,
enabling you to 'drop -in' small sections in
your own good time.

There are some more advanced editing
functions available, too. For example, you
can use Remove Controllers to get rid of any
unwanted MIDI controller data. This is
particularly useful in conjunction with
something like a DX7, which sends out
pressure data whether you're using it or not.
This would normally use up even the 32K of
expanded sequencer memory ridiculously
quickly, so it's as well to have a feature
whereby you can remove it if it isn't being
used.

Other useful edit functions include
Merging Tracks (what we'd call 'bouncing
together' in the recording studio) and
Copying Tracks, which allow you to move
recorded parts around and arrange them in
the best format. To build sequences into
longer sections (thereby freeing sequence
locations), you can use Append, which tacks
one sequence onto the end of another.
Alternatively, you can extend or truncate a
sequence to make room for extra bars, or
lose some that are less than perfect. And the
MIDI/Mix page allows you to adjust the
relative levels of your tracks.

hen you have your sequences

together, you can start to build them up into
songs. Each step of a song can be accessed in

the Song Edit page, and each one can be
Transposed, Repeated, or Deleted. You can
insert extra sequences at any time, and you
can move backwards and forwards within
the song to facilitate this.

You can also go straight to any point in a
song using the Song Locate page, and see
what tempo and time signature have been
used. The 'Goto' parameter jumps
automatically to the step you want.

Synchronisation to the outside world is

possible via a variety of options. There's tape
sync for the recording studio, and MIDI for
drum machines and other relative MIDI
devices or even SMPTE-to-MIDI syncing.
The last facility is particularly useful, as the
ESQ I both sends and receives song position
pointers via MIDI. Using the Autolocate
controls, you can start playback of all MIDI
devices with song pointers implemented
from any point in the song. Even more
importantly, the ESQ I (in conjunction with a
SMPTE-to-MIDI converter like the Roland
SBX80 or Fostex 4050) can be made to
autolocate alongside a tape machine to start
playback automatically at the same point as
the tape. The great advantage of this is that
parts recorded on the ESQ I's sequencer
needn't be recorded onto multitrack, but
played back from the sequencer into the final
mix. This frees tracks on tape for other
instruments, vocals, and so on which can't be
sequenced.

The sequencer can also perform a different
role. Taking advantage of the fact that the
ESQ I will store patch numbers and transmit
them via MIDI even if a sequence has not been
recorded, you can hit a sequence number and
have up to eight different MIDI patch
changes sent to different synths and other
MIDI devices like signal processors, setting
them up for the next song even if you don't
intend to sequence them. Or you can record
these program changes as the end of a song in
readiness for the next piece. Or why not have
the ESQ I change programs for you on the
keyboards you're playing, or while the
others are being sequenced?

This facility, together with the flexible
MIDI implementation we looked at earlier,
means the ESQ I can readily function as the
central controller of an entire MIDI system,
especially if you're on the sort of budget
where a master MIDI keyboard looks
expensive for something that makes no noise
itself.

If you own a DX7, you might do your
playing and sequence recording from that, to
take advantage of the key pressure which the
ESQ I can record and playback-even though
it can't generate pressure itself.

If you own a Mirage, you can save and load
ESQ I programs and sequences to Mirage
disks via MIDI. This is faster and easier than
the tape storage procedure that the ESQ I
also provides, but a bigger advantage with
Mirage saving is that you can keep all your
ESQ I programs, sequences and MIDI

controller information on one disk.

AII in all, it's difficult for me to fault
the ESQ I . Yes, I wish they'd put either a
MIDI Thru socket on the back, or at least the

switch between Out and Thru that the
Mirage has, just in case you don't want to use
the ESQ I as your main instrument. And yes,
an entirely separate envelope for the filter
would have been nice.

But these criticisms seem trivial stacked
alongside the ESQ I's good points.

As a synthesiser, it's able to recreate a
wide range of 'standard' synth sounds, and
create new ones by the innovative way it
combines analogue, digital and sampled
waveforms. Its voice processing is nothing if
not comprehensive, and its programming
system is one of the modern synth industry's
most friendly.

As a sequencer, it's encouragingly quick
and easy to use, and most important, it
doesn't do anything which could destroy
unrepeatable sequences.

And as the centre of a modern electronic
music system - live or in the studio- it has a
MIDI implementation so flexible that,
whether you're playing your other MIDI
instruments directly or sequencing them, it's
difficult to imagine a setup that the ESQ I
couldn't cope with.

If this was the latest instrument from an
established synthesiser company, it would be
worthy of high praise. But as the first synth
from a company that hasn't been in
existence for more than a couple of years,
the ESQ I is a revelation, and a hugely
heartening one at that. Really, an
outstanding bargain.

DATAFILE
Ensoniq ESQ1 Digital
Synthesiser/Sequencer

Keyboard 61 note C -to -C, velocity -
sensitive
Sound Source 3 oscillators per voice
using analogue, digital and sampled
waveforms
Voicing 8 -voice polyphonic, Single or
Split/Layer modes; monophonic option
Memory 40 RAM memories for user -
programmed sounds, shipped containing
factory presets. 2400 notes (8K) of sequen-
cer storage
External Storage E2PROM Cartridge
holds 80 programs in two master banks,
VCP Voice Cartridge holds 80 factory -
programmed sounds, SQX10 Sequencer
Expander cartridge expands memory to
over 10,000 notes (32K)
Display 80 -character fluorescent with 10
'zones'
Interfacing Left (Mono) and Right stereo
Audio Outs, CV1Pedal In for SW 1 optional
footswitch, Tape Storage In and Out,
MIDI In and Out

Price £1,080 including VAT
More from Ensoniq UK, 35 Piccadilly,
London, W1V OPB. 'a' 01-435 2434
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ACES MT24HS
24 track recorder
£1 0,078 inc VAT

THE NEW FULLY TUNEABLE

SCINTILLATOR
Once experienced this superb sound enhancement system is impossible to
live without. In fact we are so confident that you will agree, we're offering a

money back guarantee. What have you got to lose?

ONLY £199 PLUS VAT
A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR CURRENT STOCKS:
Alesis Midifex £343
Aces 1/2" 16 track. Amazing £2800
RSD Series 2 MIDI Desks, Pre increase price 23
Casio SK1 sampler £85
New Akai 5900 sampler £1477
Allen & Heath Keymix (on demo) £fr
RAM RM18, 18/8/2 desk £1710
RAM RM20, 20/8/2 desk £2552
Casio RZ1 sampling drum machine £299
Yamaha SPX90 - digital multi effects processor £519
Yamaha MT1X -4 track recorder/mixer £390
Cutec 210 graphic EQ £75
MTR Frequency Conscious noise gate £234
Alesis Midiverb £343
Boom Stands £15
Sennheiser Headphones £15
Alesis XTC stereo digital reverb. Amazing 16K bandwidth £590
32 way patchbays only £35
Deltalab Effectron 1050 Digital delay units £140
Deltalab Effectron 1024 Digital delay units (17k bandwidth) £175
Tascam 44 professional 4 track with dbx £900

PLUS
ACCESSIT, APHEX, ART, BEYER, CASIO, CUTEC, DIGITECH, DYNAMIX, FOSTEX, MTR,

REVOX, ROLAND, RSD, SEQUENTIAL, SYMETRIX, TANNOY, TASCAM, VESTAFIRE,
YAMAHA .. . AND MUCH, MUCH MORE

RING NOW FOR DETAILS
('All prices exclude VAT)

SECONDHAND & EX -DEMO BARGAINS
RECORDING EQUIPMENT

Ex -demo Yamaha MT1X £375
Yamaha R1000 digital reverb £225
Casio RZ1 sampling drum machine £285
Yamaha TX7 £325
Casio CZ5000 £550
Ursa Major Stargate reverb. Crasy price £800
Alesis XTC Digital Reverb £499
Rev 7 (Racking scratches only.) £799
Amazing Symetrix 511 single ended noise reduction £399
Fostex A80 8 track - (only 6 weeks old) £1250
Yamaha Compressor/Limiter £165
Loads of S/H mics & stands 'IT

Slapback Scintillator £175
Tannoy DTM8 monitor speakers £275
Sennheiser 421 mics £99
Aces 18:16 desk - slightly scratched £999
Seck 18:8:2 £825
Aces Hi -Spec 24 track 250 hrs use £8900
Eventide Harmoniser £285
Yamaha RX21 digital drums £175
MXR pitch transposer . .

£650
Various accessit effects units .a
Tannoy Little Red Monitors £599

PLUS MUCH MORE

DO-IT-YOURSELF WIRING LOOM KITS- all plugs & cables:
16 way 30 + VAT. 8 way £20 + VAT
Do you find that your recordings sound great on site but lousy when played on another
system? I will spectrum anzlyse the control room (or bedroom!) and insert a graphic
equaliser in the monitor system. The difference will astound you. Your tapes can sound
great anywhere- not just in the control room!

Prices from £99 + VAT (inc stereo 10 band graphic)

If you're thinking of starting a commercial 8 or 16 track studio
give me a ring - At Thatched Cottage I proved it could be done.
In the last 3 months I have helped 10 new studios open and start
making money - my experience could help you. - Give me a ring
and have a chat - What have you got to lose.
New 24 track studio now fully operational - only £13 per hour * Why not bring along your
multitrack and use the studio as a mixdown suite? (We offer more outboard gear than any
other UK studio).

 FULL CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE 

Thatched
Cottage

Audio
Telephone Dave on

Bedford (0234) 771259/771166
Thatched Cottage Audio,

Cross End, Thurleigh, Beds.

v
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AT LAST...
A MIDI INTERFACE FOR

THE AMSTRAD CPC
RANGE OF COMPUTERS

The DHCP Electronics MIDI Interface offers an inexpensive way of
controlling MIDI instruments from the Amstrad CPC range of
computers.
The interface is contained in a black -finished metal case which
plugs into the Amstrad user -port, and has a through connector for
other peripherals. MIDI connections for IN, OUT, and THROUGH are
by standard Din sockets. Connection and implementation
instructions are supplied with each unit.

Cost of MIDI interface £50.00 inc P&P
Software Packages are now available for the following synths:
CASIO CZ101
CASIO CZ1000 DISK VERSION £25.00
KORG DW6000 CASS VERSION £15.00
KORG DW8000
* Menu -driven Software * Comprehensive Voice Editor
* Voice Library Editor (32 voice) * Single -key Entry * Graphic
Waveforms * Store Voices to Disc/Tape.

Available this month Real Time Universal MIDI
Sequencer package. Phone for further details

ALL PACKAGES ARE MUSICIAN FRIENDLY!!
Leads can be supplied to order - prices on request

AVAILABLE FROM DHCP ELECTRONICS SEND CHEQUE OR PO TO:

DHCP ELECTRONICS
32 Boyton Close, Haverhill, Suffolk CB9 ODZ

Tel: 0440 61207
DEALERS ENQUIRIES WELCOME

n

E
n

J

CASIO
CZ1000

OTHER BARGAINS
IN STOCK NOW

(z) ei% Jen Synth (Mono) - excellent for
,- & di basic synth understanding

...-\1 x Eko 10 -4 octave keyboard with
(if' -) 7.) chord memory

-0 '' ii KorgKorg SAS20 -5 octave keyboard,i) Al
'CZ (Z) _ ,`rhythm, elaborate accomp sectionr tw c .), Casio CK500 - Stereo keyboard

,,,C2 Nial il

-r
plus double cassette + radio

oc'' e% ....c Roland Piano - 61/2 octave, touch
-0 C.) sensitive, s/hand

°I4isfcjf ger

Casio 610 -5 octave keyboard,
20 voices, 12 rhythms, no memory

IT. <0. '03' capacity

0 c'(/ 'Z?Cv 0.)
Jen 10.5 -5 octave keyboard, 8
voices, 10 rhythms

. (b e Casio MT800 - Mini keys, 4

Q ,) .k- octaves, ROM/RAM pack plus
C.) .)

,c-. (t7 learning facilities using light
., -...:: Q

,.gr
L)

system.

COURTNEY & WALKER LTD
Suppliers of: 0 YAMAHA
SIGMA

CASIO JVC

PREMIER LANEY
82-86 Elm Grove, Southsea, Hants.

Tel: 0705 822036
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Patchwork returns after one month's sabbatical to face a whole host of new patches, and to welcome a couple of newcomers in
the Korg DW8000 and Oberheim Matrix 6. For those of you who've wondered if we 'test drive' the patches selected for
publication, let's just say that we test sounds wherever possible. However, for obvious reasons, we don't have access to every
make and model of synth ever produced, and this is where a short demo cassette of your submitted patches can be a deciding
factor in whether we get around to hearing your creations for ourselves. And let's face it: programming a DX7 with 20 sounds is
practically a day's work. Don't worry about your playing or recording technique - just concentrate on getting your sounds on
tape, and whet our appetite...

Don't forget that if your patch gets published, a free year's subscription will wing its way to your front door with our
compliments. Send us your favourite sounds on a photocopy of an owner's manual chart (coupled with a blank one for artwork
purposes), including a good description of your sound and its musical purpose in life - and don't forget to include your full name
and address on each chart. Remember, edited presets are all very well, but an original masterpiece is ten times more preferable.
OK?

The address to send sounds to: Patchwork, E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge, C84 1 UY. 

Number
16

Name
Time

Value
3

Number
53

Name
Break P

Value
0Korg DW8000

Moments in Love 17
21

Intensity
DCO2 Oct

4
4

54
55

Slope
Sustain

31

0

Simon Lowther, Axford, Hants 22
23

Wave
Level

2

31

56
57

Release
Vel Sens

4
2

No, 'Moments in Love' is not a new Mills
& Boons title, but an atmospheric flute -

24
25
26

Interval
Detune
Noise

1

0
23

61
62
63

MG Wave
Freq
Delay

0
17

3
cum -vocal sound for Korg's DW8000. 31 VCF Cutoff 26 64 Osc 0
Simon says it's 'great for those Art of 32 Resonance 0 65 VCF 0

Noise impressions' (hence the title), and 33 Kbd Track 2 66 Osc Bend 0

it makes good use of Korg's ingenious
built-in digital delay. 

34
35
41

Polarity
EG Int
VCF EG Attack

1

7

7

67
71
72

VCF Bend
DDL Time
Factor

1

7

15
42 Decay 7 73 Feedback 6

DW8000 Parameters 43 Break P 17 74 Mod Freq 0
Number Name Value 44 Slope 23 75 Mod Int 0
11 DCO1 Oct 16 45 Sustain 26 76 Fx Amount 8
12 Wave 2 46 Release 12 77 Portamento 0
13 Level 31 47 Vel Sens 3 81 Aftertouch Osc MG 0
14 Autobend 3 51 VCA EG Attack 9 82 VCF 0
15 Mode 1 52 Decay 11 83 VCA 0

Oberheim Matrix 6
Phaedra

Gianni Godino, Italy

3 4 5 6

Nice to see the excellent Matrix range getting a look in. 'Phaedra' is 'dedicated to all
Tangerine Dream fans everywhere, according to its creator, but before the rest of
you reach for the hair gel, it's not so cosmic as to be confined entirely to that genre.
The patch is well suited to atmospheric chordal work, and a little subtle variation can
be introduced by reducing the amount of frequency modulation slightly (parameters
22 and 23). A good playing technique will make the most of the velocity sensitivity
that's programmed. 

00
DC01

Freg Fr/LI1 Sync Pw PW/L12 Wave Wsel Levers Keybd Click

12 0 0 31 +63 63 PULS BOTH KEYB OFF

10
DCO2

Freq Fr/Lit Detune Pw PW/L12 Wave Wsel Levers Keybd Click

12 0 +10 31 +63 31 PULS BOTH KEYB OFF

20
VCFNCA

Mix Freq Fr/EnI Fr/P rs* Res Levers Keybd E-VCA VCANel VCA/En2

31 40 +50 +50 0 OFF KEYB 44 +15 +63

30
FWTRCK

FLY FM/En3 FM/Prs Trackln Trackl Track2 Track3 Track4 TrackS

0 0 0 ENV3 0 15 31 47 63

40
RMP/PRT

RI Spd Trigger R2 Spd Trigger Port SpdNel Mode Legato Keymode

0 STRIG 0 STRIG 0 0 LIN OFF REASON

Matrix Modulation
Source Amount Destination

0 KEYB -9 VCA 1

1 ENV2 +22 VCA 2

2 VEL -51 E2ATK

3 VEL -20 E2REL

4 PED2 +33 E1REL

5 PED2 +35 E2REL

6

7

8

9

50_

ENV'

Delay Attack Decay Sustain Release i Arne AmpNel Trigger Mode LlItrig

10 30 5 63 44 63 +63 STRIG NORM NORMAL

60
ENV2

Delay Attack Decay Sustain Release Amp AmpNel Trigger Mode LI1trig

0 38 26 44 27 40 +63 STRIG NORM NORMAL

70
ENV3

Delay Attack Decay Sustain Release Arne AmpNel Trigger Mode Wing

0 0 20 0 20 40 +63 STRIG NORM NORMAL

80
i.F0 1

Speed Sp/Prs Wave Rabic! Amp Amp/Rp2 Trigger Lag Sample

63 0 RAND 0 0 +63 OFF ON KEYB

90
LFO 2

Speed Sp/Prs Wave Retrig Amp Amp/Rp2 Trigger Lag Sample

30 0 TR I 0 55 0 OFF OFF KEYS

ZIZaj
ANAIN

4m191. 014,011
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CasioCZ101/1000
Module Two
R Davies, Notts

IPARAMETER1

UNE SELECT

1+2'
32.1.3.1.1)

Christened 'the perfect CZ sound' by its creator (the things people will do for a free
sub), 'Module Two' is the result of manipulating two 1+1 synth string sounds,
merging them together into one patch, and fiddling with the Detune and Vibrato
parameters until a strong Carillon -type of sound emerges. As usual, the patch lends
itself to experimentation, and the programmer suggests you 'detune by two octaves
fora powerful synth strings effect'. All in all, a distinctive, versatile sound. 

TONE NAME CARTRIDGE NO. TONE NO.

MODULE TWO

MOOLKATION
RING NOISE

OFF OFF

IONON)

DETURE
- OCTAVE NOTE FINE

2 00 09l 14-6 N-461

VIBRATO OCTAVE
WAVE DELAY RATE DEPTH  I - RANGE

1 20 51 18 0

07-441 N -W6 14-641

Dco 1 I

WAVE FORM
FIRST SECOND

5 2

- N-41

E N V (PITCH)
STEP I 2 S 4 5 6 7 II

RATE 00

LEVEL 00
SUS/END END

DCW 1 j

KEY FOLLOW

2

MIMIMMIX311=1111111
IMIUMMEMMENMEMM:MERMIM

RATE 99 40

LEVEL gg 00

MEEIZERIMIWEIMENIMMMM

DCA 1 j

KEY FOLLOW

2

E N V CAMP)
STEP I 2 3 4 6 6 7 6

RATE 72 38

LEVEL 92 00
SUS/END SUS END

(0 -WI

-66

ro-FR

I0 -IN

DCO 2

WAVE FORM
FIRST SECOND

2 1

-

E N V (PITCH)
STEP I 2 3 4 5 I 7 0

RATE 99 99

LEVEL 66 00
SUS/END END

DCW 2 1

KEY FOLLOW

0 -

E N V (WAVE)
STEP I 2 3 4 6 4 7 I

RATE 99 00

LEVEL 99 00
SUSEEND SUS END

DCA 2 1

KEY FOLLOW

0

E N V LAMP)
STEP I 2 3 4 5 I T a

RATE 92 95 92 99 32

LEVEL 99 87 99 88 00
SUS/END SUS END

ro-FR

14- IR

Yamaha DX7
Slaps

Andrew Purdy, Moargreen, Notts

*woo *atom

menimosome klUERM

The ubiquitous DX7 comes up with
another goodie, this time 'a mixture of
deep rich and a light harpsichord,

11 111 11 111 11 111 11 111

' i -

11 111
OP

grand
though it could be mistaken for a
distorted electric piano on a good day.
'Slaps' works well over the full length of
the keyboard, but as it's quite an 2 1 r-... 99 0 0 0

1

OFF 7

_ 0
0

0

6-

5

4

3_

2

attention -grabber, you may need to 0 I

use it in moderation. 
ALGO- FEED- WAVE SPEED DELAY PMO AMD SYNC PITCH AMPLI-

TUDE
RITHM BACK LFO MOD. SENSITIVITY

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111 112 113 1 14 15 16

POLY/
PITCH BEND PORTAMENTO

MONO RANGE STEP MODE GLISS-
ANDO TIME

OP

6 R b 00 0 75415645999791% c4.5 -L -L 0 55 I 78 I

s R 4 00 -1 75 18 la 469990 0 0 A443 -L -L 0 - 0 3 S4 3
4 R

ON 3 00 0 754-231 689991 098 c445 -L -:L 0 46 1 81 0 0 0 0 050505050 C 2 SLAPS
3 R 1 00 -1 75 18 17 92A9 92 0 0 A4t3 -L -L 0 0 0 99 2
2 R 0 50 7562419999909198 A413 -L -L 0 0 I 14- 0
1 R 4 00 -7 7518 17479982 0 o Am3 -L -L 0 0 3 86 2

MODE/ FRED. FRED. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 BREAK L R L R K BOARD OUTPUT VELOC- 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 KEY
SYNC COARSE I FINE DETUNE

RATE LEVEL POINT CURVE DEPTH RATE LEVEL ITY SENS. RATE LEVEL TRANS-
VOICE
NAME

OSCILLATOR EG
.

KEYBOARD LEVEL SCALING SCALING OPERATOR PITCH EG POSE

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
-

26 27 28 29 30

.

31 32

MODULATION WHEEL FOOT CONTROL BREATH CONTROL AFTER TOUCH

PITCH AMPLI-
TUDE EG BIAS RANGE PITCH

AMPLI
TUDE

EG BIAS RANGE PITCH AMPLI-
TUDE EG BIAS RANGE PITCH AMPLI

TUDE EGEG BIAS

_._
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They stood the world of digital reverb on its head with the M IDIverb, and now Alesis
hope to do the same with the MIDIfex, a new budget -price generator of

reverb-based special effects. Despite being a preset machine, it sounds more
individual than most. Paul White

of long ago, in a review of the
Yamaha SPX90 multi -effects processor, I
commented on the ease with which
equipment designers can now use one set of
electronic hardware to perform a variety of
different tasks, simply by writing new
software.

The Alesis MID1fex, shown for the first
time at June's NAMM show in Chicago, is a
prime example of established hardware
being put to a different job with the help of
new, specially written software. As I
understand it, the hardware in the MIDIfex is
very similar to that in the same company's
MIDIverb, the device that stood the digital
reverb market on its head only a matter of
months ago.

Certainly, the two machines look very
similar, as the MIDIfex is packaged in the
same way as its stablemate and features a
similar list of available preset patches on its
top panel - though the preset names don't
always tell the whole story. What's more,
Alesis will soon be marketing (at very low
cost) a rack adaptor that will allow you to
mount two of these units side by side in 1U of
standard 19" rack space.

Like the MIDIverb, the MIDIfex offers 63
preset delay and reverb effects which may be
selected from the front panel or via MIDI on
any one of 16 MIDI channels. No user -
programmability is available, so you're stuck
with the patches programmed by Alesis-
though as this is a major factor behind the
unit's low purchase price, there shouldn't be
too many complaints.

The front -panel display normally reads the
number of the preset selected, but when the
MIDI Channel button is depressed, it shows
the MIDI channel number that the MIDIfex is
currently set to receive. In this mode, the
MIDI channel may be changed using the
Up/Down keys normally used for selecting
presets.

In specification terms, twelve -bit
quantisation is used (as on the MIDIverb) and
the background noise is low enough not to
have to worry about, provided you drive the
input hard enough. Similarly, the bandwidth
is limited to I OkHz (again the same as the
MIDIverb), but this doesn't seem to cause
66

too many problems with the type of effects
being generated.

Both inputs and outputs are stereo and on
phono connectors. There is no input level
control, but there is a two -LED level meter,
and the mix of direct and processed sound
can be set using a Balance pot on the rear
panel. A single Defeat button mutes the

Effects "Having several taps
spread across the stereo field
with reverse reverb is a great
aid to making a simple sound
appear more complex than it

really is."

processed sound, and the same may be done
by selecting a patch number above 63.

Where the MIDIfex differs from its
forebear is in the nature of the treatments it
offers, which, although being reverb-based,
are quite a bit less conventional - and more

complex-than those on the MIDIverb. In
fact, quite a number of the new machine's
effects couldn't otherwise be created
without two outboard effects units. There
are no chorus, flanging or vibrato effects,
though, as it appears the hardware is unable
to support them.

Presets Ito 21 are called Echo, and have
varying degrees of three parameters:
Length, Filtering and Ambience. The presets
are all delay effects that have no feedback,
but some of them are more complex than
they first appear.

The filtering is easy to understand: you get
high-pass, low-pass, band-pass or no filtering
at all. In other words, you get a sound with
reduced bass, reduced treble, a middly sound
or a natural sound. Delay too is fairly self-
explanatory, maximum delay being about
half a second.

It's in the Ambience column that the fun
starts, because it's here that a simple delay
can become anything but. There are three
different Ambience settings, the first being
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SOUND EFFECTS
Ambi, in which extra processing gives the
delayed sound a sense of depth rather than
just making it a blind copy of the input. On
vocals this sounds warmer than a simple
delay, and it also forms a useful treatment
for instruments.

The second setting is described as Thick,
which turns out to be particularly
interesting. Again, the repeat is not a single
straight copy of the input, but appears to be a
burst of closely spaced reflections, rather like
a gated reverb-this lends a 'bowing' effect
to the echo. An obvious application of this is
the treatment of synthesised strings, but it
also sounds good on voice, electric guitar,
and other synth settings, where the tightly -
spaced reflections tend to disturb the rigidly
coherent phase relationships that
predominate simple synthesised sounds,
giving a more natural character to the sound.

The third and final Ambience variation is
Wide, which appears to be a double delay
which has its two delays very closely spaced,
one on each side of the stereo field. As its
name implies, this gives the effect of a single
delay or echo that has an enhanced sense of
width. If a sound requires an echo treatment
coupled with a stereo identity, it'll benefit
from this setting.

he second row of treatments kicks
off with 15 multi -tapped delays- nine two -
tap and six three -tap. What this means is that
each sound you input is repeated twice or
three times. Again though, all is not as
straightforward as it seems, as there are
various panning tricks thrown in and the
enhancements and filter settings used in the
first row of treatments make another
appearance.

What this adds up to is a variety of textural
effects with a dramatic sense of stereo
spread. Suitable candidates for treatment
are electric guitar, piano, synth and possibly
vocals, on which Short and Extra Short
presets are useful in creating an ADT effect.
Drums, though, tend to sound too messy
when processed this way, unless you're after
a specific messy treatment.

The rest of this section is taken up with
regenerative delay effects, ie. treatments
that have some feedback to give a repeating
series of echoes. Again, filtering is employed
and three of the presets use the above -

mentioned ambience treatments to create
the illusion of depth and width. These
settings can usefully be employed in any
situation where you might want a
E&MM AUGUST 1986

conventional repeat echo, and you do at least
have the freedom to select the one that has
the best filtering and ambience for your
application. For example, a vocal track
might benefit from the low-pass filtered
version with ambience to give a warmer
sound than you could obtain using a
straightforward DDL.

The third section of effects starts out with
a refreshingly uncomplicated set of four slap -
back effects, which on the face of it appear to
be single, full -bandwidth delays with varying
spacings. These are all short -delay
treatments handy for beefing up handclaps
or snare drums, and maybe for giving vocals
a hard ADT sound.

Following on from here is a series of reverb
and spatial enhancement programs. Gated
reverb puts in an appearance, as does reverse
reverb, and these are in addition to a

Background "Like the
MIDIverb, MIDIfex has a list of

patches on its top panel-
though the names don't tell the

whole story."

medium warm reverb and a long reverb with
high-pass filtering. These are all
fine -sounding reverb treatments of the same
calibre as their MIDIverb counterparts, ie.
the sort of high -quality effects which, up until
six months ago, you couldn't obtain unless
you had over E1000 to spend.

More unusual is a preset called Medium
Bloom, which has a long build-up to the
reverb, rather like the reverse setting, and
then a gentle decay like a conventional
reverb. Sounds great on vocals and wind
instrument sounds.

There's also a reverb program with built-
in panning, which is handy for adding
movement and life to a static sound, and a
setting called Reverse Regen, which is just
like a conventional reverse reverb setting
except that it repeats until it gradually dies
away. Previously, the latter treatment was
only possible with a reverse reverb patch
plugged through a separate digital delay. It's
an ethereal treatment, and it's sure to find a
lot of different uses.

Following the reverb programs are three
special multi -tap patches which combine
elements from the multi -tap presets with
reverb. The most involved is Multi -tapped
Reverse Pan which, as its name implies,
comprises several taps spread across the
stereo field, accompanied by that
characteristic reverse reverb effect. This

gives a wonderful (and slightly unusual)
moving texture, and is a great aid to making
a simple sound source appear far more
complex than it really is.

To finish, there are half -a -dozen spacial
enhancement processes, two called
Thickener and four called Stereogen. These
all add ambience and colouration, and
generate an impression of stereo spread
without adding any perceptible delay-
particularly effective on electric guitar and
'plucked' synth sounds. Because they add
colouration, these effects can be used to
disguise well -used preset synth or drum
machine sounds, as well as to widen less
common sounds from acoustic or electronic
instruments. They could even form the basis
of some interesting treatments for backing
vocals.

II in all, the MIDIfex is a difficult
machine to evaluate. No other single device
currently on offer represents competition
for it, and there are treatments available
within it that no other signal processor-
regardless of cost - can achieve.

That said, a first encounter with the
MIDIfex isn't necessarily as impressive as the
equivalent meeting with a MI Dlverb. Skim
briefly through its presets with a drum
machine or an electric guitar, and you could
easily dismiss many of them as unsuitable.
Check out all the treatments with an electric
piano, and you could come to the opposite
conclusion. That's how distinctive the new
Alesis' treatments sound.

The bottom line, though, is that the
MIDIfex gives inexperienced (and relatively
penniless) musicians and engineers access to
complex production effects that might
otherwise need a lot of expensive outboard
gear and expertise to emulate. And the fact
that these effects sound completely different
depending on what you feed through them
means there's less chance of them becoming
cliched.

At a time when so many musicians and
producers are using the same effects, the
same samples, and the same preset synth
voices, it's nice to be confronted with a
machine that gives you the chance to be
individual. How ironic, then, that it should
also be a machine that offers no
programmability at all. 

Price £395 including VAT
More from Sound Technology, 6 Letchworth
Business Centre, Avenue One, Letchworth,
Hertfordshire
SG6 2 HR. 2IT (0462) 675675
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° Sting
Bring On The Night

A&M LP/CD
Following a lengthy tour and a recent Artists
Against Apartheid appearance, Sting has
chosen to document his live antics - along
with those of his distinguished band - to
vinyl/disc.

The album is a double, so it's no surprise to
find much of the material is taken from the
Police back catalogue. But regardless of
whether the material is vintage Police or
recent solo Sting, much of it has been
reworked for the stage. As the man himself
says, 'if I can borrow from T S Eliot, I can
certainly borrow from myself', which is fair
enough, even if the new arrangements aren't
uniformly successful.

Side one opens with a segue of 'Bring on
the Night' and 'When the World is Running
Down', with the former providing a spring-

* board for a furious piano solo in best jazz
style from Kenny Kirkland. This sets the tone
for the remainder of the LP, with a tight 'n'
talented band running through the likes of
'Consider Me Gone' and 'Driven to Tears'
with breathtaking ease.

Highlights include the piano intro and
synth (Synclavier?) solo on 'Demolition Man',
amply demonstrating Kirkland's dexterity
and versatility. 'Children's Crusade' sees
Branford Marsalis' stunning sax solo reinter-
preted at the cost of its original ominous
beauty, but proving Marsalis' mastery of his
instrument. Meanwhile, Kirkland's solo on
'Down So Long' has you listening through
twice, just to make sure that half of it isn't a
blues guitar.  Tg

Philip Glass
Songs From Liquid Days

CBS LP
After what seems a huge delay, the grandaddy
of serial music has finally unleashed his first
cycle of songs on the world. Glass isn't a
lyricist, so fellow New York literati Laurie
Anderson, David Byrne, Paul Simon and
Suzanne Vega have put pen to paper for him.

And a pretty good job they've done, too -
especially Anderson, whose 'Forgetting' is a
fine cameo of modern male emotions. Sadly,
Glass' music sounds for the most part unco-
ordinated and, more crucially, unsympathetic.

It's the usual spiralling, stop -start arpeg-
giation, conventionally (by Glass' standards)
arranged, and played with more precision
than emotion by an assortment of musicians.
Against this backdrop, Glass' wavering vocal
melodies seem incongruous and even el-
ephantine, the guest singers (Janice Pendarvis
and Linda Ronstadt among them) struggling
to instil life into them. Ronstadt succeeds the
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most on 'Forgetting', but there's no forgetting
the clumsiness with which those concise
lyrics have been set to music, or the
discomfort which that music induces when
combined with its instrumental backing.

Maybe Glass should cock an ear towards
Depeche Mode's 'It Doesn't Matter Two' for
an idea of how well systems music can be
integrated into the format of the popular
song. Either that, or go back to composing
chamber music and soundtracks.  Dg

Chakk
Ten Days In An Elevator

MCA LP
It's been a long time coming and it's cost
their record company a lot of money, but
Chakk's debut long -player has been worth
the wait.

The solid drumming and intimidating bass
that give the Sheffield band their hard,
industrial funk grounding have been nurtured
- by such big name producers as Richard
Burgess and Sly 'n' Robbie, as well as by the
band themselves - into a frighteningly
powerful rhythm section.

Over this, Sim Lister's emotional sax work
plays counterpoint to the unorthodox synth
meandering of Alan Cross. The keyboard
sounds are never run-of-the-mill, but the
playing is at its least predictable on 'Over the
Edge', where the synth meshes with scratch
effects to devastating result, only to be
contradicted by a disarming funk guitar and
TR808 rhythm.

'Lovetrip' is the strongest track, a sharp

trading of blows between unstoppable rhythm
and infectious bass riff. As on the rest of the
album, the lead vocal is a little doom -laden
and monotonous, but its originality steers it
(just) out of the 'unremarkable' category.

If all this isn't enough, for the price of the
LP you also get a free I2" EP lurking in the
same sleeve.

Chakk are an original outfit playing
emotional, synth -based music. They oc-
casionally experiment too much for their
own good, but in today's muggy musical
climate, they remain a welcome breath of
fresh air.  Tg

Ti Na Na
Kissing For Fun

Genie 45
'Kissing For Fun' is a pop song possessed of all

the textbook pop song ingredients: major
chords, catchy chorus, sweet female vocal
and so on. It's also as fine an example of
intricately interwoven synth sequences as
you'll find coming out of a QX I this side of a
Dave Bristow demonstration.

Between the sequencing and a gutsy
Simmons SDSS 'Kissing For Fun' canters
along, playing host to Shirley Gray's breathy
vocal and John Harris' slick guitar work.

The problem is that the whole package is
really too poppy for its own good - the
dreaded word 'Eurovision' comes dangerously
close to mind. It's a shame too, because Ti Na
Na have plenty of better material just
begging to be turned into hit singles. How
about it?  Tg
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COLDHAWK STANDS
FROM ELECTRO PHORUS
A range of British designed and manufactured

Stands, Racks and Accessories now available to
the music industry. Please contact us for your

requirements including specials and prototypes

Trade enquiries welcome
ELECTRO PHORUS LTD

The Lodge, Main Road,
Drayton Parslow, Bucks. MK17 OJT

Tel: 029 672 235

SPECTRUM
MIDI INTERFACE

£49.95
With tape/MIDI and

pulse sync. STEP

MULTITRACKER £38.95
real time, 8 poly tracks, bar chaining,
looping, overdub with real time/step

time input
STEPP SEQUENCER £38.95

Music score + 24,000 events, full edit, chords easily entered.

DATA BASE SYSTEMS £22.95
MIDI data base system displays save reload patch info songs etc.

Works with most synths

CASIO CZ EDITOR + SOUNDS £22.95
wave forms graphics, dump to tape library of 96 new voices to

load into the editor

TX7/DX7 EDITOR £24.95
Graphics, wave forms dump to tape. LIBRARY £24.95 new sounds

save to tape.

CUSTOMISED SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
CAN BE PRODUCED FOR ALL MIDI

APPLICATIONS
For further details please write (SAE) or phone

X1311 5Y5TEI115
10 Sunnybank Road, Wylde Green, Sutton Coldfield,

West Midlands B73 5RE. Tel: 021-382 6048 (Closed Wednesdays)

illionLey Business
N 'lit" MUSICAL EQUIPMENT

ROLAND KORG KEY CENTRE
Axis Remote Keyboard £399 Poly 800 Mkt synth £349

£549 DW80IX polYsynth f995EPSO MIDI piano
luno 1 synth £499 EX8000 expander module E849

Juno 2 synth 1799 EXPOO expander module £199

1X8P s nth ESpecial offer! New DVP-1 voice processor 1799

New I 10 synth £1899 RK100 remote keyboard £399

New MC -500 Micro composer £799 5QD-1 MIDI recorder £599
New MKB-200 Mother keyboard £625 pss 50 super section £375

MKS -7 Super quartet module £950 DOM110 digital drums £175

New MKS -20 Digital piano module £1299 DDM220 digital percussion E145

MKS -80 Super Jupiter module £1549 MR16 digital rhythm source E299

MPG -80 Programmer for MKS -80 1349 KMX rack mount mixer £199

PG300 Programmer for luno's E199 SDD1000 digital delay £335

New RD1ODO Digital piano 12499 SDD2000 digital delay E499

Roland 5-10 Sampler £1099 GT60X guitar tuner £29
El 1075 RolandS.505ampler £45

SH101 Mono synth
£2£117959 ,1?.4TE1 chromatic tunerxpand e r

£199

KMS MIDI synchroniser E175

PSI Foot switcb_es £15BARGAIN
1 ONLY GR700 GUITAR SYNTH

SYSTEM (Ex Demo) £1495

PR800 MIDI Sequencer E99

MKS -10 Piano module £599
£599

£399
E449
£749

£1099

£99

LARGE SELECTION OF SECONDHAND
EQUIPMENT ALWAYS IN STOCK

PHONE FOR DETAILS

SVC-350 Vocoder AKAI PRO DEALER
SDE-1000 Digital delay New 5-900 sampler £159
SDE-2500 Digital delay 5612 sampler + disc drive E799
SDE-3000 Digital delay AX80 ppolysynth £67
SRV2000 Digital reverb New AX73 polysynth £69

MC202 Micro Composer slh New MX73 mother keyboard E49

Space Echoes choice, from £225 New VX90 expander E499

GR Bass synth x -demo £1795 New MPX820 prog. mixer £1299

TR505 Digital Drums, MIDI £225 ME255 note separator MIDI £99

TR707 Digital drums, MIDI £499 ME3OP patch bay MIDI E99

TR727 Latin percussion E399 M110D MIDI delay E99

PAD -8 MIDI OcIapad £399 ME15F dynamics controller E99

MF'U 101 MIDI/CV interface £199 ME20A sequencer MIDI E99

Alt PRICES INCLUDE VAT Full ranee of samnle sounds in stock t
4nnnn

°poi -5at 930-6 00
24hr cleliVery

HAI time engineers on the promises
Ensoniq Mirage £1320
Ensoniq Mirage Rack £1080
Ensoniq ESQY Synth E1080

Ensoniq Piano E1080

ME20A sequencer MIDI £99

Full range of sample sounds in stock!

FOSTEX
MOD80 8 track recorder £1699
MOD8OLS 8 track recorder £1575

MOD20 2 track recorder E899

260 New 4 track recorder £699

X154 track recorder 1245

4508/4 mixer £699

MN15 mixer/compressor £49

TS15 sync box £59

6301 powered monitors £129

T20 headphones E45

4030 synchroniser 11495

4035 sync controller E517

4050 auto locator 1199

8700 SMPTE generator £179

MOM remote E59

MOD80 footswitch £14

AJC adaptor for X15 £34

XIS footswitch E9

HOME RECORDING
MACHINES
Akai Super Pro 4 track system £899

Teczon 4 track cassette, VU meters EQ,
Dolby C noise reduction £385
Teczon power supply 125

Vestfi re 4 track cassette, VU meters EQ,
DES with power supply E325

Cutec MR404 high speed mains powered
4 track with EQ and DBX £481

Aria 4 track high speed 19' rack mounted
assette recorder 8495

19" RACK UNITS
Yamaha REV7 reverb £899

Tamec Mad rack D7 delay E299

Dynacord 8 memory delay £399

VestaKazgitala sampler/delay £295

IHS di delay £245

1HS delay/reverb £269

NS spring reverb E79

Yamaha GC2020 comptlimi £229

Ibanez DM509 delay £265

Ibanez DM1100 delay E299

Ibanez HD1500 harmonizer E495

Cutec stereo graphic £98

Cutec delay/reverb E142

Aria stereo reverb £199

Aces E155 stereo graphic £187

ADO patch bay £59

race Elliot GP11 pre -amp E250

Dynacord digital reverb E399

Casio
C21 sequencer
CZ1003 synth
CZSOCO

£199
£325
£675

MICRO RACK UNITS
NEW Boss Delay/Harmonizer £199
Boss BMRS micro system rack E45

Boss RDD10 digital delay £149
Boss RCL10 comp/limiter E115

Boss RGE10 graphic EQ E115

Boss RBF10 Ranger £115
Boss RPH10 phaser £115
Boss RADIO 19 rack adaptor E20

Boss RPQ10 parametric EQ £115
Boss RSD10 sampler/delay £199
Boss RPW7 multi power supply £64
Boss Individual power supplies £18

Instant 00 aeposit HP oVallable (APR 36.4) Part -ex Welcome Visa/Access

GG Victoria Road, Romford,Essex (0 70 8) 7545 4 8 or 2 5 91 9
& 351 Loviclovi Road (A13) Westcliff-on-Sea (0 7 0 2) 33274 3
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THEORY

PRACTICE
Commodore's Amiga is now in the shops after months of speculation,

procrastination, and hype. But what's the software situation like for the musically
inclined Amiga user, and is the long-term future a rosy one? David Ellis

ACOUPLE OF MONTHS AGO, I took the

plunge and purchased a Commodore

Amiga. Well, having eulogised over it in a

Newsdesk report (E&MM October '85) on

last year's PCW computer show, it was the

only decent thing to do. I should also own up to a

rather generous discount from Commodore which

certainly swayed my purchase decision -making. In

fact, just about all the computer journalists in the

UK were offered a similar carrot, which probably

explains why Commodore were able to announce

that all the first 1000 Amigas imported into the UK

went in just two weeks.

As most of the computer world will probably

know by now, the Amiga was originally going to be

known as the Lorraine, and was scheduled for

release early in 1985. After a lot of expensive chip

development work, things went a bit sour

financially, with the result that the Amiga

Corporation ended up in partnership with

Commodore as Commodore -Amiga. Now, if you

look inside the Amiga's lid, you'll find inscribed on

its underside the signatures of all 53 of the Amiga

Corporation's employees - plus the pawprint of

their pet pooch. A sort of Parthian shot aimed at the

fickle computer industry, I guess. Quite touching.

Like the Macintosh and the current Atari ST

range, the Amiga uses a 16/32 -bit 68000 processor.

This is a nice processor, and it's made all the more

nice by the fact that it works in conjunction with a

trio of customised chips designed by Amiga

Corporation's Jay Miner.

One of the most exciting hardware devices in

these chips is the blitter. Standing for 'block image

terrific potential in the area of animated graphics-a

potential that has been recognised by BBC TV, who

are reputed to have acquired a quartet of Amigas

for paintbox -type graphics on the cheap.

A further characteristic that the Amiga shares

with the Macintosh and STs is its adherence to the

WIMPS philosophy. Briefly, this means that every

computing activity takes place inside on -screen

windows. Because the Amiga is multi -tasking

(meaning that several programs can be run

concurrently - unlike the Mac or STs), a number of

programs can be run from their individual windows

"The notational aspect of Musicraft is rather disappointing, and
that's the fault of the Amiga's problematic high -resolution

graphics."
transferrer', this is responsible for shifting blocks of

data in RAM at ultra -fast speeds-up to ten times

faster than the 68000 itself, in fact. That may sound

like the hyperbole from which advertising copy is

grown, but it's the blitter that gives the Amiga its

and displayed at the same time -almost like

watching several TV screens at once. User

interaction with the windows is achieved simply by

moving a mouse -controlled pointer to a relevant

icon, and double-clicking the left-hand mouse
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button to select and run that program. It really

couldn't be easier, and even though I wasn't a mouse

man before, I found myself taking to it like... well, a

mouse to cheese, perhaps.

One criticism that's been levelled at the Amiga is

its limited amount of onboard RAM. After years of

putting up with an Apple II's 48K and a BBC Micro's

32K, I thought at first that the criticism was a mite

unfair. But by the I Mbyte standard of the Atari

1040ST, I have to concede that the basic

complement of 256K does seem pretty mean. It's

one feature of the Amiga that shows how long it's

been in development- no one would have sneered

at 256K a few years back.

Fortunately, the UK Amiga system includes as

standard an extra 256K that plugs into the front of

the Amiga much like a game cartridge (though it's

hidden from view). The resultant 5I2K sounds

much more reasonable, and, indeed, it would be on

any other machine. But because the Amiga can run

several programs at the same time, and because

these programs tend to be written in memory -

greedy, high-level languages, that 512K gets

chewed up like nobody's business. So the first add-

on the average Amiga user is sure to look for is

extra RAM. Trouble is, add-on companies are being

extremely greedy in this respect. I mean, would you

willingly pay £1200 for another 2Mbyte of memory

after spending near 0000 on the machine itself?

BUT BACK, AS THEY SAY, to the music-or

rather the lack of it. Because for all the noise

that's been made about the Amiga's sound

and music capabilities - Rick Wakeman at a

recent computer show, Andy Warhol and his

gang of audiovisual artistes (Debbie Harry included)

at the Amiga's US launch - remarkably little music

software of pro quality has appeared.

Before the carping, though, let me recap what

the Amiga is claimed to do in this department.

Basically, sound production is taken care of by a

custom chip called, in an ingratiatingly friendly and

typically laid-back American way, Paula. This

contains a couple of eight -bit companding DACs,

each of which can be fed two channels of waveform

data from RAM, along with pitch info and precise

(well, 64 levels) specifications for volume. And all

that takes place at a maximum sampling rate of

29kHz. Pretty impressive, you're bound to agree. In

fact, from those specs, you'd expect the Amiga to

sound every bit as good as an Emulator I, Fairlight

Series I, Akai 5612, or Mirage. But it doesn't. Or at

least, that's not the impression given by the
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software I've heard.

One metaphorical fly in the ointment is the pair

of low-pass filters on the outputs of those DACs.

According to the Amiga hardware manual (not the

one that comes with the system, but one costing an

extra $20), these filters start to cut off at 5kHz, and

complete their dirty deed by 7.5kHz. That seems

strange-surely a 29kHz sampling rate should be

given the benefit of the doubt and allowed to

emerge in all its glory up to around 13kHz? While

that's not a question which has found its way onto

the agenda of the PM's question time, it is one that

I've put to Commodore UK. So far, though, no

response.

One reason for those filtering characteristics may

lie with the fact that Paula's DACs are also

synth, even down to allowing phasing and sync

effects to be added to each of its four channels.

Adding extra harmonics to a basic waveform is also

possible, and by moving the mouse over to the 'OK'

box, the new waveform is calculated (very quickly)

and stored in RAM. The VCF responds much faster

to its mouse -operated controls than you'd expect

from a standard software simulation of filtering, so

there must be some rather clever filtering

algorithms at work.

Sound -wise, though, the synth simulation is on

the noisy side, and lacks the sharpness that would be

gained from a better output bandwidth from the

Amiga's DACs. Interestingly, some of the demo

sounds were real samples, but the version of

Musicraft I saw didn't seem to have any provision for

"Mimetics have built a system around the Amiga's strongest point -
the multi -tasking- rather than attempting to emulate the

Macintosh's ultra -crisp display."

responsible for regurgitating synthesised speech.

Because included in the Amiga's ROMs are some

clever routines for translating text into phonetics,

and then phonetics into speech. It sounds good, too.

It'll even say 'E&MM is the greatest' without

mentioning Zlatna Panega or asking for free ad

space.

So, what software is available? Well, I've had a

chance to look at 'pre-release' versions of two

programs called Musicraft and Harmony, both from

Cherry Lane Technologies. Superficially, Musicraft

is much like any Commodore 64 software, with one

display showing a pair of staves and another dealing

with sound synthesis.

The notational aspect is actually rather

disappointing, and certainly way below the quality

of either Mark of the Unicorn's Professional

Composer or Southworth's Total Music for the

Macintosh. That's the fault of the Amiga's

problematic high -resolution graphics - more on

them later. Although entering notes is reasonably

fast, the program is strangely idiosyncratic in some

respects. For example, it refuses to acknowledge

that you might want to use notes of a duration less

than a semiquaver ( I 6th -note). Nor does it allow

triplets or any other sort of n-tuplet. And it doesn't

accept that it's valid to have a B -flat accidental in the

key of C major, either. Perhaps all these curiosities

will be corrected in the final release version.

More interesting is the synthesis side of

Musicraft. This cunningly emulates an analogue

either user sampling or modification of the ones

supplied. Also on the negative side is the complete

absence of facilities for linking up Musicraft with

MIDI equipment or using any sort of keyboard as a

note input device.

In sum, then, a mediocre scoring program with an

imaginative synth section.

HARMONY IS A DIFFERENT BEAST

altogether, and one that's very much

angled at the educational market. It's also

one of the first pieces of music software

I've seen to claim the influence of artificial

intelligence (or Al, for those that prefer their jargon

short and sweet). I suppose Kurzweil ought to get a

mention here, but I've never been that convinced by

their description of musical Al. Harmony stems

from some work at Carnegie-Mellon University in

the US that took a long, hard look at the nature of

musical accompaniment.

Put simply, Harmony displays the lead line of

some ten or so popular classics and gets you to play

it on either a MIDI or passive keyboard. The

software then analyses your 'performance' in real

time and accompanies you in four parts. If you

change dynamics, the accompaniment changes

accordingly; if you speed up or slow down, it does

exactly the same; and if you stop and start

somewhere else in the piece, Harmony works out

exactly where you've got to without swearing at

you or emptying a pint of beer over your head. You
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can also adjust the 'personality' of the

accompaniment by changing the values of such

intriguing parameters as 'patience' and 'anticipation'

from a further pull -down menu.

And if you can't read the dots, there's the option

of following a red key that leaps up and down the

length of the displayed keyboard with something

approaching gay abandon. Another option allows

you to re -orchestrate the accompaniment.

If you've unwisely chosen 'Yankee Doodle

Dandy' to play with, you might feel it essential to re -

orchestrate with anything other than the curiously

named 'goodpipe'. All the instrumental sounds on

offer seem to have a sampled origin, and some - the

violin and trumpet, for instance - actually sound

quite respectable. One (major) problem is that

there doesn't seem to be any provision for putting

in your own tunes and accompaniment, so I guess

Cherry Lane are intending people to buy extra disks

of arrangements.

In sum, then, a fun piece of software that

combines intelligence and good looks, but with a

limited outlook on life.

Cherry Lane's Amiga products don't stop there,

either. Their Pitchrider, for example, is an ingenious

program that turns the Amiga into a monophonic

pitch -tracker for controlling a MIDI synth. The US

launch of the Amiga had a sax player working with a

combination of Pitchrider, Harmony, and an

external synth, to impressive effect.

Finally, there's the more upmarket Texture

program, which is said to be an extensive sequencer

with some form of graphics shorthand for notation.

The one problem facing the release and

distribution of all these,programs is that Cherry

Lane are reputed to have stopped dealing in music

software. Whether that's because they tried to do

too much too fast, or whether it's an indication of

the troubled state of Amiga software development,

is anyone's guess. But it does mean the Amiga user

probably can't count on getting hold of these

products at present.

One further Amiga product that Cherry Lane
were intending to bring out was, not surprisingly, a

MIDI interface. Unlike Atari, who sensibly went

ahead and put a MIDI In and Out as standard on the

ST range, Commodore -Amiga opted for a

programmable RS232 interface. What that means is

that the Amiga can send and receive serial data at

the standard MIDI rate, but to do this properly, you

need a few extra components to turn the RS232

interface into something five -pin DIN leads can be

plugged into.

FOR A COMPUTER SO WELL ENDOWED

with interfaces in one shape or form, it's

curious that a companding ADC wasn't

included in Paula to accompany the two

DACs. Still, there's no shortage of companies

ready to make up for the deficiency, with no less

than four sound digitising packages already available

or imminent. Two of these are slanted particularly

at the Sample And Regurgitate brigade; the other

two are more musically inclined.

The Micro Forge Stereo Sound Digitizer comes

into the first category, but, at a UK price of £345 +

VAT for a stereo ADC card with a handful of chips

on it, which also requires an expansion system (a

minimum investment of £250 for a single slot
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system, or £700 for seven slots) before it'll even

make meaningful noises with the Amiga, it's pretty

detached from any conventional notions of value for

money.

Much better value, at $175, is the FutureSound

resolution (640 x 200 and 640 x 400, both with 16

colours); and a special 'hold -and -modify' mode that

allows all 4096 colours to be displayed on -screen at

the same time in any resolution. On top of that,

there are some sophisticated animation routines

"If the Amiga's sound is good and its graphics are excellent, there's
clearly scope for software that combines both...and that could help

cross any boundary between the musical and visual arts."
digital sound recorder, from Applied Visions. This

comes with a microphone, and simply plugs into the

Amiga's parallel port, enabling high -quality sampling

up to about 28kHz.

Given all this interest on the sampling side, it's

not surprising that Amiga games are appearing

which make good use of samples. Particularly

effective is the game One -on -One, with sampled

crowd noises, ball thunk, hot-dog vendor, et al. The

only drawback is the game itself, which is a dreary

(for me, anyway) basketball simulation. The

excellent Arctic Fox is a further example of

imaginative sampling, and it's a game written

specifically for the Amiga, rather than just another

Commodore 64 conversion.

From my admittedly short-term reading of the

software situation, the brightest hope for Amiga

music would seem to lie with Californian company

Mimetics, and Music Sales' Mixdown system

previewed in last month's E&MM. It's both of these

that provide facilities for musical sound sampling.

Mimetics' SoundScape system comprises three

separate products: SoundScape Pro MIDI Studio

($149), SoundScape Digital Sampler ($99), and an

Amiga MIDI interface ($49). Judging by current

trends in the UK pricing of Amiga software, those

figures will turn directly into pounds sterling.

However, even an end result of E300 should be fair

if SoundScape lives up to its spec sheet.

What Mimetics have done is to build a system

around the Amiga's strongest point - the multi-

tasking. So, rather than attempting vainly to

emulate the Macintosh's ultra -crisp display, they've

given the user the option to mix 'n' match as many

as 32 different modules, using the Amiga's facility of

multiple windows, all routed through a main icon -

driven patch panel. Thus one module provides an

internal MIDI clock with autolocate and function

controls, another allows four -voice, eight -bit

companded sampling at a rate of up to 30kHz, with

definable ADSR, loop points, pitch -bend, and

velocity, and a further module is a tape deck with an

'infinite' (according to Mimetics) number of tracks

and notes, plus full sequence and song editing, and

selectable MIDI filters on In and Out.

To describe this concept as exciting is putting it

mildly, though it'll doubtless take some getting used

to. A full review should follow shortly, so watch this

space.

yET ALTHOUGH THE AMIGA'S SOUND

IS IMPRESSIVE, especially when compared

to previous personal computers, it's in the

area of graphics that the machine has

delivered more than mere promises.

Graphics on the Amiga breaks down to five

different modes: two lots of low resolution

(320x 200 and 320 x 400 pixels, both with 32

colours out of a choice of 4096); two lots of high

built into the Amiga's ROMs that enable it to do

such a convincing job of moving the robots, dog, and

fire hydrant to such convincing effect in the much -

seen 'Robocity' program.

Just how good the Amiga's graphics can be is

demonstrated by the Digi-View video digitising

hardware (around $200) from American company

NewTek. This box of tricks interfaces between any

standard 2:1 interlace monochrome video camera

and the Amiga's parallel port. By scanning an image

using RGB colour filters- a different one on each of

three ten -second passes-you end up with a high

resolution image with up to 4096 colours, which

looks almost as good as television -quality video.

The only problem is that there's no means of

doing anything with the digitised images, other than

a bit of recolouring and assembling into a glorified

slide show. In theory, at least, it should be possible

to use them for painting and animation, but, as is so

often the case with nice ideas, it's all just

vapourware at present.

Other video options on the horizon are the Live!

frame grabber, which is claimed to digitise in real

time at 20 frames per second, and a Genlock

interface that should enable the Amiga to

synchronise to any video source and superimpose

text, graphics, or whatever. The last two add-ons

are both from Commodore -Amiga themselves.

Standard graphics, however, are based on the

low- and high -resolution modes. And it's here that

the flaws in the mould start to appear.

The first unfortunate fact is that 400 lines on the

Amiga's display can only be achieved by using a

special interlaced mode that doubles the vertical

resolution at the expense of halving the screen's

refresh rate. As a result, any mode with 400 lines

flickers terribly, which more or less puts paid to any

ideas of constructing Mac lookalike displays with 16

colours. For me, that's a major disappointment.

The second limitation lies with the blitter's

inability to cope with more than the Amiga's

expanded 5I2K of RAM. Since it's the blitter that

takes the lion's share of the work involved in

animation, and since any really serious animation is

likely to need more than just that 512K, the Amiga

is going to come a little unstuck. It's said that the

forthcoming Amiga 2 (what, a new machine already?

- Ed) will both quadruple the amount of RAM and

extend the blitter to cover it, but that's hardly any

consolation for owners of the current Amiga.

But on to the graphics software that's actually

available. The two main products that have so far

appeared are Deluxe Paint (around $100) from

Electronic Arts, and Aegis Animator ($140) from

Island Graphics and Aegis Development.

Electronic Arts attached themselves to the

Amiga Corporation right from the word go, so it's

to be expected that Deluxe Paint should be one of

the front-runners. Put simply, Deluxe Paint is a No-
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op. painting program. More than that, it's a program

that can turn a non -artist (me, for instance) into a

passable impression of an artist. It's also horribly

addictive. The program allows you to work in any of

the standard graphics modes, though the 640 x 400

mode is inadvisable because of the interlace flicker.

By pulling down a menu to select colour control,

you can make up your own palette of 32 paints by

adjusting the red, green, and blue hues. Available

brushes include a good variety of sizes, but you can

also use a spray nozzle for air -brush effects. Most

wonderful of all is the facility that allows you to

define any part of a picture as a brush and stretch,

colour, and shape it accordingly. So, if you want to

paint with King Tutankhamen's nose, no problem.

And with the development of cheap, ink -jet, full

colour printers, it's even possible to make hard

being an exciting creative tool, and must be a

foretaste of the future.

SUMMING UP IS RARELY EASY, and never

less so than in the case of the Amiga. There

are features that I love about the machine, and

there are others that make me hopping mad.

If the Amiga was priced C475 cheaper, it'd

be in direct competition with the Atari 1040ST, and

there'd be no question about which machine was

the better buy. But at t 1475 plus VAT for the 512K

version with a single disk drive, the Amiga is in an

unfortunate no -man's land between low -price

business machines and high -price home micros.

In the States, at least, much has been made (by

Commodore mainly) of the Amiga's IBM PC

compatibility. And while it's true that $199 or

" Unless someone can reprogram the output filters so that they cut off
at a more reasonable level than 7 .5 kHz, the Amiga is doomed to

emulating lacklustre Spectrum and CBM64 samplers."
copies of your masterpiece to hand out to adoring

techno-art groupies.

Aegis Animator also incorporates a paint system

- Aegis Images-that provides very similar features

to Deluxe Paint. But as its title suggests, Aegis

Animator is designed primarily for the purpose of

putting together animated sequences.

Typically, you might start off by creating a back-

drop with Images (a lunar landscape, for instance) or

by using a low -resolution digitised image. This is

stored on disk, and you can then start building up

the various elements to be animated. These could

be jets of flame, the dust thrown up when the Eagle

has landed, or whatever else your imagination and

artistic flair might conjure up.

Selecting the storyboard from a pull -down menu

allows you to define how the various elements fit

together in sequence, edit the images using cut,

splice, and paste functions, move objects around the

screen, and set the speed of the animation.

If you want to see what Deluxe Paint and Aegis

Animator are really capable of in expert hands, you

could always take a trip to Philadelphia's Veterans

Stadium, where it's reported that baseball fans are

being wowed with Amiga graphics on a 42 -foot -

wide Panavision scoreboard.

So, if the Amiga's sound is good and the graphics

are excellent, then there's clearly scope for

software that combines both. One of the most

eagerly awaited packages is the Deluxe Video

Construction Set from Electronic Arts. Not only

should this provide animation that's up to the pro

speed of 30 frames/sec, but it also claims to allow

the addition of music and sound effects, which can

then be synchronised to the action with a sort of

pseudo-SM PTE time code. The whole lot can then

be recorded onto a VCR for dubbing and playback.

As I see it, the nice thing about this sort of

combination software is that it crosses any

conceptual boundary between the musical and

visual arts. There are a great many musicians who'd

love to integrate graphics with their music, but

hitherto, they've had to find both a computer

expert and a sympathetic artist in order to achieve

any sort of realistic synthesis.

I don't pretend that the Amiga has actually gone

quite that far, but it's certainly well on the way to
74

thereabouts will buy the US Amiga owner a package

consisting of an extra 5.25" disk drive and some IBM

PC emulation software called Transformer, total

compatibility is an illusion. For a start, the only

programs that will run are text -based ones like

Lotus 1-2-3 and Wordstar. And once you've got

them, they run so slowly it makes a mockery of

using a powerful 68000 -based machine for the

purpose.

From the UK point of view, it's all academic

anyway, since Transformer isn't being released

here. Commodore's alternative route to IBM PC

compatibility is a hardware add-on called Sidecar.

Virtually an IBM PC/XT in itself, with an 8088

processor and 256K RAM, this bolts onto the side of

the Amiga and enables any IBM PC software to be

run at the same time as Amiga software. That's a

great idea, but at a price that's quoted as

'substantially under $1000', I wonder whether

Commodore can really count on people buying

Sidecar, given that IBM PC/XT clones have already

broken through the psychological barrier of 600,
and Amstrad are poised to do battle for even less

come the September launch of their IBM PC

compatible.

And then, of course, there are the basic

hardware problems of the Amiga. Commodore UK

have stressed that they see the Amiga selling to the

business and specialised market areas, eg. music and

graphics. But even though the latter are the Amiga's

strength, they're also the areas which,

paradoxically, show up the Amiga's hardware

shortcomings.

Unless someone can find a way of reprogramming

the output filters so that they cut off at a more

reasonable level than 7.5kHz, the basic sound side of

the Amiga is doomed to emulating the lacklustre

samplers that have been doing the rounds of the

Spectrum and Commodore 64 circuits recently.

Depending on what you read, the to -be -released

Amiga 2 may correct that bandwidth deficiency, but

the 50,000 or so current Amiga owners are hardly

going to thank Commodore for correcting a

limitation so late in the day.

If the Amiga is to break into the business market,

then its graphics presentation has got to equal the

competition. Apple Macintosh -quality

monochrome graphics are so standard now that

they're what people are expecting 16 -bit, 68000 -

based micros to look like. Slavish copying is hardly a

good thing, but if the Amiga could produce

monochrome screens that looked like the

Digidesign software for the Macintosh, or the

Steinberg Research Pro -24 MIDI sequencer for the

Atari, I wouldn't be one to complain. But because of

the ridiculous flicker in the Amiga's 640 x 400

interlaced mode, the highest usable resolution is

640 x 200, which means the clarity of the Macintosh

(512 x 342) or ST (640 x 400) monochrome screens

is totally out of the question.
To add insult to injury, Commodore's own future

as a company seems distinctly shaky, a position that's

hardly helped by the prophets of doom and gloom

who continue to take vicarious pleasure in

predicting its imminent collapse. Whatever

happens, though, it seems certain that the widening

Amiga user base in the US will continue to be

supported. Whether or not the Amiga 2 ever

materialises is more open to doubt. My gut feeling is

that the prohibitive cost of updating all the custom

chips in the Amiga will prevent the Amiga 2 from

being an earth -shattering improvement on the

current model, anyway. What I guess will happen is

that third -party companies will work to extend the

Amiga's open architecture with upgrades. But

judging by current prices being charged for

samplers, extra RAM, and hard disks, it's also a fair

bet that enhancements will come at a price.

THE FINAL COMPLICATING FACTOR

comes down to the activities of the

competition. Rumours are circulating on US

bulletin boards of a new Apple Ilx 16 -bit

computer that comes complete with a 32 -

channel sound chip. Interesting, obviously, but I'll

believe it when I see it.

A more immediate contender is Atari. Under the

bullish direction of Jack Tramiel, Atari have been

transformed from a mid -market games computer

company into an aggressive manufacturer of cheap

but powerful 16 -bit personal computers. My

current hostility to the ST series is based on their

appalling record of reliability (as discovered only

too well by E&MM's editorial staff), a ridiculous

design of key -top that turns a competent typist into

a quivering wreck and which gives a new meaning to

the term 'writer's block', and a vintage sound chip

that will probably keep J S Bach turning over in his

grave for the rest of eternity, poor fellow.

However, the next few months may well oblige

me to change my tune. Not only is the new ST

machine reputed to use the very powerful, 32 -bit

68020 processor, with 2M byte of RAM as standard,

but it's also kitted out with an Amiga -type blitter

chip and a rather more classy sound chip. Whether

this turns out to be quite like the Amy sound chip

(64 oscillator channels with 96dB signal-to-noise

resolution) originally intended for the ST series is

anyone's guess, but the few advance speculations

I've gleaned are certainly enough to make me think

seriously about changing my allegiance.

It's certainly an encouraging sign of the times that

computer manufacturers are at long last putting

music on the top of the list of hardware priorities,

but let's hope that they don't forget the owners of

last year's models-the Amiga included. 11
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A RANGE OF PRODUCTS TO
BRING MUSIC TO YOUR EARS
WITHOUT BRINGING TEARS

TO YOUR EYES
COMMODORE
MUSIC MAKER 11 64 -
I 0 preset sounds/easy
play sequencer/rhythm
backing/program your
own sounds and effects.
Comes complete with
SFX songbook, music
tutor, overlay keyboard
and stickers. Normally
£19.99 - SYNDROMIC
OFFER £9.99
11 Aia

COMMODORE
SOUND EXPANDER
- Add Hi- Tech Digital
FM synthesis to your 64/
1281 Up to 8 channels of

astounding FM sounds
plus PCM rhythms. Auto
accompaniment, Intro/
Outro, single finger
chords, split keyboard.
12 FM sounds, 12
rhythms plus many
demo and riff tunes on
software. Normally
£99.99 - SYNDROMIC
PRICE £84.99.
ri

STEINBERG PRO -
INTERFACE -MIDI IN/
THRU/2xOUT/Clock
start/stop/click/Tape IN
Out £150.00

JMS MINI MIDI Card
INTERFACE - MIDI
IN/2xOUT. Compatible
with Steinberg/JMS/
Joreth/AMS/Digidrum
software. Normal price
£39.99 - SYNDROMIC
OFFER £29.99.

COMMODORE
MUSIC EXPANSION
SYSTEM - Contains
Sound Expander/6
Note keyboard/plus
Sound Studio program
allowing step -time and
real +time sequencing/
MIDI compatible plus
screen synthesizer
control panel for your
own sound creation. 60
preset sounds plus
introduction to sound
synthesis by Dave
Crombie. Normal Price
Cassette £149.99/Disk
£159.99 -
SYNDROMIC PRICE
MI £139.99
R £149.99

COMMODORE 61
NOTE KEYBOARD -
Plugs into Sound
Expander Module, this
attractive 5 octave
keyboard with full size
keys will extend your
musicality. Normal price
E79.99 - SYNDROMIC
PRICE only £69.99.

COMMODORE
SOUND SAMPLER -
1.4 seconds sampling
time/sampling rate
20kHz/looping/visual
editing/forward/reverse
play/pitch shifting/echo
feature with variable
delay(20msecs to 2
secs)/MIDI compatible.
A great introduction to
digital sampling.
Normally £69.99 -
SYNDROMIC PRICE
£59.991

11 Ea

STEINBERG CARD
INTERFACE  MIDI
IN/2xOUT only
£45.00.

JMS RMS-2H MIDI
INTERFACE - MIDI
IN/THRU/3xOUT/
Control In. Compatible
with Commodore/AMS/
Joreth/Steinberg/JMS/
Digidrum Software.
Normally £99.95 -
SYNDROMIC PRICE
Just £49.99.

IRON DIGIDRUM 3 -
There might be cheaper
imitations but the
Digidrum is the BEST!
Real 'live' drum samples,
easy visual
programming and
editing/51 pattems and
10 songs in memory,
New inter -active Editor
allows you to mix
samples together,
perform a volume mix -
down of the 8 samples
in memory, change the
envelope of any sample.
Create your own
custom kits )disk
version). Over 30
samples included on
initial software with a
further 100 samples
available from the
Digidrum library. This
exceptional drum
package normally costs
£79.99 - A
SYNDROMIC MUSIC
Summer special offer
of £49.99 will get
you drumming!
II ma

Please Note: The above prices include VAT/Postage & Packing for the UK only!

Name

JMS 12 TRACK
RECORDING
STUDIO - 12
polyphonic tracks, real-
time entry, 7600 MIDI
events, each track may
be transposed, have
separate MIDI channel
assigned, looped,
volume relative for each
track, listed and printed,
quantised from 1/4 to
1/32, editing on every
track, Punch In, Mix
down, tempo range 40-
200. Easy to use -
professional results.
Normally £99.99 -
SYNDROMIC
SPECIAL £49.99.

STEINBERG PRO -16
- The very best in MIDI
software from Steinberg
Research. Easy to use 16
Track polyphonic
sequencer. Complete
clock, sync functions,
Hyper-Ouantize, input
filter for pitch bend and
after touch, MIDI Thru
while recording,
separate delay for all 16
tracks and clock -
outputs, MIDI
songpointer, alternate
output configurations.
This system can be
expanded to have a
scorewriter and visual
editor and the new Edit
Kit allowing note and
drum pattern editing for
the Pro -16. This
software runs through
SIEUJMS/Steinberg
Interfaces.
SYNDROMIC PRICE
Pro -16 £100.00/Edit
Klt £30.00.

Address

Postcode E&MM.2

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ORDER inc postage if applicable £ I enclose postal/money/
bankers order/cheque made payable to SYNDROMIC MUSIC to the value of £

If ordering via ACCESS
Call 01-883 1335 for immediate clearance.

STEINBERG
SYNCHRONISER
only £40.00.

AKAI ME3OP - MIDI
Programmable Patch
Bay - Having to change
MIDI leads - getting
confused? The ME3OP is
the answer to all your
MIDI routing problems.
Patching of signals from
up to 4 MIDI units to a
maximum of 8 MIDI
sources. All patch data is
stored in banks and you
may recall up to 15
different MIDI patches.
Banks may be switched
by MIDI program
change data or
footswitch and the
ME3OP is equipped with
a function for checking
the input and output
connections. RRP

1 19.00 -
SYNDROMIC PRICE
£99.00.

AKA1ME1OD - MIDI
Digital Delay - Add
digital delays/ADT/
Octave Shift to your
MIDI keyboards with
the ME1OD. Delay time
is adjustable between 0
and 1000msecs with a
fully adjustable dynamic
range. Raise or lower
the MIDI signal by one
octave - fatten up the
sounds of your synths.
MIDI IN/OUT/THRU are
provided as well as
Delay, Thru and
Program functions. RRP
E.119.00 -
SYNDROMIC PRICE
£99.00.

TRACK STAR -A
brilliant new program
from Steinberg Research.
M easy way to produce
professional results from
this incredible MIDI
software. 8 track
polyphonic real-time
sequencer with Punch
In/Out, auto -locate,
auto record, Tape
counter, Tape loop,
Ouantise, Double Speed
plus 4 digital drum
sounds, 4 demo songs, 6
demo rhythms and a
MIDI interface -
SYNDROMIC PRICE
only £70.00n 
JMS SCOREWRITER
- Turn your Commodore
instantly into a complete
MIDI recording studio/
Sequence Chain/
Scorewriter with this
complete EPROM kit
containing the 12 Track
Recording Studio with
the ability to link a series
of sequences from the
12 Track together.
Different tempos and
time signatures can be
linked, sound programs
may be programmed
allowing complex and
varied compositions to
be created. Added to all
this is one of the finest
scorewriters allowing
complete printing in
musical configurations
to be printed out. Easy
to follow with
exceptional results) The
normal price of this
package is 939.99 - a
once in a lifetime offer
from SYNDROMIC
MUSIC at Just
£139.99.

IC

'Creative music for creative people'
Overseas Postage Surcharge:
Europe - Hardware £4.00/Software £2.00
Elsewhere - Hardware £7.50/Software £4.00
Please tick the product box that you are ordering and circle the
appropriate disk or cassette logo so that we may process your order
efficiently. Photocopy or tear out the entire page and return it with
your payment to SYNDROMIC MUSIC, 35A Grove Avenue, London
N 1 0 2AS.
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Dynamic Noise Filter 2
Noise is the studio's public enemy number

one. One day, of course, all studios and
recordings will be digital and quantisation
will be numero uno but until then - and until
mall studios can afford it-we're stuck with

analogue signals and noise.
The Noise Gate can help in certain areas,

the Compressor and Limiter can help in
ethers. A good noise reduction system is a
help all round, but what about recordings
you made before you could afford all these
goodies?

The Dynamic Noise Filter could be the
answer. It's basically a low-pass filter whose
cutoff frequency rises when presented with
high -frequency signals above a certain level -
a similar idea in principle to a reverse
compressor. When high -frequency signals
are present they tend to mask the noise;
when they drop, the unit cuts down on the
noise level.

I thought this was too good to be true, but
it does work. You can leave the unit
permanently patched in to the end of the
recording chain, or you can process incoming
signals through it. All this is possible in
stereo, too.
76

STACK
INA

RACK

We conclUde our two-part review of Tantek's Tanrak
system of signal processing units, with the promise of

yet more modules to come in the near future.
Ian Waugh

An LED shows when the unit is filtering,
and the Threshold control needs to be
adjusted carefully to find the optimum level
for the signal; if you set it too severe, glitches
can occur as it clamps down on noise during
quiet sections.

The device works better on some material
than others. If you can hear noise in a piece
containing high frequencies, you're pretty
much stuck with it unless you resort to
filtering.

I used the Filter to clean up some old
recordings and threw in a bit of Enhancing
(see next unit), too. It won't remove every
trace of noise in a piece, but it can reduce it
and it is difficult to tell if the signal proper has
been tampered with.

Really noisy pieces tend to be the product
of much bouncing, and the Filter can help
tidy them up if, like me, you're a messy
bouncer.

Psychoacoustic Enhancer
Bit of a weird one, this. When the first such

enhancer hit the market some years ago at
around L1000, it was very much a black box.
Listeners agreed it did something to the
sound, but no one could quite say what.

Research has since opened the box (and took
the money) and there are now several
budget enhancers on the market.

Tantek thoughtfully tell us how their
Enhancer works: it's a mixture of high -
frequency boost, compression and harmonic
generation. You can hear the HF boost even
on so simple a sound as a flute, but is there
something else there as well?

Well, sound is all about subtleties, and
never is this more true than in the use of the
Enhancer. The controls must be set carefully,
as you soon learn that it's possible to enhance
noise, too. The manual says there is an
optimum setting for every situation, but
finding it is the trick, as adjusting one control
usually affects the others as well.

The Enhancer is particularly useful for
giving tired recordings a new lease of
interest; the sort of mixes which have been
EQ'd and bounced so many times, they
sound like rubber cheques. You can place the
device anywhere in the recording chain; in a
mixer's send and return channel, or direct to
instruments as they are being recorded. Plug
a drum unit into it, vocals, a synth. Basically,
you can enhance anything.

The Psychoacoustic Enhancer works with
mono signals only; you need two to process a
stereo signal.

Parametric Equaliser
Every recording setup needs good EQ

facilities. They should be at the top of your
E&MM AUGUST 1986



shopping list-after a mixer, a tape machine,
and amic. A Parametric EQ allows you to
select a certain frequency, and then cut or
boost it. It can emphasise the kick of a drum,
control the ring of a cymbal, or trim the
sizzle out of a string sound. The dividing line
between using EQ for corrective and
creative purposes is very thin. My line
vanished years ago, so now I just EQ a sound

until it sounds right. If you're a purist, slap
my wrists.

The Tanrak Parametric covers an
impressive frequency range from 3Hz to
37kHz, with cut and boost ranging from
± I OdB at high bandwidths, to ±30dB with
narrow bandwidths. The figures are
automatically optimised by clever circuitry.

A neat unit and a worthwhile addition to
the rack, though if your mixer already has
comprehensive EQ facilities, you may not
consider it as important as some of the other
Tanrak modules.

Digital Sampler -Delay
Well, this is the biggy. It's twice as wide as

the other modules, and has twice as many
controls. The audio signal is not patched into
it directly; you must go round the back and
do that yourself. It also has Gate In,
Modulation In and CV sockets.

At full I SkH4bandwidth, the
Delay/Sample time ranges from 15mS to
1.4 sec. This range can be raised from 90mS to

8 sec with reduced bandwidth. The Length
control sets the time and the Trim control
fine-tunes it, reducing the bandwidth at the
same time. Lower bandwidth settings are
reflected in the reduced quality of the
echoes, and it's a loss that can become quite
noticeable, especially with many repeats
when the Regeneration control (feedback) is
turned up.

The usual impressive, useful and
interesting delay effects can be produced -
along with some pretty horrible sounds if you
twiddle the knobs (in)correctly. You can plug
in the Modulation Oscillator for vibrato
effects or just to add something extra to the
delay, so long as you're careful that the
modulation doesn't cause distortion.
Increasing the Trim helps combat this, but at
the expense of reduced bandwidth. The Mix
controls the balance between the dry and
processed signal.

Sampling is easy. Set the sample time and
play the sound. The unit triggers
automatically (though you have the option
to apply an external trigger) so split-second
finger movements are not required.

A sample is played by pressing the trigger
button, applying an external trigger or by a
signal at the audio input. The CV input is
calibrated to accept a 1V/octave signal from
an analogue synth, and a Tune preset can be
adjusted to scale the keyboard if required.
This allows the sample to be triggered by
almost anything, so long as it has compatible
CV and Gate sockets on the back.

The Start control lets you skip any
unwanted bits at the beginning of the
sample; they can appear at the end, but the
Length control can then be used to shorten
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the length of the sound. The Decay control
helps extend a sample with an abrupt finish,
and is most effective during looping, as it
controls the rate of decay of the loop.

Looping, however, is something you
should contemplate only if it's absolutely
essential. It can take a while to find a suitable
looping point and some sounds, of course,
insist on glitching no matter what you do. In
the (admittedly limited) time I spent with
the Tanrak, I never managed to produce a
loop which didn't glitch at all, but I came
close. The loop only plays when it is
retriggered, and every time it's gated a
length of sample at zero memory is played,
so the initial attack of the recorded sound is
preserved.

An Overdub button allows you to mix the
existing sample with a new one using the
Regeneration control. You can build up new
sounds and effects quite easily this way, and I
succeeded in putting together my own
orchestral stab from a variety of motley
sources. It weren't 'alf bad.

You can store different samples in
different parts of the memory by using the
editing controls to select start and finishing
positions. At full bandwidth this doesn't give
you much time to play with, and as you
increase the time you reduce the quality.
Situation normal.

Finally, you can save and load samples to
and from tape just as you record and play a
sample into the unit.

All in all, this is a super module that really
is fun to use. It does produce some
background noise, though, which seems to be
par for the course for an eight -bit
companding system these days. My guess is
that, with noise at its present level, the
Tantek sampler wouldn't meet a

professional studio's demands. Whether or
not it falls short of yours only you can say, but
it's worth remembering (a) that this
sampling delay really is incredibly cheap, and
(b) that since I tested the Tanrak, the
designers claim to have redesigned the
circuitry so that noise levels are now reduced
by about I Od B.

The Other Modules
Yes, there are more. The Phantom Power

module, a Multi -Delay module, a Mixer
module and a Panner-Fader. I didn't have
any of these to review, but they must be
mentioned for the sake of completeness, and
I have no reason to doubt that they're built
to the same standard as the other Tanrak
modules. Tantek are aiming to produce a
new module every two months, so buyers
have plenty to look forward to, including-
and this is a piece of hot news- a MIDI -to -CV
converter.

Most of the Tanrak units can be used with
stereo signals, and although I suspect many
home users will tend to record in mono and
create their stereo image after (or during)
much mixing, there are many applications
suited to stereo processing- in these cases
the Tanrak won't let you down, though be
warned that you may have to reconfigure
your patches and some of the modules. The
flexibility is there, and it must be welcomed
and applauded.

Conclusions
The Tanrak system was developed and

designed for the home and semi -pro studio, a
market that always has one eye on the price -
tag and is keen to appreciate value for
money. Well, Tanrak must get 10 out of 10
for value. If you buy the kits, make that 11
out of 10.

Let me put it like this. If I were just starting
my studio, Tanrak would be on my shopping
list, and probably somewhere near the top.
But then, if I hadn't seen the competition, I
wouldn't know what a bargain I was getting.
At the very, very least, send for details of the
Tanrak modules and if you don't buy them,
let me know which system you found to be
superior.

I was born too soon. 

DATAFILE
Tanrak Audio

Processing System, Pt 2
Description Kit Built
Dynamic Noise Filter £ 35.95 £ 45.95
Psychoacoustic Enhancer £ 41.95 £ 58.95
Parametric Equaliser £ 35.95 £ 49.95
Digital Delay/Sampler £219.95 £299.95
Power Unit £ 33.95 £ 42.95
Multi Delay £ 79.95 £110.95
Mixer Module £ 26.95 £ 36.95
Phantom Power Module £ 26.95 £ 41.95
Dust Cover Set £ 8.95
Blanking Panel £ 2.95
Sub rack £ 39.95 £ 47.95

More from Tantek, Business & Technology
Centre, Bessemer Drive, Stevenage, Herts,
SG1 2DX. g (0438)310120
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"...you must
remember
this . ,,

JANUARY Sold Out
Music Simple Minds, Saga, Hawkwind, Dave Hewson Appraisal Oberheim
OB8, Vigier Bass, SIEL Cruise, The Kit & Accessories, Passport
Soundchaser Technology Using Sequencers, Electronic Metronome Studio
Ibanez DM2000

FEBRUARY Sold Out
Music Daniel Miller, China Crisis, Don Airey, Mainframe Appraisal Korg
Poly 800, SIEL PX, Yamaha PS55, Eko EM 12 , Roland Chorus Cube 60,
Washburn Bantam Bass, Carlsbro Marlin, Dr Bohm Digital Drums
Technology Druniatix Mods, Voltage -Controlled Clock Studio University
of Surrey Music Studio, Boss DE200

MARCH Sold Out
Music Vince Clarke & Eric Radcliffe, Blancmange Appraisal Sequential
SixTrak, Roland SDE3000, Roland System 100M, Electronic Percussion
Guide (nine reviews inc Sequential Drumtraks, Boss DRI 10, AHB Inpulse
One, Hammond DPM48) Technology Music Composition Languages Pt3,
S -trigger Converter, Lead Tester, Using Sequencers Pt2

APRIL Sold Out
Music Fad Gadget, Vic Emerson (Sad Café), Brian Chatton Appraisal
Simmons SDS7 & SDS8, Roland Jupiter 6, TR909 & MSQ700, Yamaha PS
Keyboards, Crumar Composer, Klone Dual Percussion Synth, Vox White
Shadow Bass Technology Gentle Art of Transcription Ptl, Ins & Outs of
Digital Design, Understanding the DX7 Ptl , Syndrom Ptl , Bass Pedal Synth
Studio Ibanez UE400 & UE405

MAY
Music Wang Chung Appraisal PPG Wave 2.3 & Waveterm, Roland Juno
106, Roland jSQ60, Casio 310, MESA Electronic Drums, Technology PDSG
Ptl, Understanding the DX7 Pt2, String Damper, Clap Sounds MIDI
Supplement Pt I Specification, Theory & Practice, Product Guide Studio
Huddersfield Polytechnic Music Studio, Steve Levine on MIDI, Dynacord
PDD14

JUNE Sold Out
Music Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark, Indie labels Appraisal Roland
GR700/G707, SynthAxe, SIEL Expander 6, Sequential Model 64 Sequencer,
MFB512 Digital Drum mlc, Jen Musipack 1.0, Boss DD2 Delay Pedal
Technology Gentle Art of Transcription Pt2, PDSG Pt2, Understanding the
DX7 Pt3, Syndrom Pt2, Multiwave LFO MIDI Supplement Pt2 Inside
MIDI, MIDI & The Micro, BeeBMIDI Interface 1 (construction)
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E&MM's editorial team have covered so much ground over the last
couple of years, just missing one issue can cause large gaps in a reader's
knowledge of contemporary music technology. But if you have missed an issue or
two, don't panic. Help is on hand in the form of E&MM's Mail Order Department,
who can offer you 1984/5/6 Back Issues at just EI.40 including post and packing.
Earlier issues are even cheaper: just 1.00. Those prices refer to the UK and surface
mail delivery to Europe and Overseas, though if you are overseas, you can get your
issues sent air mail by adding an extra £2.00 per magazine. And don't despair if you
want to read something that's in an out -of -stock issue. Photocopies of articles from
sold out issues only are available at just 50p per.article. So, orders please (sterling
cheques/POs payable to Music Maker Publications) to: E&MM Mail Order
Department, Alexander -House, I Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 IUY. Please allow 28
days for delivery, as the mail order people are a busy lot these days. E&MM January
'85 carried a full index to everything we wrote about during 1984, while next ,

month's issue will contain an abbreviated list of 1981-83 Back Issues.

JULY Sold Out
Music Human League, Steve J olliffej ade Warrior Appraisal Yamaha DX9,
Korg Super Section, Yamaha MK100, Microsound CBM64 add-on, TED
Digisound, JMS MIDI Software Technology PDSG Pt3, Spectrum MIDI
(Sequential SixTrak and DX7 Patch Dump), Understanding the DX7 Pt4,
RackPack, BeeBMIDI 2 (construction) Studio Ibanez DM1100

AUGUST Sold Out
Music Rusty Egan (Visage), Cocteau Twins, Hans Joachim Roedelius
Appraisal Synclavier Update, Technics SXK250, Yamaha PF10 & PF15 ,
SIEL Piano Quattro & PX jr, Roland HP300, HP400, PB300 & PR800,
Garfield MiniDoc, E -H Instant & Super Replays, EMR BBC MIDI Software
Technology Fairlight Explained Ptl, Understanding the DX7 Pt5,
BeeBMIDI 3 (DX7 Voice Dump), Syndrom Pt3, Miniblo, SynthMix Ptl

SEPTEMBER Sold Out
Music Thomas Leer, Chris & Cosey Appraisal Oberheim Xpander, Korg
EX800 & RK100, DigiAtom 4800, MicroLink MLIO System, Roland
MPU401 & Software, Sycologic AMI & MXI, Passport MIDI/4 Software
Technology OMDAC Update, Fairlight Explained Pt2, Step -time Compo-
sition on the Sequential Model 64, SynthMix Pt2, Dual VCLFO,
Understanding the DX7 Pt6 Studio Cutec MXI 210

OCTOBER Sold Out
Music Ultravox Appraisal Yamaha CX5M & Software, Roland Mother
Keyboard System, 360 Systems Update, Yamaha PS6100, ddrums, Yamaha
RX11 & RX15 , Korg DDM220, Tama Techstar Electronic Kit, Frazer
Wyatt Speakers, Greengate DS3 Sampler Technology PDSG Pt4, Fairlight
Explained Pt3, OMDAC Update 2, Powertran MCSI Ptl, Understanding
the DX7 Pt7 Studio Reports on ELCS, Hollow Sun, Computer Music Studios

NOVEMBER Sold Out
Music Cabaret Voltaire, Peter Hammill, Axxess, UK Electronica Appraisal
Chroma Polaris, Emulator II, Chase Bit One, Casio CT6000, Ricol Action
Replay, Amstrad CPC464 Computer Technology BeeBMIDI 4 (pro-
gramming with interrupts), Fairlight Explained Pt4, PDSG Pt5, Drum
Sequencer (BBC B), Wasp/CBM64 Sequencer, Powertran MCSI Pt2 Studio
Yamaha D1500 MIDI Delay, Everything but the Kitchen... (syncing to tape)

DECEMBER Sold Out
Music Vangelis, Tangerine Dream, Musica Nova Appraisal Kurzweil 250,
Akai AX80, Siel DK600, Technics Digital 10, Roland TR707, Korg
DDM110, MPC DSM8, Ultimate Percussion UP 5, Acorn Music 500,
Software roundup inc reviews on Music Maker (CBM64), SIEL Expander
Editor (Spectrum), Island Logic Music System (BBC), UMI 1B (BBC), SIEL
Composer/ Arranger (CBM64), JMS 12 -track Recording Studio (CBM64)
Technology BeeBMIDI 5 (buffers), Fairlight Explained Pt5, Powertran
MCSI Pt3, Syndrom Pt4 Studio Everything but the Kitchen... (interfacing
analogue synths)

JANUARY Sold Out
Music Tears For Fears, Neuronium Appraisal Casio CZ101, Simmons SDS
EPB, Keyboard Combo Roundup, Elka X30, Sequential MAX, TED
Digisound Update, SIEL MK900, LEMI MIDI Software Technology
BeeBMIDI 6 (Juno 106 voice dump), Powertran MCSI, Back to Basics
Studio Everything but the Kitchen... (syncing drum machines & sequencers)
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FEBRUARY
Music Laurie Anderson, Jean -
Michel Jarre, Ars Electronica &
ICMC Appraisal Roland JX8P,
MPC Programmer 8, Roland SBX-
80, Korg KMS30, Roland MSQ100,
SIEL 16 -track Sequencer, EMR
MIDItrack Performer Technology
Digisound Voice Card, Back to
Basics (VCOs) Studio Newcastle
College of Art & Technology, Every-
ng but the Kitchen... (syncing with
timecodes)

7ORPORRIING COMM/TEN
MUSICtOr

Music New Order, Steve Tibbetts Appraisal Korg DW6000, MPC DSM32,
Synclavier Performance System, Simmons SDSJ, OSC Advanced Sound
Generator (synth preview), Sycologic M14, ATPL Symphony BBC add-on
Technology CX5M Revisited, Fairlight Explained Pt6, BeeBMIDI 7 (DX7
Editor Ptl)

APRIL Sold Out
Music Keith Emerson, China Crisis, Tim Souster Appraisal SIEL DK80,
Pearl DRXI Electronic Drums, Yamaha TX7 Expander & QX7 Sequencer,
Linn 9000, Datel Sound Sampler, SDS DX7 Voice Editor, Zlatna ACS100
Technology BeeBMIDI 8 (DX7 Editor Pt2), Fairlight Explained Pt7,
Powertran BBC -MIDI Interface, Time Machine syncing project Studio
Delta SX301 DDL add-on

MAY
Music Bill Sharpe, I -Level, Severed Heads Appraisal Yamaha TX816 MIDI
Rack, QX1 Sequencer, KX88 Mother Keyboard, Akai 5612 Sampler,
Sequential MultiTrak, Korg MR16 MIDI Rhythm Sound Unit, Technics
DP50 Drum Machine, Joreth Music Composer Software (CBM64)
Technology TechTalk (Robert Moog), Time Machine add-on (RX15 -
MC20?), Powertran MCSI Software, Fairlight Explained Pt8

JUNE
Music Mick Roberts (King), Loose Ends, Ian Boddy Appraisal Casio
CZ5000 Poly, Oberheim Matrix 12, The Anvil (drum machine preview),
Keyboard Stand Roundup, MIDI FX (JMS MIDI Master Synchroniser,
Quark MIDI Link 999, JMS CGX Interface, Bokse US8 Universal
Synchroniser), Microsound CBM64 Sampling System, XRI Micon Software
Technology TechTalk (Dave Simmons), Fairlight Explained Pt9, Fairlight
Goes MIDI Studio Powertran DDL sampling add-on

JULY
Music Patrick Moraz & Bill Bruford, Level 42 Appraisal Ensoniq Mirage,
Chase Bit 01, SIEL Expander 80, Sequential TOM, Atari 520ST Micro,
Passport MIDI/4 Plus & MIDI/8 Plus, Hinton MIDIC, Microskill AS32
(synth preview) Technology Music 500 AMPLE program Studio Zeus B
Held, Korg SDD2000

AUGUST
Music Tim Lever (Dead or Alive), Sting, Stewart Copeland Appraisal
Yamaha DX2 I, Roland TR727, Simmons SDS9, PolyMIDI 1 Sequencer,
SIEL DK80 Graphic Editor & MIDI Data Base software (CBM64), Roland
MIDI FX, Micro Musical ML50 Pedalboard Technology Minimoog
retrospective Studio Eric van Tijn & Jochum Fluitsma (Mai Tai), APRS
findings, Logitech sampler

SEPTEMBER Sold Out
Music Godley & Creme, Trans X, Philip Glass Appraisal Emulator SP12,
Yamaha RX2 I, Korg SQD1, MultiKlone kit, Casio SZ1, Sycologic PSP
Technology BMF Report, TechTalk (John Chowning) Ptl, Gallery of
Misfits Ptl Studio Yamaha REV7, Roland SRV2000

OCTOBER
Music Shriekback, Jansen & Barbieri, Michael Nyman, UK Electronica
Appraisal Yamaha DX5, Boss DSD2 Sampling Pedal, Syntron Digidrum
(CBM64), The Music System (CBM64), Chase Bit 99, Prophet 2000 preview
Technology TechTalk (John Chowning) Pt2, Gallery of Misfits Pt2,
BeeBMIDI Monitor Ptl Studio BBC Radiophonic Workshop, Roland
SDE2500
E&MM AUGUST 1986

NOVEMBER
Music Meczalik, Mark Shreeve Appraisal Korg DW8000, UMI 2B (BBC
B), Passport Music Shop (CBM64), Syntech Studio I (CBM64), Akai MIDI
FX, Custom Sound Kbd Combo Technology Syn-D-Kit (DIY), BeebMIDI
Monitor Pt2 Studio Paradise Studios, Vesta Kozo DIG420

DECEMBER
Music Brian Eno, Stockhausen,
Gary Numan Appraisal Prophet
2000, Roland Electronic Drums,
Sound Designer software (Emulator
II/Apple Mac), Yamaha CX5M soft-
ware (DMS 8 -track Sequencer,
DX2 I Editor, RX Editor), Gibson
Explorer synth, RAP software
(Spectrum/CBM64) Technology
ICMC '85 Studio CTS Studio 4

JANUARY
Music Thompson Twins, Penguin Café Orchestra Appraisal Roland Alpha
Juno 1, Oberheim Matrix 6, JMS Scorewriter (CBM64), Mirage Update,
Akai S612 Update Technology TechTalk (Steve Cunningham), Amiga
preview, Atari ST Studio Rebis RA226 sampler

FEBRUARY
Music Jan Hammer, Bronski Beat, Roger Eno Appraisal Yamaha DX100,
Roland Alpha Juno 2, Casio CZ3000, Roland PAD8 Octapad, Steinberg
Prol 6 Sequencer (CBM64), RSF DD30 drum mlc, Dynacord MCC I MIDI
FX Studio DOD RDS3600, MDB Window Recorder, First Take (studio
newcomers' guide)

MARCH
Music Talk Talk, Steve Reich, Drum Theatre Appraisal Linn Sequencer,
Dynacord Percuter S, Steinberg Scorewriter (CBM64), CZ Editing Software
(XRI/Spectrum, Joreth/CBM64) Studio Lexicon PCM70, Boss RSD10,
Cassette Multitracking Guide

APRIL
Music Belouis Some, Mike Oldfield, Sigue Sigue Sputnik Appraisal Korg
Poly 80011, Technics PX1 Digital Piano, Casio RZ1, Yamaha QX21, 360
Systems MIDI Bass, MoPro Atari ST software, Sycologic MI6 MIDI Matrix,
Digisound PK1 PitchTracker, Microvox Sampler (CBM64) Technology
TechTalk (Rob Hubbard), Fairlight Series III preview, PPG Realizer
preview, Zlatna profile Studio Mike Howlett, Alesis MIDIverb

MAY
Music Tangerine Dream, Wim Mertens, Mr Mister, Saga Appraisal
Prophet VS, Oberheim Xk, Casio CZ230S, Mirage Multisampler, Roland
TR505, Korg DVPI Vocoder, Sound Designer 2000 software (Mac),
Roland MPS (IBM PC) & MUSE software (Apple II, CBM64),
Commodore Music System software (CBM64), Emulator SP12 updates
Technology Dodgy Practices (guide to rehearsing) Studio Yamaha
SPX90

JUNE
Music Peter Gabriel, Jezz Woodroffe Appraisal Roland JX10, Yamaha
PF70180, Yamaha RX21L, Drawmer Midman, Yamaha MEP4, C -Lab
software (CBM64) Technology Secondhand Polysynth Guide, E&MM
MIDI Thru (DIY), Casio Mono Mode Studio Rupert Hine, Bel BD240

JULY
Music Tony Banks, Harold Budd, Icehouse Appraisal Akai 5900,
Oberheim Matrix 6R, Simmons SDS1000, Shadow MIDI Guitar, 360
Systems MIDI Patcher, Mixdown software (Amiga), 10 Systems Sequencer
(Spectrum), Wersi MK1 preview Technology TechTalk (Douglas Adams),
MIDI & SMPTE Studio Tanrak System Ptl
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Audio Electronics Ltd
Introducing our new
ACTIVE PLAYBACK
MONITOR (APM) this has
been widely used in the
educational field, now
available on the domestic
market for home use with
cassette players, 'Walkmans'
and Home Studio Recording.
Designed with robust metal
case with its own internal
amplifier.

Our well known PA range of Loudspeakers is continuously
being improved

All Bass/mid range units are made and designed in our
own workshop

PA models for larger halls

Compact Model for small
halls, keyboards and home
use - as illustrated.

Monitor for general use,
particular advantage for the
Live Group

ELM PLACE  STATION ROAD  RUSTINGTON  WEST SUSSEX
Telephone: Rustington (0903) 786483
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R A I S I N G T HE
STANDARD
In the UK, Japan's MSX home -computer standard has made relatively little impact.

But Yamaha's CX5M music computer showed what could be done with a little
imagination, and now two other manufacturers-Toshiba and Pioneer-have
introduced MSX machines which embrace electronic music and audio -visuals

respectively. Annabel Scott

SX has been a failure-true or
false? The answer to that one rather depends
on where you live. In Japan, West Germany
and some other parts of Europe, the Far
Eastern micro standard continues to be quite
a success, now going into its second
generation with MSX computers featuring
expanded memories and instruction sets and
increased facilities.

But as far as the UK market has been
concerned, MSX has had a very limited
impact, with disappointing sales particularly
over the Christmas 1985 period. That's a
pity, because the standardisation available
through use of the MSX format has as many
applications in the field of music as in any
other.

There has been one exception to the
general run of the MSX story: the Yamaha
CX5 Music Computer. The problem with the
CX5 was that it couldn't be regarded as
being compatible with other hardware as
MSX micros were intended to be, simply
because you had to go for a Yamaha MSX
micro in order to get the FM tone -generation
module. When other MSX micros plunged to
L99, the CX5 stayed resolutely at several
hundred, dropping to just under L300 only
when market forces proved irresistible.

All that has changed now. The CX5 tone
module has been updated and is available
separately, and the machine has competition
in musical terms from the Toshiba micro
E&MM AUGUST 1986

we're examining today. And several recent
developments have gone some way towards
realising the potential of MSX as it was first
announced almost two years ago-for
instance, the video -linking Pioneer
computer which we're also examining.

So it may now be possible to assemble a
powerful music -and -video system based on
MSX computers, combining the best of the
recent hardware with the cheapest of the
'old stock' accessories.

Tgo o some way towards testing this
theory, let's look first at the Toshiba HXIO
computer, and its optional HX-MU90 I
keyboard and synth module.

First, you should be able to obtain an HXIO
for around L99- if you can still find one in the
shops. In theory it has been replaced by the
HX20, which has twice its 64K of memory,
but in practice, either will work perfectly
well with the Toshiba keyboard and
software.

The HXIO is a conventional enough MSX
micro, with Joystick and Printer ports to the
right, Recorder, RF, Audio and Video,
Cassette and Expansion ports to the rear,
and a Cartridge slot on the top panel. Some
later micros have two cartridge ports and
this could have some musical applications,

but the HX I0 is an attractive enough little
machine with a pleasant QWERTY keyboard
and neat layout.

The HX-MU901 Keyboard and Tone
Module system is now in the shops for L99,
and for that price, it makes an impressive
package. It consists of a full-size four -octave
keyboard with Enter and Stop touch panels
and a long multi -purpose sensor panel, plus
an FM synthesiser cartridge which
presumably uses Yamaha patent chips,
despite having only two operators and two
algorithms. The cartridge connects to the
keyboard with an integral lead and plugs into
the computer's cartridge port. There are
two phono audio outputs on the cartridge,
and the sound comes over the TV monitor as
well.

The software loads automatically from the
cartridge and presents a graphic picture of a
keyboard and drum kit. This has three demo
tunes (a bit of classical, a bit of Scott Joplin -
the usual stuff) but rather cleverly conspires
to make both keyboard and drum kit play
along with the music. The synth module is
nine -note polyphonic, but doesn't have the
CX5's multi-timbral capabilities except in
the sense that it can play bass, chord and
drum sounds simultaneously (reducing the
main part of the keyboard to two -note
polyphony).

We'll come to the sounds later, but for the
moment let's get off the opening display by
pressing 'Edit/Space'. This takes us to the
main screen, referred to as Display 2.

On this page you find ten main sections.
The first of these, Poly, lists the voice

number from I to 65, allows you to switch
Vibrato on or off, and to select long or short
sustain. These parameters are selected using
the computer's four cursor keys, and altered
using the space bar and back space key.

The Bass section allows you to do exactly
the same with the bass side of the keyboard
when you're in Split mode. Bass parts are
monophonic, and the split -point is set at the
second

The Chord section provides the same
options, and is active when the
accompaniment is running, while the Level
section allows you to mix the volumes of the
Poly, Bass, Rhythm and Chord parts using a
small bar graph display.

The Rhythm section allows you to select
any one of 20 drum patterns ranging from 05.-
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0. Rock to Swing to Big Band. Tempo can be set
from 40 to 200 BPM, and the Bass facility can
be set to either Walk or Root. Next to the
rhythm display is the Chord box, which
identifies chords played when the
accompaniment section is active. This can
cope with some quite complex shapes such as
Gsus.

Play Mode is obviously the most important
section, and sets the keyboard mode to
Normal (right-hand sounds only), Split (Poly
right and Bass left) or Ensemble (Poly right
and Accompaniment left). Sensor Mode can
be set to Percussion, Rhythm Pattern,
Rhythm Edit, Voice, Arpeggio or Chord, and
we'll look at these facilities shortly.

The Record section has on and off selectors
for the right and left hand, and allows you to
enter performances (including
accompaniment selections) in real time. The
memory capacity isn't stated in the
handbook, but must run into many
thousands of notes- though there are few
editing facilities beyond the possibility of
replacing backing chords by pressing Stop,
the new chord, and Enter on the music
keyboard. And just in case your
computerised doodlings throw up a work of
unexpected genius, recorded performances
can be saved to disk or tape.

Meanwhile, the Function section allows
you to transposethe whole keyboard in
semitones, to tune it to other instruments, to
set the vibrato depth and to go to the Save -
Load page. Beneath the main screen display
is a representation of the multi -sensor on the
music keyboard, and this changes to
represent each function of the multi -sensor
as it is selected.

o, in performance terms, the Toshiba
resembles a home keyboard with a useful if
rudimentary sequencer. The FM sounds are
pretty reasonable, and cover all the obvious
brass, piano, string, bass, metallic and
abstract effects, with most of the power and
clarity of, say, a Yamaha DX9 FM poly.

The drums are OK, too, though obviously
you don't have individual outputs, just the
stereo phono outs which split the left- and
right-hand sections.

The Multi -Sensor is a cunning and versatile
device which has some real uses, as well as

representing a gimmick for beginners. Five
coloured strips above it divide it into five
ranges for percussion functions, and the first
function (Terms') allows you to tap out bass,
snare, torn, cymbal and closed hi -hat sounds
manually. Most of the sounds come straight
out of Joy Division, so if you've ever wanted
that authentic 'She's Lost Control' boingy
snare sound, this is where to look.

The second Sensor mode, 'RhyEdt', allows
you to enter a new rhythm pattern in real
time, choosing one of the existing patterns
for erasure. This function can be combined
with the third mode, 'RhyPae, which allows
you to enter any five of the preset rhythm
patterns onto the five areas of the multi -
sensor. This allows you quickly to call up the
82

pattern with a single touch during
performance, and partly makes up for the
fact that there's no other facility for
composing a complex drum pattern.

'Voice' offers the same functions for the
polyphonic voices, allowing you to call up any
five voices immediately from the multi -
sensor.

The remaining sensor functions,
'Arpeggio' and 'Chord', work only when the
accompaniment is running. Chord will play
rhythmic chords in any sound you choose,
with a different pattern to accompany each
rhythm, while Arpeggio will pluck notes out
of the left-hand chords and play them over all
four octaves as you run your finger along the
multi -sensor - in much the same way as that
pioneer of budget auto -accompaniment, the
Suzuki Omnichord.

Overall, the best points about the Toshiba
are that it's cheap and easy to operate. The
sounds are usable, but can't be edited in any
more sophisticated fashion than selecting
sustain and vibrato. The sequencer is useful
even though it has no synchronisation
facilities, and parts of the software could
have some educational use-specifically the
chord box on the main page which will name
almost any chord you'd care to play, and the
moving keyboard display on the intro page
which will show you how demo pieces are put
together (it lacks the top note of the
keyboard, though).

Obviously the Toshiba computer will carry
out all the games and other functions of any
other MSX model. But in going on to our
other MSX review, we find a micro which has
some unique functions the like of which
certainly won't turn up on any other MSX
micro.

Pioneer's PX7 isn't an MSX II
machine- let's get that clear right from the
start. It has a perfectly standard Mkl
operating system, but it does have one
advantage: Gen -Lock circuitry that allows
the computer's video signal to be
synchronised to that of any other steady

video source, be it from videotape, camera
or off -air.

To facilitate the video links necessary to
take advantage of this, the computer itself is
in a hi-fi style unit (almost suitable for a 19"
rack, too) while the keyboard is on a long
trailing lead. On the front of the computer
unit are connectors for two joysticks,
headphones and cartridge, volume and
mixing level controls, on/off switch and video
normal -or -through switch.

The real panel positively bristles with
interfaces- audio in and out in stereo, video
in and out, RF out, RGB out multipin, System
Control in and out for LaserDisc players,
data recorder multipin, printer out and an
expansion port.

Three cryptically -labelled switches on the
front of the Pioneer control the video mode-
Video Only, Computer Only, and
Superimpose. In the third of these modes,
the computer's graphic output is
superimposed over any video input you've
connected to the rear sockets- no mean feat
considering the expense of a Gen -Lock unit
to accomplish this any other way.

What can you do with the Pioneer once
audio and video are all linked up? Well, any
graphics package suitable for MSX
computers is available to you, but Pioneer
themselves offer a useful L99 graphics tablet,
the PX-TB7, which comes with a cartridge
called Video Art. A basic palette of functions
is available, including line, square and circle
drawing, coloured fills, erase, large
characters and background colouring. It's
also possible to create sprites using a 16 x 16
matrix, and to make the sprites move across
the screen and cycle from one to another to
create animated action.

All functions are controlled from a scribe
with a push -switch which connects into the
graphics tablet, and the package can come up
with some wonderful backgrounds, decent
captions and basic moving effects. Each
effect can be wiped across the screen in any
one of a number of ways: across, up or down,
centre -out, explosion and so on - budding
Tube producers please take note.

You can, of course, write your own MSX
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routines for caption generation or other
effects, and as long as you choose the start-up
option of Pioneer Basic (P -Basic) which takes
up virtually no additional memory, the
video -lock functions should come into
operation reliably.

The Toshiba music package runs perfectly
well on the Pioneer machine, and with a
suitable interface lead, so would the Yamaha
CXS software using the new SGFOS tone
module with MIDI In and Out. At L299 the
Pioneer computer isn't too expensive a
proposition, and its stereo audio/video
mixing facilities, though originally designed
for use with a LaserDisc player, could come
in massively useful for musicians interested
in video, or computer music, or both.

All in all, the latest batch of MSX
developments leaves plenty of options open
for musicians. You could go for the cheap
computer, the Toshiba HX I0 (assuming you
can still find one in the shops), and either a
Toshiba keyboard or a Yamaha keyboard
and tone module (for MIDI use) with a
suitable connecting lead. Apparently, these
leads aren't too difficult to make up: it's just
a question of soldering on the correct kind of
connector to go from the Yamaha tone
module to the first 20 or so pins of the
computer's expansion port. JVC's MIDI
Composer package and interface should also
work nicely on either computer.

Alternatively, you could go for the Pioneer
computer with Gen -Lock, mix all your audio
and video outputs through it, and add either
the Yamaha or Toshiba music systems.
Mount the Pioneer in your 19" rack, let the
keyboard sit on your mixing desk, and
potentially you have a powerful music
synthesiser/MIDI sequencer/video graphics
generator/audio-video mixer/
wordprocessor at your beck and call.
mixer/wordprocessor at your beck and call.

Obviously this kind of mix -and -match
purchasing demands a little care, but with

the home computer market in its present-
highly volatile - state, it should be possible to
put together some exciting packages at what
can only be seen as minimal expense.

MSX is the closest the computer industry
has got to a standard like MIDI, and for that
alone, it deserves to be supported. There are
some novel developments going on here, and
on the evidence of the Toshiba and Pioneer
systems, computer -wise musicians on a
budget should certainly re -consider MSX as
the potential centre of their studio setup-
right now. 

WEAR IT WELL
At last, E&MM's distinctive new logo is available on top-quality
sweatshirts and T-shirts, direct from us at the editorial address.
Don't mistake this for inferior promotional clothing; these shirts are
beautifully made and superbly printed. There's a choice of colours
and you can even decide whether you want the E&MM lettering
printed large in the middle of your shirt, or smaller in the top right-
hand corner.

Sweatshirts are just £7.45, while T-shirts are a measly £3.45, both
prices including VAT and postage Si. packing. So send your order in
now to the Mail Order Department at the address at the front of the
magazine, making cheques/POs payable to Music Maker Publica-
tions and allowing 28 days for delivery. Alternatively, dial the
editorial phone number (it's Cambridge 313722) and order by
Access or Visa. Please note that payments from overseas (including
Eire) should be made by Bankers Draft in Pounds Sterling.

I
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Address
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1

Access/Visa' No:
 Delete as appropriate.
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Please send me:

S(30-34)

M(34-36)

L(36-40)
XL(40-44)

Large logo 0
Black El

Sweatshirts T-shirts

Small logo

Royal blue
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SELL IT FOR NOTHING
with a free classified ad in Electronics & Music Maker

E&MM's free classified section is now the biggest of its kind in the business. Every month, we carry more ads for synthesisers, samplers, computers, signal processing
gear and assorted other goodies than any other monthly magazine. So when musicians and studio engineers are on the lookout for some extra gear to update their line-up,
they turn to these pages first.

If you're a private seller, advertising in the back of E&MM really couldn't be simpler. And if you're searching for a specific piece of equipmentor looking for other
musicians to fill a gap in your band, we can help out there, too.

Just fill in the form at the end of this section, indicate which sub -section you'd like your ad to appear in, and send it to us by the date specified. We'll do the rest - and it'll
cost you no more than the price of a postage stamp.

If you buy and sell musical equipment as part of a business, you'll have to use the regular classified section on the last page. Andwe regret we can't answer any queries
regarding free classifieds published in E&MM.

Keyboards
ARP ODYSSEY £250 ono. Moog
Rogue L120 ono. Both synths excel-
lent condition, both ungigged. Tim 23
Clacton (0255) 423639.
ARP QUADRA polysynth, recently
overhauled, offers invited. Some great
sounds, will consider p/ex. Ron 0
Chippenham (0249) 659994 eves/
weekends.
BIT 01 synth module, as new, L325,
no offers. 0 061-620 0058.
BIT 01 E360. Roland TR707 £350.
Korg SDD2000 £360. Korg SQD I
£390. Korg DT 1 £35. Peter 0 (0229)
33941.
BIT 99 new, with full aluminium
f/case, worth £100. 23 Portsmouth
(0705) 822050.
BIT 99 two months old, absolutely
perfect condition, boxed, manuals,
etc, £495. Dave 0 York (0904)
34626.
CASIO 1000P programmable poly-
phonic keyboard, 10 memories, 10

presets, arpeggio, sequencer, vgc,
boxed. Richard 0 Crawley (0293)
23613.
CASIO CZ101 mint, boxed with
manuals and power supply, £220.
Buyer collects. Adam o1-304 4930,
eves.

CASIO CZI000, practice amp and
adaptor, £285. Mint condition, home
use only, under guarantee. 0 Maid-
stone (0622) 64384.
CASIO MT400V stereo keyboard,
20 presets with ADSR filter, boxed,
bargain, £120. M Ray, 33 Tweedale
Avenue, Blackley, Manchester.
CASIO CT405 full-size four octave
keyboard, rhythm, autochord, 20
sounds, excellent condition, E100.
Steve 23; (086 96) 6617, after 4pm.
CASIOTONE CT701 with bar
code reader + coded music books +
various song books. Mint condition,
L250. 0 (0742) 661317.
CASIO CZ101 with extra sounds,
booklet and mains lead, only 3 months
old, £200. a Lt Chalfont (02404)
3089.

CASIO VOLUME and Sustain
pedals, boxed, never used, £30 both,
will split. Fender Stage 73, £189. Nick
0 01-360 5620.
DIGISOUND MODULAR 23

modules, £600 ono. JX3P + PG200,
£450 ono. Two Boss DE200s, £200
each. TR808, £225 ono. Korg MS20/
SQ10, £250 the pair. Joe 2S (0279)
419480.
EIGHTY-EIGHT KEY touch -
sensitive electronic piano, from Clef
kit. Home use only, £220 ono. 01-
390 6618, eves.

ELKA STRING MACHINE (490),
good condition, swell pedal and case
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included, any offer considered. 0
Rushden 50821 (Northants).

ELKA X50 Hammond sound, draw-
bar, keyboard, L 150. Korg 700S £125.
Wanted: Leslie 860 for cash. 23 (0255)
426672 (Essex).
E&MM SPECTRUM, built, com-
plete, needs surgery, E60. Nick 0
(0823) 85714.
EXCHANGE KORG MS20, Casio
CT202, for multiple VCO, I V/oct
synth, and/or Drumatix, WHY, or sell.
23 Upminster (040 22) 22236.
FARFISA LOUVRE organ, stunning
strings, piano, monosynth, rotating
speaker, home use only, cost £2000,
sell for E1000 ono. 23 (0492) 77808.

FENDER RHODES in custom built
f/case with heavy duty wheels, E250.
ARP Omni 2, f/case, £250. £450 the
pair, with or without wheels. 13
(0386) 831615.
FENDER RHODES electric piano,
Mkl, hard case accessories, great
sound. Asking only £150. Winston a
(0733) 45868.
FENDER RHODES 54 £200. Roland
VK09 organ (excellent Hammond
sound), £250. Large flightcase £40. Jon
0 (0225) 852372.

GODWIN SC90 2 manual, pedals,
synth, strings, piano, brass, drums,
accomp, arpeggio. Quick sale, L650.
0 (09285) 72839.
HAMMOND sixties sounding 100L,
nice and metallic, portable, customised,
E500 ono. Swap for SQD I . Ray, 12
Whitby Road, Luton, LU3 I BQ.
JEN SX 1000 vgc, E80 ono, plus Casio
MT65 poly, E70 ono. Both with
manuals. Dave 23 Glasgow 041-638
1799.

JEN SX1000 vgc, £70 ono. Sinclair
Spectrum + software, E90 ono. 0
(0284) 88608, after 5pm.
KORG DELTA polysynth/strings,
£210. Roland SH101 monosynth E140.
Hohner Planet T, E90. Glen 0
Bagshot (0276) 7 I 673.
KORG DW6000 perfect condition,
ten months old, plus hard case and
stand, £520. 23 (Merseyside) 051-334
7020.
KORG DW8000 velocity sensitive,
8 -note polyphonic, 2 osc per voice
etc, as new, with case, £999. Jason 23
(0636) 78560.
KORG MONO/POLY plus manual
and full f/case, powerful lead synth,
£295 ono. Geof 13' Worthing (0903)
60719.

KORG MS20 & SQ10 LI00. Roland
CR8000 drums £100. Swap both for
Vocoder or Korg EX800. Paul 0 (077
478) 4335.
KORG MS20 great condition, boxed,
manuals, patches, leads, £190. Swap
for Casio CZ101 or offer. Simon 231
(0625) 523845.

KORG POLYSIX synth, fully pro-

grammable including Chorus, Phase
and Ensemble effects. £340 ono. 23
051-427 3222.
KORG POLY 61 synth, with f/case
and manual, £375. Exchange Casio
CT6000. ' Southampton (0703)
444078.
KORG POLY 61 excellent condi-
tion, £350. Moog Rogue L70. Andy
Telford 507868.
KORG POLY 800 boxed, PSU,
manual. Quick sale wanted, genuine
reason, £250 ono. Andy 0 (0252)
836087.
KORG POLY 800 Mkl, home use
only, with new sounds, reversed keys,
£270. Paul lit 01-889 5975.
KORG POLY 800 home use only,
still boxed, mint condition, includes
stand, power supply, manuals, £350.
23 Basingstoke (0256) 464443.
KORG POLY 800 home use only,
with thirty new modern sounds, lead
and manual, £275. Towcester
(0327) 53316.
KORG POLY 800 E305. Yamaha
VSS 100 with PSU, E165. Jen SX1000
£50. TR606 £90. Pete ' (0382)
738089, eves.
KORG 700S monosynth, E85. Korg
Super Drums, E I 10. Boss KM60
stereo mixer, £75. Tring 4394.
KORG TRIDENT £800, Poly 61
£400, Mono/Poly £300. Roland RS09
£150 . All vgc. 0 041-357 2535.
MELLOTRON dual manual, 26th
ever! Vintage 1963. Violins, brass, two
choirs, two organs, offers. Gordon a
(0223) 323309, work.
MEMORY MOOG with case, excel-
lent condition, £1000 ono. Micky 0
(02407) 5478.
MONO SYNTH 2VCOs, VCF,
envelope, noise and random gener-
ators, etc, good bass synth, £50 ono.
John 23' Liverpool 051-480 2245.
MOOG MG -I rare two oscillator
monosynth with poly section, £100.
Korg KPR77 drum machine, 100. 0
041-637 0806.
MOOG PRODIGY £120 ono.
Framus bass guitar (plus case) £65 ono.
Both vgc, home use only. Martin 0
(0865) 510774.
MOOG SOURCE £220. Swap
monosynth (SCI Pro One) + cash.
Wanted: photocopy of sync -to -MIDI
project published in ES&CM. Andy 23
(0482) 853446, about 6pm.

OBERHEIM OBI great bass/lead
sounds, eight memories, flightcase,
£325. Roland CSQ600 sequencer £75.
Both for E360. 0 01-281 1918.
OBERHEIM 088 with MIDI, DSX
with latest software, £1500 ono. Korg
RK 100 remote £120. 0 061-429
9323.
OSCAR MONOSYNTH (MIDI),
£250. TR606 with separate outputs
£85. Casio MT40 £30. Wanted: Korg
EX800 Expander. John V 01-699

4979.
ROLAND JUNO 6with superb
MIDI, £325. Yamaha CS5 E100. Vesta
DIG4 I I DDL, £160. Offers invited.
Jason 0 (0706) 217260.
ROLAND JUNO 6 very good con-
dition, E265 ono. 23 Cleveland (0642)
762505.
ROLAND JUNO 6 and stand, £295.
SHO9 £95. Powertran 1024 Sequen-
cer, L45. Seck 62 Mixer and PSU, £95.
23 Harlow 39300.
ROLAND JUNO 6 £300. Moog
Prodigy E200. Classic sounds at low

prices, great beginner's instruments,
bass, £75. Stuart 23 01-989 4012.
ROLAND JUNO 6 (MIDI) excel-
lent, £325. Vesta Kozo DIG4 I 1 DDL
E160. Yamaha CS5 £90. Offers invited.
Jason 0 (0706) 217260.
ROLAND JUNO 6 + hard case,
excellent condition, E280. Huw
(0248) 78620.
ROLAND JUNO 106 with manual,
excellent condition, £350. Also Se-
quential Pro One monosynth, £100.
Dave 0 051-727 0482.
ROLAND JUNO 106 excellent
condition, sustain, shift, pedals, stand
and five star case, leads, £550. 23'

(0480) 69971.
ROLAND JUPITER 4 mint condi-
tion, £200. Will swap for CZ5000 plus
cash. 0 (0477) 32208, after 6pm.
ROLAND JUPITER 4 £250 ono, or
swap for basic drum kit. 0 Bath
316871 eves/mornings.
ROLAND JUPITER 6 MIDI, 48
patches, 32 split keyboard patches, +
Sequential CBM64, MIDI sequencer,
+ stand, f750. MC202 + TR606,
£165 pr. Kevin 0 (0992) 39775.
ROLAND JX3P £500 ono. CZ101
£250 ono. Excellent condition. Tony
23 Atherstone 3736, Coventry 55261 1
(daytime).

ROLAND JX3P as new, home use
only, £450. 23 Llamberis (Gwynedd)
870 682, after 6pm.
ROLAND JX3P as new, £800. Micky
23 (02407) 5478.
ROLAND JX8P perfect, £800.
Yamaha RXI5, excellent condition,
£250. Gareth 0 (0656) 860735.
ROLAND MKSIO piano module,
£350. Roland EP I I electric piano,
£175 including stand. 23 0 I -570 4205,
eves.
ROLAND MKS30 expander, still
boxed, £425. OSCar monosynth, with
f/case, £425, good bass sounds! 2 01-
464 8678.
ROLAND PIANO PLUS 70 vgc,
touch response, case inc, E350 ono. 2
01-556 6958 (Walthamstow).
ROLAND SH101 + carry case,
brand new and boxed, £150 or best
offer. 13 S Benfleet (0268) 752663
after 6pm except Weds.
ROLAND SHIOI boxed, MGS I ,

£100 . 01-354 5528.
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ROLAND SH101 and MC202, great
combination, will split, £250 ono.
CamelforC1 770482.
ROLAND SH101 good condition,
case, leads, manual, home use only,
£110. Also Yamaha CS01, offers? e
Epsom 24110.

ROLAND SH101 hard case, £150.
Roland TR606 Drumatix, boxed, £85.
Roland EP 1 I electric piano, auto
accompaniment, £120. Er 01-720
3383.

ROLAND SHIO I, case, grip, strap,
135. Aria Pro2 CSB450 bass, case,

immaculate, £110. Both ono. 01-
789 9231, anytime.
ROLAND SH2 £120. Farfisa organ
£120. Washburn electric guitar plus
case, £90. All vgc. Sheffield,
Dinnington (0909) 567151.
ROLAND SYSTEM 100 synth with
101 Expander and 104 Sequencer,
£200. Ibanez DM 1100, £180. a
(0257) 452303.
ROLAND SYSTEM 100 (101, 102
exp) E200. Roland SH101 £70. TR606
f70. TB303 £70. Bruce e (0482)
703168.
ROLAND VOCODER PLUS home
use only, lead and backing vocals,
additional strings, scarce, £475. Jack lit
(0563) 32840.
ROLAND VP300 VOCODER
PLUS and Shure SMIO headset, £580,
home use only. 21' 01-373 9644.
SCI PRO ONE 160. Fender Rhodes
E50. Mini Korg £40. a Cardiff 24770,
after 6pm.

SCI PRO ONE home use only,
Perfect condition, £160 ono. Also
Synsonics drum m/c, £25. John a
VVake.held (0924) 825186.
SCI PROPHET 5 plus stand, +
f/case, excellent condition, new voice
cards, £650 ono. Brian a Kilbirnie
(Scotland) 684330, anytime.
SCI PROPHET 5 Rev 3, £800 ono.
Micky (02407) 5478.
SCI PROPHET 600 polysynth, 100
memories, MIDI, £550 ono. Also
Yamaha RXI5 drums, £315 ono. e
Newcastle (0632) 271 6403, anytime.
PROPHET 600 good condition,
£620. lit 01-607 0100, anytime.
SCI SIX-TRAK £395. TR707 E400.
MC202 £100. Spectrum with disk
drive, MIDI interface, software, £250.
IT 01-677 9037.
SPECTRUM synthesiser c/w full
instructions and spare set of ICs.
Offers around £150. (0909) 476068,
after 6pm.
SWAP ROLAND SH 101, case,

MGS I , for MC202 + sync/MIDI
interface, Jen SX 1000 for Boss Flanger.
e (0205) 61173.
SWAP SIEL EX80 expander inc
power pack, for CZ101, Korg EX800,
or sell for £ I 50 ono. a (0229) 21733.
SWAP YAMAHA DX100 for SCI
Sixtrak or sell for E250. Brian Iv
Bradford (0274) 879699.
TECHNICS SX-PV I 0 piano, £475;
SX-K250 keyboard £240. Roland

MKB1000, stand, piano seat, £825.
Offers/swaps considered. a 01-866
249 I .

WERSI COMET f 1950. Elka X605
£750. Immaculate portable organs,
one must go, nearest offer. ' St
Annes (0253) 726905.
WURLITZER EP200 piano, t 175 or
p/ex for Casio CZ1000 or similar
synth. Dave e Edenbridge, Kent
(0732) 863894.

YAMAHA CS5 £100. Korg Mono -
Poly, £250. Roland TR606, £90. Im-
maculate. Barry, 61 School Street,
Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria.
YAMAHA CSI5 monosynth, 2VCO,
2VCF, 2VCA, noise generator, £170.
Excellent bass sounds. Steven
Loughborough (0509) 413967.
YAMAHA CS80 excellent condi-
tion, home use only, no reasonable
offer refused. Tom e Ruislip (0895)
637789, anytime.
YAMAHA DX7 £875 ono. (0376)
62901 eves/weekends.

YAMAHA DX7 + amplifier, stand,
bargain, £995 ovno. RX1 I drum m/c,
boxed as new, £525. CXSM +
keyboard, 5 packages, £250 ono. a
(0908) 502971.
YAMAHA DX7 £895, 32 new
internal voices. AudioTechnica AT-
RMX64 4 -track, bargain £800. Ham-
mond DPM48 drum m/c, £290. 13'
Teddington 01-977 3522.
YAMAHA DX7 £900 inc f/case,
stand. Fostex X I S £180. Cutec 12:2
Mixer £150. Edward 12. 021-559
6559, eves only.
YAMAHA DX7 boxed as new,
£900, or swap Esoniq Mirage, DS:3? C.
Bird, 41 Windsor Road, Boscombe,
Bournemouth.
YAMAHA DX7 two weeks old,
cost f 1250, sell for £1000 ono. James

(0792) 202027 after 6.30pm.
YAMAHA DX9 £425, or swap for
Korg DW6000. Write to John, 4 Alma
House, Ashton Road, Lancaster, Lancs.
YAMAHA DX9 manual, tape, box,
home use only, £395. Roland Dr
Rhythm 110, as new, boxed, £70. e
Medway 404050.
YAMAHA DX2 I /CASIO CZIOI
Swap for DX7, or consider cash offer
for both. Allan Luton 418405,
eves/weekends.
YAMAHA DX100 brand new, un-
opened, unwanted gift, £280 ono.
Gerry e 01-883 6753, evenings.
YAMAHA DX100 brand new, un-
opened, unwanted gift, £260 ono.
Gerry 01-883 6753, eves.
YAMAHA MKI00 Sounds, bassline,
drum m/c, all programmable, tape
dump; performance recorder, stereo
chorus, boxed, £160. 21 Grantham
(0476) 77165.
YAMAHA PF 10 good condition,
with case, £360 ono. e (0742)
589068.
YAMAHA PS35 keyboard, excellent
condition, PCM drums, stereo, E225
ono. 2 Worthampton (0604) 60317.

YAMAHA PS6I00 home use, un-
marked, £600 ono. a 01-769 6425.
YAMAHA PS6I00 PCM/FM
rhythms, voices. Few months as new,
with stand, cost £1000, accept £650.

Nott'm 655851.
YAMAHA PS6 100 complete with
stand, multi -purpose footswitch, MIDI
compatible, touch sensitive, £575.
Graham 'a Billinghurst (040 381)
3294.

Sampling
AKAI SAMPLER + disk drive +
over £50 worth of disk, E575 ono. Lee
'a 01-949 6331.
GREENGATE DS:3 looping, Syn.1,
+ delay software, Apple II, twin disks,
green monitor, samples, £1050. a
(0255) 436932, after 6pm.
GREENGATE DS:3 OWNER'S
CLUB More members required.
Swap your samples, etc. Sae for
details: 31 Arundel Road, Luton, Beds
LU4 3DY.
GREENGATE DS:3 sampler, latest
software, trillions of sounds, etc.
Darren a 01-441 1722 daytime, 0 I -
445 4429 eves. (North London).
PLAY FAIRLIGHT/LINNDRUM
sounds on your sampler! Studio quality.
Details: TMS, 152 Victoria Rd, Scar-
borough, Yorkshire. '21' (0723) 370093
or 583899.
POWERTRAN MCS I sampler/
DDL with MIDI and software, E350
ono. Clive e (0992) 28173.
SAMPLER for sale, features phasing,
flanging, double tracking, harmonising,
up to 12 samples can be used, easy to
use sequencer and group editor.
Offers. a (0926) 36668.
SAMPLES! Pair TDK HXS60 or MA -
R60; £20 and £30. Hundreds of
sounds, Ell etc, real time, Dolbyless. Al
a 01-451 5787.
SOUND SAMPLES 100 brilliant
samples on cassette. Orchestras,
Choirs, Effects. £5 cheque/PO: 21
Riddy Lane, Luton, Beds, LU3 2AD.

Sequencers
KORG SQD I as new, £460. Paul e
Guildford 67882.
ROLAND BASSLINE £65. Graphic
12 -band £45. Roland Hand -clap £25.
Large rack -mount case, £20. a (0782)
262286.
ROLAND MC202 MicroComposer,
1600 -note memory plus built-in
SH 101 synth, £95. Torque reverb £40.
Kevin = (0353) 87498.
ROLAND MC202 digital sequencer,
good condition, £110. Casio MT40,
£50 ono. Adam VC (0703) 583680,
7pm eves.
ROLAND MSQ700 boxed as new,
8 -track MIDI sequencer, the musician's
tool, £499. ' 01-354 5528.
ROLAND TR606, Korg KMS30
MIDI Synchroniser, Korg DDM220
Latin Percussion, all three for £225
ono. Mark e (073 73) 50302.

YAMAHA QX7 mint, boxed, £165.
Roland MIDI -to -CV Interface, £110.
Gordon a (02214) 4887.

Drums
BOSS DR I 10 immaculate £55. Paul
'a Guildford 67882.
BOSS DR RHYTHM drum m/c, few
hours use, quick sale, E65. Paul 0 I -

889 5975 (Wood Green).
DMX DRUM MACHINE including
f/case, immaculate condition, £895.
Patrick (0733) 45868.
DRUMULATOR perfect, £425 ono.
Will swap for DK600 Opera 6, Juno
106, WHY. Casio CZ101, E240. Nick
e Southport (Merseyside) (0704)
67478.
E -MU DRUMULATOR 2 (64 -song
memory), E300 ono, must go. e 01-
609 9507.

KORG DDM 110 excellent condition,
E140 ono. Tony 'a Coventry 55261 I
(day), Atherstone 3736 (eves).
KORG DDM I 1 0 nine good kit
samples, easy programming, mint 110.

MC202, mint £110. 2 Batley (0924)
474408.
KORG DDM 110 programmable,
digital drum machine with power
supply, boxed, etc, E130. a Bristol
(0454) 31696.
KORG DDM 110 as new, boxed,
£110 ono. Eko bass pedal board,
immaculate, £115 ono. 21' Rotherham
(0709) 553219.
KORG KPR77 home use only, im-
maculate and still boxed, E90 ovno.
Andy a Deepcut (0252) 836087.
KORG KPR77 drum m/c, two trigger
outs, DIN sync (48), and cassette
interface, £100. Moog MG- I mono -
synth, £100. fS 041-637 0806.
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix, £100.
Pedals: Boss Noise Gate £25, Arion
Phaser £40, Amdek Compressor (built)
£10. Lee 2 01-517 3521.
ROLAND TR707 Song Data Cass-
ette, £6.50. Cheque/PO to Robert
Williams, 43 Newick Road, Clapton,
London, E5 ORP.
ROLAND TR727 digital latin per-
cussion, £250. Yamaha QX7 MIDI
sequencer, £150. a (0322) 64498.
ROLAND TR808 classic drum m/c,
£160. Elka sidekick 32, £125. Both
excellent. a (0255) 426672 (Essex).
ROLAND TR808 Rhythm Com-
poser, excellent condition, home use
only, £200. Steve lir Paignton (Torbay,
Devon) (0803) 557702.
SEQUENTIAL TOM digital drum
machine, sound reverse, tuning and
programmable dynamics, new condi-
tion, boxed, £400 ono. TS 01-648
7968.
SEQUENTIAL TOM three hours
use, £295 ono, or swap for TX7,
DX21. a 0 I -888 4997.
SIMMONS SD59 black, few months,
old, extra snare EPROM, £850 ono.
Wanted C-Ducer mics. Mike a
Blackpool 826906.

E&MM FREE CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
Fill in the form to a maximum of 18 words (one in each box), and send
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YAMAHA RX2 I digital drum ma-
chine, two months old, boxed, mint,
f 190 ono. 13 (0602) 397354.
YAMAHA RX2 I £200 ono. Memory
expander for Korg Polysynths (MIDI)
64, extra L120 ono. Korg Super
Section £200 ono. All mint. lit 051-
677 3691.
YAMAHA RX2 I boxed, mint, swap
for Roland TR909 or £200 ono. Chris
V (0229) 66029.

Computing
APPLE II LOOKALIKE (Unitron),
disk drive, monitor, 128 RAM card,
LEMI MIDI, latest software, E550.
(0239) 711032.
COMMODORE 64 cassette, modem
for Prestel etc, L150+ game software,
two joysticks, bargain at £200. Mark
V Surrey (07373) 50302.
144 CX5M VOICES great bass,

percussion and keyboard sounds, £5
only. Bad Reception, 113 Boncawrey
Road, Brighton, BN2 3PJ.
COMMODORE 64 rassette, Modem
for Prestel etc, £15U+ game software,
two joysticks, bargin at £200. Mark 13
Surrey (073 73) 50302.
DX7/TX7 EDIT program for Com-
modore. Offers. V 061-998 3494.
JMS I2 -TRACK sequencer/sequence
chain, DX7 Voice Library for Com-
modore 64 + MIDI interface, £75. e
01-552 2951.
MIDI INTERFACE problems solves.
Patching units and cable. Sae full
details: Marc Hollyoak, 7 Brascote
Road, Hinckley, Leics.
STEINBERG PRO -16 sequencer
with MIDI interface £230. -Moog Prodigy
£80.8 01-552 2951, after 6pm.
UMI MIDI-to-CV/Gate digital -

analogue monophonic converter,
pitch -bend, velocity. L130. V 01-995
3028.
UMI 2B MIDI sequencer for BBC
computer, the finest, unused, only
£330.8 o I -995 3028.
UMI 2B PACKAGE including Aries
memory expansion board, £Viglen'
40/80 switchable disk drive, Acorn
DFS, Hitachi monitor, £825.8 01-
367 5502.
YAMAHA CX5M voice compiler,
creates new voice files, 144 voices
available in 8 -note poly, multicolour
screen. e (0323) 894489.
YAMAHA CX5M computer with
large keyboard, eight -track sequencer
and voice editor. Hardly used, £250.
Glenn e 061-764 1514.
YAMAHA CX5M sound -pack: 144
excellent sounds (cassette), + data
sheets, immediate delivery. Ch/PO
£10: N Fawcett, I 0 Cressex Rd, High
Wycombe, Bucks. IT (0494) 23886.
YAMAHA CX5M small keyboard
voicing program, manuals, very good
condition, £225 ono. Mark 8 (0446)
742702.
YAMAHA SFGO I module, £35.
DX7 Voicing program, E20. DMS 8 -
track recorder, {45. Small kbd, £35.
e 01-977 9531.

Recording
CUTEC MR402 4 -track cassette
£280. Casio SZ I MIDI sequencer,
£170. PX above for Fostex 350 mixer.
Bill e (04302) 3204.
FOSTEX 250 4 -track, excellent
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condition, £550 ono. Tony 23 Coven-
try 55261 I (day), Atherstone 3736
(eves).
FOSTEX 2050 line mixer, adds
effects submix, or monitor mix to 8 or
16 track system, boxed, £85. g 01-

446 3098.
FOSTEX 3180 stereo reverb L145.
3050 DDL £145. Accessit reverb,
compressor + PSU, £110. 6 -unit

f/case £85.8 01-670 2905.
FOSTEX BI6 + AHB CMC24 will
not separate, 12 months old. Also
little Reds + Fostex 300 amp, sensible
offers invited. V Brighton (0273)
832764.
FOSTEX B I6 £2500. Powertran
MCS I sampling chorus delay L300.
Aurotones £60. Mirage £950. Graphic
equalizer £50. John 13 01-640 7007,
eves.
FOSTEX XI5 immaculate condition,
still boxed, only three months old,
reluctant sale, £190. Andy V (0252)
836087.
FOSTEX X I5 Multitracker, only
nine months old, with PSU, £200.
Dynamix 6:2 mixer, £120. Both perfect.
Kevin 23 (0353) 87498.
FOSTEX X I5 plus power source,
remote, compressor, £220. Roland
TR808 £220. e Walsall 643255.
FOSTEX X I5 boxed, as new, with
compressor, {orange' and mains adap-
tor, £225. Annette 13 (0483) 574917.
FOSTEX 250 Multitracker, excel-
lent condition, £420 ono. Also Roland
MSQ700, £395 ono. 8 01-467 4603.

FOSTEX 250 Multitracker, £395.
PEP800 8:8 mixer, pre- + post -faders,
stereo monitoring, £250.8 (0707)
872436.
IBANEZ HD 1000 DDUharmonizer,
inc. chorus, flanging, hardly used,
home use, perfect, LI 95. John 13 (074
62) 2971 Shropshire (Midlands).
MIDIFEX £375. Boss CE300 stereo
chorus, £189. Mic stands £10. Mic £20.
Deltalab Effectron II, £249.8 (0904)
39048.
MIDI VERB £350. Boss DE200 sam-
pling digital delay, L175. Fostex com-
pressor expander stereo, L150. Stereo
graphic £80. Teczon 4 x 4 £410, as
new. e (0904) 39048.
PEDAL FX Boss Noise Gate £25.
Anion Phaser £40. Amdek Compressor
(built) £10. Lee lit 01-517 3521.

PHILIPS KARAOKE twin cassette,
dubbing, echo, built-in SOW amp, 5
months old, L. 125, excellent e Shef-
field, Dinnington 567151.
POWERTRAN VOCODER and
E&MM Transpozer assembled kits.
Offers, details e 021-523 6757,
evenings.
REVOX A77 MkIV, 33/4/71/2 ips, 1/4
track Dolby, excellent conditior,
£325. Pat e 01-318 2340.
ROLAND DC50 digital chorus/
echo, looks like RE501, £60.8 01-
354 5528.
ROLAND SRV2000 REVERES new,
£900 ono. Micky .23. (02407) 5478.
TASCAM 144 Portastudio, good
condition, £300 ono. 13 Carterton (nr
Oxford) (0993) 841586.
TASCAM 144 Portastudio, excel-
lent condition, £280. Boss Dr Rhythm
55, £10. V Durham (0385) 61573.

TASCAM 244 Portastudio, vgc, six
months light use only, with manual,
£500 ono. Steve Dracup 8 01-743
9313, daytime.
TASCAM 244 Portastudio, foot -
switch, bargain E450. Fostex X15
Multitracker, p/supply, footswitch,

£200. Both vgc, home use. e 01-876
0599.
TASCAM 244 Portastudio, AKG
D202 mic, plus best analogue echo and
keyboards, £1375 ono. Will split.
Andy 8 061-766 2524.
TASCAM 32-2B (Revox B77 equiv),
7'/2/15 ips, home use only, £390.
Yamaha CS30 monosynth L140. Stuart
13 01-948 2320.
TASCAM M30 8:4:2 mixing console,
perfect condition, ideal for Tascam or
Fostex set-up. £395. e 061-881
1888.
TASCAM PORTA ONE three
weeks old, boxed, guaranteed, strap,
power supply, mic, £350 ono. Ts
(0267) 230800, eves.
TEAC A3440 absolutely mint condi-
tion, boxed, original accessories,
manuals, five reels of home use only!
£525.8 01-316 7652.
TEAC A3340 4 -track simul-sync,
15"/7'/2" industrial model, 1/4" jacks,
wood surround handles, £400.8 01-
509 1873.
TEAC A3440 superb as new condi-
tion, £475 ono. V (0844) 52144.
TEAC A3440 2A Mixer, Alice reverb,
Shure professional, AKG-D40, two
Sony EMC -220 mics, plus odds, £800.
V (0222) 36513.
TEAC A6100 2 -track mastering 2/4
track playback. Roland TR909 MIDI
drums. Offers. Arnold V (0923)
43801, (0836) 212209.
TEAC 3340S pristine condition,
broadcast quality. Plus .5 spools, Ampex
456, 101/2". Only £485. Chris 23 01-
579 4301 days, 01-422 5587 eves.
TEAC 80-8 8 -track, £1100. Dynacord
digital reverb £350. GBS spring reverb
£110. Drumatix £75. Teac 8:2 mixer
£60. e 061-834 4614.
YAMAHA MT44D multitrack re-
corder, hardly touched, 3 months old,
best condition, 325.8 01-300 0827.
YAMAHA RI 000 digital reverb,
absolutely mint condition, boxed £295
ono. CX5 large ROMs £200 ono. Matt
e Farnham (0252) 721264.
YAMAHA RM804 recording mixer,
£425. Yamaha RI 000 digital reverb
E325. Crumar Multiman keyboard
£225.8 Ipswich 710051.

Personnel
JON ANDERSON/YES music ap-
preciator seeks like-minded penfriends.
Tizzie Hay, 1st House, Margery Lane,
Lower Kingswood, Tadworth, Surrey.
FELLOW ELECTRO MUSICIANS
sought for collaborations. Likes
Numan, Cabaret Voltaire. Richard n
Crowborough 63838, after 5pm.
FEMALE VOCALIST sought by
amateur guitarist (21). Original
melodious songs need lyrics. (Tzuke,
Bush, Genesis). Tony e (0562) 884045.
KEYBOARD PLAYER wanted for
original commercial material. Wisbech/
Chatteris area. Eric V Wisbech
64034.
KEYBOARD PLAYER seeks band
or anyone interested in forming a
band. e Darlington (0325) 468315.
KEYBOARDIST/RECORDING
ENGINEER looking for work, paid
or unpaid in Somerset area/Devon.
Ray, 12 Whitby Road, Luton.
LOOKING FOR COLLABORA-
TORS any instrument. Write: Chris-
topher Dean, 25 Cragg Terrace,
Great Horton, Bradford BD74HD.
501579.

MUSICIANS EXPERIMENTING
with electro-acoustic composition
(tape or live) interested in collabor-
ation, performance, exchanging tapes/
scores. Steven e (0442) 51430.
SYNTHESIST/BASSIST and

drummer seek any locals into impro-
vised performance. Heldon, Schulze,
Voltaire, Frohmader. Chris lit (0274)
501579.
VOCALIST/LYRICIST WANTED
by songwriter with excellent contacts
and own studio set-up. Image and
professional approach essential. 23 0I -
731 2115.

Amps
PEAVEY BANDIT 65W combo,
mint, £135. Pioneer cassette deck,
tuner/amp, Celestion speakers, bargain
£155 complete. e (0926) 613625.
PEAVEY KB100 keyboard combo,
immaculate condition. Reverb, four -
band EQ, £250+ new, bargain £150.
Scott 0 01-349 2667.
SESSION 75W amp, w/expensive
Gauss speaker, £250 ono. USA -Anvil
f/case, nice and rugged, fits Stratocaster
or DX7 perfectly, £95. Ron V 0 I -731
2 I I 5.

TANNOT CHEVIOTS speakers,
pair. £225.- Micky 0 (02407) 5478.
TECHNICS KEYBOARD AMP
model SY-T10, 25W approx, 3 inputs,
built-in phaser, £65 ono. lit St Albans
(0727) 37258.
TRAYNOR PS600 power amp,
built-in, f/case, fan cooled, good condi-
tion, £375. Patrick e (0733) 45868.
FOSTEX FX300 300W, excellent
condition, £325. Pat e 01-318 2340.

Misc
ABC TO ZNR ALBUMS for sale.
Sae: Christopher Dean, 25 Cragg
Terrace, Great Horton, Bradford,
BD7 4HD.
ACCESSIT STEREO REVERB
£140 ono. Ibanez 2000 DDL E335
ono, excellent condition. Tony 13'
Coventry 552611 (day), Atherstone
3736 (eves).
ACCESSIT STEREO SPRING
REVERS boxed, mint, but no PSU,
£75. Jon lit 01-734 4257/8 days, 0 I -

603 4907 eves.
ANTORIA CUSTOM FRETLESS
bass, £65 ono. Boss DR55, £45 ono.
Swaps considered, all alive. Dave 8
061-633 5855.
BOSS RDD I 0 micro rack digital
delay, £ I 15. Korg DDM 110, digital
drum m/c, 120. Both excellent condi-
tion. 23 01-462 8206.
E&MM BACK ISSUES April 1982
to August 1985. Will split. Offers?
Mike 2 (0299) 250006 (Worcester
area).
E&MM BACK ISSUES 80p each. 13
(0233) 812250.
JONATHAN RUSH the new cass-
ette 'Dividing Line', Cro2, £3.20 from
3 Scotch Horn Way, Nailson, Bristol,
Avon BS I 9 2AG.
KORG KMS30 MIDI synchronizer, as
new, £140. 2 Leyland 424482.
KORG MEMORY EXPANDER
for DW8000, Poly 800, etc, mint
condition, £120 ono. Korg Super
Section (mint), £200 ono. lit 051-677
3691.
MIDI SWITCHERS splitters and
cables. Sae for full details to: Steve
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Moorby, 20 Gregory Close, Reading,
Berks, RG2 4JJ.

MIDI SWITCHER and splitter kits.
Full details, sae to: Mark Spawn, 4
Upper Coombe, Linslade, Leighton,
Buzzard.
POWERTRAN VOCODER as-
sembled kit, E 100 ono. E&MM Trans-
pozer assembled, kit (but no display),
£80 ono. CEM, BBD ICs for sale. '
021-523 6752.
ROLAND GUITAR SYNTH and
controller, GR700, G707, PG200
programmer + additional cartridge,
£1350 ono. V (023 986) 636.
ROLAND OP8/JSQ60 immaculate
condition, hardly used, offers, will sell
separately. Raymond V Barrow
(0229) 34691.
SIEL EXPANDER (12 DCOs) +
Editor program (CBM64), E150 ono.
JMS 12 -track Studio + interface, £48
ono. DX7 Editor £15. Charlie ' 01-
985 7799.
SCI SIXTRAK OWNERS 85 new
sounds, disk or written patch sheet.
Sae for details: Simon, 3 Beverley
Road, London E4 9PL.

SYNTHESISER EUROROCK
LPS for sale. Some rarities, sae for
lists: 21 Riddy Lane, Luton; Beds, LU3
2AD.
TASCAM PE20 4-ch EQ, £40.
Amdek RMK100 programmable drums/
trigger outputs, £25. Eric 'V 01-847
0468, eves.
TOKAI FRETLESS jazz bass, lovely,
E325 ono. 12:2 mixer, 4 EQ, 3 sends,
PFL, balanced, UP unused, £260. Steve
' 061-764 0753.
VARIOUS GEAR for sale or swap:
UP K2 drums, Korg DDM220, Sim-
mons SDS4, GBS stereo. For details

(0342) 23094.
WESTONE SPECTRUM ST white
guitar, immaculate, £100. Volume
Booster, £5. Broken Spider sequencer,
£10. V Sheffield (0742) 553169.

Wanted
CAN and related solo bootlegs/
rarities. David Kellett, 33 High Street,
Gravely, Hitchin, Herts, SG4 7LA.
Swaps? ET (0438) 352175.
CZ101/1000 voice books (3), 32 pro
sounds each, £1.25 each. Cheque/PO,
G Leighton, 57 Eleanor St, Culler -
coats, Tyne & Wear, NE30 4PG.
CZIOI/DX100 or Poly 800. Cash
waiting. Also any recording gear or
effects. 'V (0904) 39048.
EDP WASP £40, must be fully
working. Contact Graham High, 342
Kitts Green Road, B'ham B33 ODN.
E&MM TRANSPOZER and Boss
RCLIO compressor limiter, E75 each if
in good working order. Kevin V
(0353) 87498.
EMS SYNTH! AKS wanted, any
condition. 13* (0726) 883265.
EXCHANGE RECORDS, tapes,
typical instruments, books, other
Brazilian articles. Angelo Salles, Rua
Euclasio 357/503, Belo, Horizonte,
Brazil.
FAIR PRICES PAID for any broken
old synths, recording equipment, etc.
Firmin, 32 Alma St, Wellingborough,
Northants.
FOSTEX A80 E900 and waiting.
Mixer also needed to fit with A80.
Package would be appreciated.
Coventry (0203) 504607.
HAGSTROM GLITTER GUITAR
early sixties, cash waiting. Rok Star
(0484) 546062.
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HELP! ARP SOLUS circuit diagrams
needed for sick synth. Can anybody
help? 061-434 4352.
I'M IN SEARCH of live recordings
of Depeche Mode. Do you have any?
Please write to: Jorgen Rydberg,
Oldarevagen 70, S-24021, Lodde-
kopinge, Sweden.
JSQ60 SEQUENCER DX7, or PPG
2.2 or 2.3. As new only! Neil V (0482)
782966, after 6pm.
JSQ60 SEQUENCER/DX7 must
be as new. Neil V (0482) 782966,
after 6pm.

KORG KMS30 MIDI sync box. Tony
23 Doncaster (0302) 770420, eves.
KORG KMS30 Synchronizer, Yamaha
DX 100. Phone with sensible prices.
Trevor (0268) 43815, after 7pm.
KORG MS50 up to £75 paid for a
good specimen with patchcords. Dave
a Shrewsbury (0743) 54829.
KORG POLY 61 must be vgc. Ian
Coventry (0203) 362497, after 6pm.
KORG POLY 800 instruction manual
wanted by frustrated owner (photo-
copy would do): Pete, 4 Cunningham
Close, Donghoughton, Northumber-
land.
KORG SQD I Fostex 250 Multi -
tracker, Roland TR707 rhythm com-
poser: PO Box 92333, Norwood
2117, S Africa, or V (01 I) 640 2924.
LESLIE 860 for cash. V (0255)
426672 (Essex).
MAGMA Art Zoyd, K Schulze,
Tangerine Dream. Bootlegs for ex-
hange, Lukas Mottura Produktion, via
Filadelfia 29, 10134 Torino, Italy.
MINIMOOG MANUAL and/or
advice. Sounds for SCI Prophet 5 and
Roland JP6. V 061-256 1964.
MPC SYNC TRACK GBS Mk3,
Vestafire RV2, MM 8:2 mixer or input
modules (MP I 80 series). Adrian
061-881 6252.
NEW AGE/AMBIENT ARTISTS
for collective albums. Tapes, sae to
Hwyl Records, 2 The Square, Yapham,
York.
£20 PAID for Yamaha small regis-
tration RAM packs RP I. Send or
contact Edwards, 53 Deneside Cres-
cent, Hazel Grove, Stockport,
Cheshire.
POLYMOOG KEYBOARD or
Korg Poly 800, around £250 to £300.
Martin V (0753 68) 4820, after 6pm.
PROPHET T8 Adrian V Tonbridge
364881, after 6pm weekdays.
SEND ME E2.50 and I'll send you
1000 band name suggestions. M
Barthel, 13 Capel Street, Calverley,
Pudsey, LS28 SNU.
SWAP SPECTRUM, interface one,
microdrive, cartridges and software
for Roland SH101. Frank (0475)
704571.
TANGERINE DREAM or Kraft-
werk videos, good quality please. Ian

(0922) 648959, after 5pm.
ULTRAVOX any bootlegs, rarities,
programmes, posters, photos, picture
discs, signatures, etc, urgently needed.
Andrew V Preston (0772) 727253.
WURLITZER PIANO V(0385)
40754, eves, after 1st August.
YAMAHA CS7OM data cards, blank
or preset, good price paid. Dave V
Southampton 43387 1 .

YAMAHA C580 Good price offered.
Adrian V Tonbridge 364881, after
6pm weekdays.
YAMAHA DX9 PATCHES re-
quired. Also CZ101 and power supply,
good condition, £170. L Fenn, 84 St
Georges Road, Aldershot, Hants

GU I244
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KEYBOARDS
Roland MKS7 £400, 20 bass sounds,

digital drums, 100 harmony, 100 heads,
MIDI and internal mixer.

Yamaha PF80 £650 hardly used but
slightly scratched includes flightcase

COMPUTER
The unique UMI2B complete system in

an easy to use flightcase includes
everything but monitor 1150

Phone Jane 01-2371737

160 SUPERB
NEW SOUNDS
for DX21, DX27, DX100 owners.

Better than presets!
only £12.95 inclusive.

DX Sound Library, 1 Warwick Road,
Eccleston, Nr Chorley, Lancs.

Tel: 0257 452303.

TR505
SEPARATE OUTPUTS

5 separate voice outputs fitted
to your TR505 for £30.
Send your TR505 to:

P. White, Speciality Music
Services, 29 Quest Hills Road,
Malvern, Worcs WR14 1RL or
phone (06845) 61397 for details

GV

TR707 OR TR909
A fine collection of 192 modem dance beats)

measures on DATA CASSETTE including
documentation for £16. Also 64 hard DX7 voices
for TX7 on DATACASSE7TE for E20. Specifying

machine, send cheque to:

DEGREE ZERO,
PO Box 909,

London SE22 8DL.

CLICK TRAX VOL I
12 Drum Tracks ideal for
practice or recording only

£2.00 + 50p P&P

F McErlane, 73 Waterside,
Peartree Bridge,
Milton Keynes
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Citc/1
Music

Save your hard earned cash at City
Music! Phone our Hot Line now for
your FREE FACT FILE of

instruments and City Music
SAVE IT prices on

YAMAHA & ROLAND!

LO YAMAHA

NOW IN STOCK
MT1X MULTITRACK £449

SPX90 MULTI EFFECTS £599

FiX21L LATIN RHYTHM £249

PF-70 PIANO £899

PR -80 £999

ADX-21 DIGITAL REC £259.

[liG-oRoland

NOW IN STOCK
ALPHA JUNO 1 £575

ALPHA JUNG 2.. £799

EM101 SYNTH MODULE £275

HP5500 PIANO £2200

TR505 RHYTHM £225

TR707 RHYTHM £499

HOTLINES
LONDON AREA:

01-863 1841
DEVON/CORNWALL:

0752 673166
CHANNEL ISLES:

0534 78901

STUDIOS

01-907 3889
'A SONGWRITERS' DREAM'

Our air conditioned '/2" 8 -track Computer
Music Studio features

SONY PCM DIGITAL MASTERING
 The latest in MIDI Computer Sequencing via time -
codes  16 -sec sampling/sequencing  Drum Tracks,
Digital Drums  Many Quality Polysynths/Electric
Grand Piano A well-stacked Digital Effects Rack,
including Rev 7, Digits Reverb, many DDLs, Compressors,
Gates, Hangers, Aural Exciters, etc etc  34 Chonnel
Soundtracks Desk  Touom Multttrack/Mastenng
 Quad Monitonng  Host of Instruments available

etc etc etc.

Still unbelievable value at
just £7 per hour - plus tape

Ell NSA
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HIRE
TS SOUND SYSTEMS

The Musicians Music Store
For all your requirements

as a musician!
Instruments, Backline, Effects, PA

(100-30K watts)
and most other things

HIRE OR SALES
TEL: 061-624 7087

XENON HIRE
TASCAM 38 i RAM 16/4/212"

FOSTER A80 -i- 4501/4"
Also available:

1 Ensoniq Mirage sampler £25
2 Yamaha 007, Roland JX-8P £18
3 Yamaha Rev 7, stereo reverb £20
4 Yamaha RXl 1, SPX90 effects £15
5 Revox, Aphex Exciter £10
6 Simmons SDS9, SDS5 £25
7 244 Portastudio, Yam rev £10

Discounts for weekly or package hires
Delivery available, no VAT

01-542 0675

HI -TECH INSTRUMENT HIRE
Latest keyboards including Yamaha DX7, TX7
expander, -rxe 16 rack, Roland Juno 106, JX8P
Ensoniq Mirage -f library. Roland & Yamaha
sequences from £15
MIDI drum machines inc Roland TR707 & TR727
latins Yamaha RX11, Linn Mk3 & Linn 9000
tram £10
Simmons electronic drum kits SDS7. 8 and 9
from £15

MIDI SYSTEMS
01-995 4730

ADVANCED
SOUNDS HIRE

Emulator 2- Roland S50- Ensoniq Mirage
Prophet VS - Roland JX10 - Roland MKS&O
Alpha Juno 2 - Roland JX8P - Yamaha DX7
Emu SP12 - Linn Drum Mk3 - Yamaha RX11
Roland TR707/727 - Casio RZ1 - Fasten B16

Sony PCM 701- Fasten A8LR/A80 - Revox B77
Portastudio - 8/16 Channel Misers
Yamaha SPX90 - Roland SRV2000
Yamaha Rev 7 - Roland SDE3000

Aphez Exciter - Drawmer Gates/Comps
Roland MS0700/MC500
Roland SBX130 Sync Boz

* Plus much more * Ultra Low Rates
Unbeatable Package Deals

01-467 4603
or Mobilephone

0860 310618

GIGSOUNDS HIRE
LONDON SE6

Ensoniq Mirage £25
Yamaha DX7 £18
Jupiter 6 £15
Tascam 244 head phones + mic £12
RX11 £15
Simmons SDS9 £20
Alessis Midiverb £12

PLUS Rackmount effects, complete
PA's and various backline

Discount weekend and weekly rates
Ring for details of secondhand

and ex -hire sales

Tel: 01-6901848

Big Horne Music
01-485 3495

For hire
Keyboards
Sequencers

Drum computers
Effects units

Free delivery/collection
inside London

Rates for 1986: Lineage 35p per word (min 12 words);
Box No. 80p extra. Display: LI 5.00 per single cm. column.
All prices are subject to VAT at 15% All lineage
advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 6 weeks
preceding cover date. Advertisements are accepted subject to the
terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available
on request).

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
 Coverings & frets
 Flight case parts

 Celestion power speakers
 Rean jacks & fittings

 P&N stands

Send 30p PO/cheque for
illustrated catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,
Grainger Road,

Southend-on-Sea
Essex

SERIES 4 MIXER
Series 4 modular mixer, 5 -band EQ,

4-9 auxiliaries, True 16 -bus architecture,
low noise, expandable to 50/50/16/2.
16T Recorder Circuits £2.50 plans and
circuits for Series 4 £9.50. Send 17p for

catalogue of modules, patchbays,
faders, s/h bargains, circuits and plans.

SALES. SERVICE & REPAIRS
K-Tek, PO Box 172A,

Surbiton KT6 6HN
01-399 3990

SOUNDS IN MOTION
30 sample sounds on chrome

cassette for only £3.00
Sampling guide £1.00

AIDC
Distribution

4 Auckland Court,
London SE27 9PE

19" RACK MOUNT CASES
Industrial quality fully enclosed with separate

chassis. 1 U x 250mm depth at £18.84,
1U x 300mm at £21.35, 2U x 250mm at £22.05,
2U x 300mm at £24.69, 3U x 250mm at £25.22,

3U >,30Ornm at £27.99. P&P £3.00 plus VAT.
Also 4U sizes.

Newrad Instrument Cases,
Unit 19, Wick Ind. Est.,

New Milton, Hants BH25 6SJ.

Tel: (0425) 621195

PROGRAMMER
WANTED

Interesting work on musical
product in 8086 assembler.

Send CV to:

D. Cockerel!,
22 Mapesbury Road,

London NW2 4JD

NEWPORT
MUSIC
0604 24858
0908 612559
Roland, Korg, Yamaha, Casio, Siel

Synths & samplers in stock
Casio RZ1 rhythm sampler

Casio SZ1 sequencer
Roland TR505 rhythm
Yamaha RX21 rhythm

Yamaha SPX90 multi processor
Technics digital pianos

Teczon 4 x 4 multitrack recording
Chervel Jackson guitars coming

Hohner guitar & basses (headless)
OHM amps, Marshall, Custom

Sound, Sessionette etc.
Pearl pedals (delay £79 limited

stocks)
Dod digital etc.

Drums by Premier, Yamaha, Pearl,
Meinl, Paiste Cymbals
All above in stock now

NEWPORT MUSIC
13 The Friary Grosvenor
Centre, Northampton

Also at
17 High Street, Newport Pagnell,

Milton Keynes

UNIVERSITY OF YORK
Department of Music

Electronic Music
Studio Technician

A vacancy has arisen for a technician
with skills in electronics and with an

interest in its application in music. This
post requires a minimum qualification of

TEC level 3 and at least four years of
post qualification experience. The work
involves some design and construction

of electronic equipment and its
maintenance, adjustment and repair. In
addition, a specialist knowledge and

interest in the audio aspects of
electronics would be an advantage and

the post will involve the setting up of
studio equipment and presentation

within the Department of Music.
The salary will be on the Grade 4 scale

for members of the technical staff
(£6,749-f7,813pa). Applications should

be sent to David Rymer. Assistant
Bursar, University of York, Heslington,

York Y01 5DD not later than
7 August 1986

Reference Number: 86/M4/11

CROFT ELECTRONICS Repairs to pro-
fessional keyboards, tape machines and
amplifiers. 01-586 0357.
ROLAND PITCH to voltage synthesiser
(rack mounting) L270. Phone 0 I -286 0642.
AKG BX20 stereo reverb L300. Phone
0 I -286 0642.
GROOVE DDM 110/220 Separate out-
put mod kit L8.50. Groove Juno 6/60 MIDI
interface, provides in, thru, out, split, voice
change, channel assign, active sense and
more for only £99. Interested? SAE or
phone Neil 0722 21758. Convinced?
Cheque PO to Groove Electronics,
'Tango -wood', Southampton Road,
Alderbury, Wilts SP5 3AG.
BOSS RH I M headphone/mic unused. L35.
Tel. 0908 606278.
YAMAHA CX5 owners! New sounds for
your music computer. - FEX- I (drums and
percussion), FEX-2 (sound effects), FEX-3
(instrumental), FEX-4 (synths), excellent
original voice banks on cassette from
COMPUFEX - (0202) 690740.
AKG BX20 Stereo Reverb L300 Phone
01-286 0642.
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0-120 in 3.6 seconds

If you're interested in a high-performance synth, it's time to test drive an Ensoniq
ESQ-1 Digital Wave Synthesizer. It puts 120 sounds at your fingertips as fast as you
can switch it on and plug in a cartridge. But that's only the beginning.
In addition to standard synthesizer waveforms, the ESQ-1 features complex multi -
sampled waves for a total of 32 waveforms on board. Each of the ESQ-1's 8 voices
uses 3 digital oscillators with the ability to assign a different waveform to each
oscillator. That's thousands of distinct sonic possibilities.
The ESQ-1 is simple to program because it lets you see what's really going on inside.
Its 80 -character lighted display shows ten programs or parameters simultaneously.
So you'll spend less time writing down numbers and more time laying down music.
A built-in 8 -track polyphonic sequencer makes the ESQ-1 an ideal MIDI studio.
Each track can play internal voices, external MIDI instruments, or a combination of
both. And each track can be assigned a separate program and MIDI channel. Like
any good studio, the ESQ-1 can auto -correct timing, auto -locate passages and balance
individual tracks during mixdown.
You can build songs made up of 30 different sequences and store them internally,
externally on tape or on 3.5" diskettes using the Mirage Sampling Keyboard or
Multi -Sampler.
If controlling other MIDI instruments is on your list of priorities, the ESQ-1 puts you
in the driver's seat. It supports poly, omni and mono modes along with Ensoniq's
multi and overflow modes that extend the MIDI capability of the ESQ-1 far beyond
ordinary synths. You won't ever have to leave the comfort of its 61 -note weighted,
velocity sensitive keyboard to play any MIDI instrument in your setup.
Comparable high performance digital waveform synthesizers and MIDI sequencers
can easily exceed the legal limits of your cash on hand. But the good news is that the
ESQ-1 comes from Ensoniq-at a sane price of just $1395. For a glimpse of
technology that's earned the name "advanced", put an ESQ-1 through its paces at
your authorized Ensoniq dealer today.

Although you should always fasten your seat belt when playing the ES0-1, you don't have to wear a helmet or obey the 55mph
speed limit. ES0-1 and Mirage are trademarks of ENSONIO Corp.

.ensonict

Synthesizer
8 -voice polyphonic and polytimbral
32 synthesized and sampled
waveforms
40 internal, 80 cartridge programs
80 -character lighted display
Each voice features:
3 digital oscillators
3 multi -waveform LFO's
4 -pole analog filters
15 reelable modulation sources
4 complex envelope generators

Sequencer

8 polyphonic tracks
Auto -correct, auto -locate. step edit
Internal storage -2400 notes
Expandable to 10.000 notes

MIDI

Poly. omni. multi and mono modes
MIDI Overflow Mode for slaving units
8 simultaneous polyphonic channels
MIDI remote programming
MI01 guitar controller compatible

ENSONIO Corp, 263 Great Valley Parkway, Malvern, PA 19355 o Canada: 6969 Trans Canada Hwy., Suite 123, St. Laurent, Clue. H4T 1V8 0 ENSONIO Europe, 65 Ave de
Stalingrad. 1000 Brussels o Japan: Sakata Shokai, Ltd., Minami Morimachi - Chu -0 Building, 6-2 Higashi-Tenma, 2-Chome, Kite -Ku, Osaka, 530
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KEYBOARDS OF
THE YEAR

WILL BE DELAYED
DIGITALLY

KORG POLY 800
AWARDED "BEST
BUDGET SYNTH"
BY M.R.A.*
AND NOW
UPDATED
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POLCY 800 MKII
 Built-in 64 program digital delay
 Built-in 1000 note poly sequencer
III Programmable bass and treble controls

IN 8 voice plus chord memory function

NI 64 programs (expandable to 256 via
MIDI MEX8000 memory expander)

 Mains or battery operation
 RRP .E.599
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KORG

KORG DW8000
VOTED
"KEYBOARD

OF THE YEAR"
BY

MELODY
MAKER
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DW 8000\
Built-in 64 program digital delay

Fully touch sensitive keyboard

256 waveform combinations give both digital
clarity and analog warmth
64 program (256 with MEX 8000).

IN 4 key assign modes plus por-
tamento and auto -bend

Advanced MIDI arpeggiator

RRP E1209

Korg is synthesisers, vocoders, expanders, MIDI sequencers, drum machines, rack effects, tuners,
pedal effects and more. For further details on the complete range contact:

Korg (UK) 32 Gordon House Road, London NW5 1NE
Music Retailers Association.


